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In Januaty 11,1976, thirty years aere completed since the proclamalion ol the People's Republic of Albania,
a memorable euent in the history ol the Albanian people who lor the lirst time saw their age-old dream lor real lreedom
attd d.emocracy realised.

The work lor the construction ol the metallurgical complex at Elbasa11,

the biggest industtial project wich is beinE built in Albania tuith the aid at the Pcople's Republic ol China. is rapidly aduancing.
The lirst blast lurnace u-til| be put into operation belore 1ong. ln the photo: A uiew ol the ratling mil| ol the complex.
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HYSNI KMO - Member oI tlrc Political Buteau and secretary ol
the Centtal Committee ol the PLA,
Report deliuered at the 3td session of the 8th. I'egislature ol
the Peopl.e's Assembly of the PRA. As abeady reported' tltis
se,ssion, which held its ptoceedings on Nouemtbet 17,7925, toas
dedicated to the qtoestion of the dralting of tLrc new constitu-
lion of the PRA.

IMPORTAilT STE

FOR PERFECTIilG

OF T}IE DICTATO
by llYSfl, KAPO

TIIIS SESSION OF THE PEOPLE'S ASSEMBLY IS CON-

VENED OVER THE VERY IMPORT,dNT ISSUE, OF THE DBAW.

ING UP OF THE NEW CONSTITUTION OF OUB STATE.

IN THIS WAY, THE SUPREME REPRESENTATIVE ORGAN

OF OUR STATE IS CONCBETELY SETTING ABOUT THE

WORK EOB THE TULFILMENT OF THE GBEAT TASK LAID

DOWN BY THE 6TH CONGBESS OF TIIE PARTY AND, IN
ITS IMPLEMENTATION, OE THE DECISIONS ADOPTED BY

THE STH PLENUM OF THE CENTBAL COMMITTEE WHICH

MET RECENTLY. ON THIS OCCASION ALLOW ME, ON

BEHALF OF IHE CENTBAL COMMITTEE OF TIIE PARTY,

TO EXPRESS THE FULL CONFIDENCE THAT THE PEOPLE'S

ASSEMBI,Y WILL FULFIL TT{IS TASK VERY WELL, ALONG

WITH THE GREAT RESPONSIBII.ITY FALLING ON TIIEM,
IHE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PEOPI.E IN THIS AS-

SEMBLY WILT, HAVE ALSO THE GREAT HONOUB OF

APPROVING THE NEW FUNDAMENTAf, LAW OF OUR

SOCIALIST STATE, WHICH WILL GO DOWN IN THE HIS-

TORY OF NEW ALBANIA AS ITS SECOND SOCIALIST

CONSTITUTION, AS A CONSTITUTION OF THE STAGE OF

THE COMPf,ETE CONSTRUCTION OF SOCIALISM IN OUR

COUNTBY.

The work for the fulfilment of the task laid down by

the Party for the drawing up of the new Constitution is

beginniag in the revolutionary general situation which cha-

racterises our country, when the broadest strata of the people,

old and young, have united to a man round the PLA, its

Central Comrnittee and the beloved leader of our Party and

people, comrade Enver Hoxha. The working rxasses of our

country, with .the working class at the head, under the leader'

ship of the Party, rnobilised to an extraordinary degree and

with a high level of class consciousness, are carrying oltt

allround activity to consolidate and advance the socialist

construction in all fietds, to deepen the ideological and cul-

tural revolution, to attain new victories for socialist Albania

aud to defend the homeland and socialist order. The entire

Albanian people have engaged themselves in resolute struggle
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against the internal and external enemies of our country
with the result that, iu the face of the invincible force of the
ideas of Marxism-Leninism which guide them on their way,
in the face of the fiery patriotism and revolutionary vigilance
which characterise them, in the faee of their steel-like unity
around the Party of Labour which Ieads them, all the attempts
of the enemies of every hue have ended in ignominious
failure. There is no doubt that the drawing up of the new
Constitution will serve to build up this revolutionary situatiofl
and will mark a great politieal and ideological event in the
life of the entire country. The drawing up of the new
Constitution will be another very important link, in the series

of measures our Party has taken for the continued revolu-
tionisation of the lite of the country, this will be - as

comrade Enver Hoxha says - ,step of great theoretical, and
practical importance for the further strengthening and perfect-
ing of the state of the dietatorship of the proletariat in our
countryn.

The need 'to draw up the new Constitution at the present
stage of the socialist development of the country, is dictated
by the great socio-economic transformations which have taken
place during this 31-year period of the existeuce of the
socialist state power in our country.

lVith ,the liberation of the country and the triumph ol
the people's revolution, on the 29th of November 1944, a new
brilliant page was opened in the history of our people.
For the first time Albania won real independence, putting an
end to the fascist occupation, as well as to the long period of
subjugation to foreign po\,vers. The exploiting classes were
overthrown and the old state apparatus in their service was
destroyed to its foundations; the new state was created
which, immediately after the liberation of the country, carried
out the functions of the dictatorship of the proletariat; a
state apparatus entirely new as to its structure and class con-
tent, method anal style of work, was set up everywhere. The
Albanian people, inspired in everything by the great and
immortal ideas of Marxism-Leninism, under the correct and
farsighted leadership of the Party with comrade Enver Hoxha

at the head, deepening and carrying further the gains of
the people's revolutiofl, set out on the road of socialist con-
struction.

In continuation of these profound transformations, as their
erowning and legal sanctioniflg with the true will of the
people, on the 14th of March 1946, the Constifuent Assembly
approved the Constitution of our new State. It was the first
truly democratic aud revolutionary Constitution of Atrbania,

the first Constitution made by the people themselves, im-
mediately after they took the State power into their own hauds,

The Constitution of new Albania reflected the first socio-
economic transformations of a democratic and socialist
character such as: the elimination of the domination of foreign
capital and its plunder of the riches of the country; the
expropriation of the capitalists and landlords, the passing of
the principal means of production into the hands of the
people and the traasformation into common property of the
mines and other underground riches, waters and natural
resources, fotests and pastures, means of communieation and
transport, banks, etc,, the proclamation of the State monopoly
over foreign trade and its control over intertral trade; the
carrying otrt of the land reform which gave the land to those
who tilled it; the process of the socialist industrialisation of the
country and the setting up of socialist economies in the
countryside, through the collectivisatioa of agriculture. Deepen-

ing the Declaration on the rights of the citizens, approved by
the 2nd Meeting of the Antifascist Natioflal Liberation Council,
which was held in Berat in October 1944, the Constitution
sanctioned the rights and democratic freedoms of the citizens.
The most important feature of the Constitution in this direction
was that it did not confine itself to proclaiming these rights
and freedoms, but, as a Constitution of a socialist State, was
concentrated on the real possibilities to exercise and guarantee
them. Finally, the Consti'tution not only sanctioned what had
beea achieved in that short period, but also contained pro-
grammatic elements. From this viewpoint, its served as a

constitutional basis for the further development of the country
ou the road of sosiali$m, sanctioning the objectives of the
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future activity of the State and society, The adoption of the

1946 Constitutiou was a great political victory for our people

and Party. *Its importanceu, says comrade Enver Hoxha,

uconsisted itr the fact that it legalised that profound and

radical overturn which was made in the life of our society

as a result of the triumph of the people's revoltrtion, it
sanctioned from the juridical viewpoint all those great politi'
cal, economic and social gains the people had achieved with their
heroic struggle and opened clear prospects for other revolu-
tionary transformations in all fields of life, on socialist founda-

tions".

But, as it was pointed out at the 6th Congress of the Party,

the period which this Constitution served has now gone

by. The profound revolutionary transformations which have

been carried out during this period in our country, under
the leadership of the Party, in all fields of social life, mark
a whole historical stage which has been left behind. The

setting up of the economic base of socialism has long been

completed in our homeland. The single socialist system of
the economy, has taken the place of the multiform economy,

socialist ownership over the means of production has taken

the place of private ownership and, on this basis, socialist
relations of production have been fully established, both in
town and countryside.

The successful carrying out of the policy of the Party
for the construction of the economic base of socialism also

brought about the radical transformation of the old class

structure of our society. With the complete establishment of

socialist relations of production the process of the elimination

of the exploiting classes as classes came to an end. Our so'

ciety is now comprised of two friendly classes - the working
class and the cooperativist peasantry, as well as the stratum of

the people's intelligentsia. The alliance of the working class

and the cooperativist peasantry, under the leadership of the

working class, and the raising to a qualitatively new level

of the unity of our people, which now has the friendship and

cooperation of the two socialist classes at its foundation, con-

stitutes the fundamental distinguishing feature of the class

structure ir our country today.

During this period, the working class itself, the working
peasantry aud the intelligentsia, have undergone radical

changes, too.

The establishment of socialist ownership and the creation

of the new class structure eliminated, once and for all, the

exploitation of man by man as well as the social antagonisms,

which are the offspring of this exploitation and the system,

based on it, such as the antagonisms between town and country-

side, industry and agriculture, mental work and manual wotk,

while the essential differences between them are being

gradually narrowed. They put an end to the age-long oppres-

sion of the woman and ensured the fundamental conditions for
her complete emancipatiofl, for her active participation equal

with the men in running the country and in all spheres of

socialist coflstruction and social activity.
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The flew socio-economic relations became that decisive

factor which ensured the impetuous development of the pro'
ductive forces, which opened the road for the alhound
progress of our country. Within a very short period, as a

result of the policy of the Party of socialist industrialisation,

Albania has been transformed today from a profoundly

backward agricultural country, into an advanced agricultural
-industrial country. Many new industrial branches have been

created which permit the local processing of mineral riches

and other raw materials, up to the production of finished

products. Now the task of making a new qualitative leap to
furn Albania into an industrial-agricultural country is on

the agenda. The creation of the cooperativist order and the

rnanysided measures that have been taken for the

strengthening of the material-technical base of agricultural

production, have put our agriculture on the road of intensive

up-to-date development.
The radical changes in the economic and material'techni-

cal base as well as in the class composition of society, brought

about great chauges also in its superstructure. Under the

continuous care of the Party, our State of the dictatorship of

the proletariat has been furthet consolidated. The fight against

bureaucracy and liberalism, for a new style and method of

work, the enlivening and deepening of the mass line and

the increase of the direct control by the workers, the perfect-

ing of the relations, between the cadres and the masses, the

arming and military training of the entire people, etc., have

strengthened the political superstrucfure of the socialist so-

ciety and have enriched the practice of the functioning of

our State and social life at all levels' The successful develop-

ment of the ideological and cultural revolution, in fierce

class struggle against the old ideologies of the exploiting

society and agaiflst the pressure and present-day ideotogical

iufluences of the capitalist and revisionist world, the further

revolutionisation of the school and the carrying out of the

technical and scientific revolution, the elimination of religious

institutions, the alhound work of the Party for the communist

education of the working people, particularly for the temper'

ing of the younger generation, as a worthy and reliable

successor to carry forward the cause of the revolution and

socialism - all these have brought about obvious changes in

the ideological superstructure of society, and Marxism-Le'

ninism, the world outlook of the working class and its re-

volutionary Party has become the dominant ideology in our

country.
Such is the historic course traYersed in these 31 years

by our people and our homeland. It testifies to the correct'

ness of the proletarian Marxist-Leninist line pursued with

farsightedness and firm determination by the Party of Labour

of Albania with comrade Enver Hoxha at the head, it testifies

to the incontesiable superiority of the socialist order we have

set up, This whole period is replete with struggle and countless

efforts for the co[struction and defence of socialism' The

dictatorship of the proletariat has been unceasingly streng'

thened and revolutionary vigilance has always been kept
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sharp, in order to suppress and destroy any activity of the
overthrown exploiting classes and of all the enemies of so-

cialism, internal and external, who have always tried to hinder
our people on the brilliant road on which the Party leads
them and to turn them bach to the dark past. We have had to
face up to and defeat the attacks, pressures, sabotage and
blockades of the bourgeoisie, of imperialism and external
reaction, of Eodern revisionism, Soviet social imperialism, and
of all the enemies of socialism. With unexampled sacrifice
and self-denial the age-old backwardness inherited from the
past was overcome and that great forward leap was made
to bring about the happy socialist life which has opened
before our people brilliaflt new prospects for the complete
co,nstruction of socialism in Albania. All these victories have
been achieved through an uninterrupted class struggle, which,
as comrade Eaver Hoxha points out, has been carried out
in all fields and with the most diverse means, not only against
enemies, but also in the ranks of the people, in order to
eliminate the alien influences which poison the conscious-
ness of the working people, On this vital question our party
has always kept in mind the teaching of the great Lenin that
-the dictatorship of the proletariat is not the eud of the class
struggle, but its continuation in new forms,.

In all these titanic efforts, in carrying out the transfor-
mations made so far and, in achieving the great gains we are
enjoying today, in achieving and strengthening the unity of the
people in the struggle against external and internal enemies, the
first socialist Constitution of our State, as the fundamental
law and the basis of our entire revolutionary legislation,
has played an important historical role. But, in the light of
the profound changes which have been made in all fields
of the life of the country, it is clear that despite the modi-
fications made to it in subsequent years, the constitution in
force has become outdated in many aspects. Therefore, the
6th Congress of the Party, on the basis of the report delivered
by comrade Enver Hoxha, laid down the task of drawing
up a new Constitution.

The Central Committee of the party, proceeding from this
great task laid down by the Congress, set about the work
several years ago, carrying out a series of important studies,
and has prepared the relevatrt materials, which will be made
available to the organ that will be created by the people,s

Assembly for the dratting of the new Constitution,
The Party of Labour of Albania and our State of the dic-

tatorship of the proletariat, faithfully following the Marxist-
Leninist theory and implementing it in a creative way have
gained rich experience in the building of socialism. The
summing up which the party of f,abour of Albania and its
leader, comrade Enver Hoxha, have made of the ejrperience
of our country afld of world socialism, constitutes an im-
portant contribution to the treasury of Marxism-Leninism, as
to how to eflsure the constant advance of the socialist revolu-
tion to the complete aud final victory, and bar the way to the
danger of turning back to capitalism. It is the task of the new
Constitution, as the fudamental law of our State of the die-
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tatorship of the proletariat, to reflect this rich experieuce,
which affects all fields of life-political, economic, cultural, nli-
litary, administrative, etc., to reflect the Marxist-Leninist
principles of the Party of Labour and its struggle for the
uninterrupted development of the socialist revolution towards
the attainment of the final objective of the building of
comnrunism, to reflect the consistent defence and the creative
developmenl by our Party and comrade Enver Hoxha of the
theory of Marxism-Leninism on the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat and socialism. The Marxist-Leninist principles of our
Party and the teachings of comrade Enver Hoxha will thorough-
ly permeate the new Constitution and will constitute its
central aris.

In implementing the decisions of the 6th Congress of the
Party, the guide lines of the Sth Plenum of the Central Com-

mittee and the instructions of comrade Enver Hoxha concern-
ing the drawing up of the new Constitution, the Central
Committee of the PLA recommends that the following main
issues should be kept in mind:

First, the new Constitution should fully reflect the line of
the PLA, embodied in our revolutionary practice. The correct
Marxist-Leninist liue pursued by our Party during the carry-
ing , out of the uninterrupted socialist revolution, the con-

struction aud defence of socialism, which has brought our
people brilliant victories, should find its complete reflection
in the constitutional norms, as it is in reality, a clear,
principled, consistent, Marxist-Leninist line.

The Constittrtion should define, first of all, the fundamental
aims and duties of our State of the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat at the preseat stage of the development of the country,
the main directions of its activity in the field of the home
and foreign policies, which are ari embodiment of the known
principles of the classics of Marxism-Leninism closely inter-
woven with the historical experience of our €ountry, The

dictatorship of the proletariat, as the weapon of the socialist
revolution, which only begins with the seizure of the state
power by the working class, serves to carry this revolution
through to the eud, up till the complete and final victory,
the construction of the classless communist soeiety, by taking
all measures to bar the way to the danger of turning back
to capitalism, such as that of the revisionist and bourgeois
degeneration of the socialist order.

In this context, the new Constitution should clearly reflect
the role of our State of the dictatorship of the proletariat in
the impetuous development of the productive forces and
the increase of the economic might and independence of the
country, in the unceasing perfecting of the socialist relations
of production, defeace of socialist property, the exercise of
'control over the amount of work and consumption and respect
for the socialist principle of distribution; for the development
of socialist culture and the technical and scientific revo-
lution; for the contiuuous increase of the material well-
being and the cultual level of the masses; for ensuring
the rights, the democratic freedoms of the working people

and the development of the personality of man, which consti-
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tute the aim of socialism. In the struggle for the achievement
of these objectives, the State has the task of actively drawing
the working masses into running the country through the
wide variety of forms of socialist democracy, of carrying
out an allround struggle for the liberation of the conscious-
ness of people from any kind of alien hangovers and
influences, for the forming and tempering of the ne\{ tnan
of socialist society, endowed with a proletarian world out-
look, ideals aEd virtues. In this direction the social organi-
sations have played and are playing a major role. As im-
portant levers iu the hands of the party, as an integral and
important part of the system of the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat, they unite broad masses and strata of the people,
draw them in an organised way into the socialist construc-
tion and the running of the country, work for their com-
munist education and see to the solution of their special
problems.

As Marxism-teninism, our party, and comrade Enver Hoxha
teach us, the construction of socialist society is carried out
through a fierce class struggle, which takes place uninterrupt-
edly in all fields and constitutes a great rnotive force even
after the liquidation of the exploiting classes, up to com-
munism. The essence of this class struggle, in whatever field
of social life it may be carried out, is the problenr of the
dictatorship of the proletariat, "The key problem of the re-
volution', stresses comrade Enver Hoxha, ,has been and will
remain till the attainment of the triumph of communism,
the problem of the state power, of the dictatorship of the
proletariat,. These vital teachings will be reflected in our
new Constitution.

Likewise, of major importance are the problems of the
defence of the socialist homeland, as one of the fundamental
duties of our dictatorship of the proletariat, as a duty above
all duties. On the basis of rhe light-giving teachings of the
Party of Labour of Albania on this question, and particularly
of the decisions of the 5th and 6th plenums of the CC of
the PLA, the Constitution must reflect the fundamental
principles of our proletarian policy in the field of defence,
such as the replacing of the ,barracks arrny* system with the
people armed and militarily organised, the principle of the
leading role of the party, over the Armed Forces, the orga-
nisation and directing of these forces on the basis of the re-
volutionary military science of the people,s war, etc,

f,ikewise, the main duties of our socialist State, as well as
the fundamental principles by which it is guided in the field
of international relations and foreign policy, must be brought
out clearly in the new Constitution, It should be clearly
stated there that, in the fufure, as up till now, the inter-
nationalist attitude of socialist Albania and its principled
struggle in the international arena, against imperialism and
modern revisionism, in support of the revolutionary and li-
beration movement in other countries, for the triumph of
the cause of socialism and communism in the world, will
remain unchanged. As comrade Envet Hoxha has characterised

it in his speech of October 3, L974, to his electorate, the
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foreign policy of our Party and our socialist State is a

profoundly revolutionary Marxist-Leninist policy. It is a policy

of firm principles and not a pragmatist policy of unprincipled
compromises, of temporary agreements for short-term gains;

it is an open policy which is developed in the light of
day and speaks the truth frankly and not a policy of back'
stage deals at the peoples expense, of flattery and tricks ard
underhand deception; it is a policy of the courage to raise the

voiee of the truth and to defend the sovereign rights of the

pcoples and nations, and not a policy of bowing and scrap-

ing of submission and capitulation to the arrogance and

blackmail of .the mighty". Percisely because socialist Albania

has always consistently pursued such a foreign policy its in-

ternational position has been strengthened from day to day,

it has won the love and admiration of the peoples of the

whole world, and its international authority and prestige have

constantly increased.

Second, the new Constitution should present the true
features of socialism, which distinguish it from the distortions
and falsifications of the modern revisionists. Built on the

basis of the Marxist-Leninist theory of scientific socialism,

the new Constitution of our State will be another affirmation
,of the fundamental principles formulated by the classics

of Marxism-Leniflism, especially in the field of the theory

of the dictatorship of the proletariat, as well as of the defence

and creative application of these principles in our country.

This is of major importance in the conditions of the present'

day struggle, for the exposure of all the distortions and

falsifications perpetrated by the modern revisionists of the

theory and practice of scientific socialism, As comrade

Enver Hoxha points out, "the establishment of a boundary and

a clear demarcation Iine between the truly socialist countries

and those which only bear the name socialist' is indispensable.

The treatment of problems from clear, proletarian class po-

sitions which will characterise the new Constitution, will be

another blow dealt by socialist Albania to the betrayal by

the Soviet{ed modern revisionists, who are trying to deny

the class content of socialist State and society as a whole, in
order to cover up their bourgeois dictatorship and their
counter-revolutionary policy. By reflecting the reality of a

truty socialist country, as our country is, the new Constitution

will help to develop the correct understanding of socialism.

In this direction the sanctioning in the Constitution of our

State of such fundam€ntal principles of scientific socialism

as the principle of the leadership by the Marxist-Leninist
party of the working class, that of the dictatorship of the pro-

letariat as well as the principle of the revolutionary ideology

of the worki[g class and its party, assumes special im-

portance.

Whereas the modern revisionists attack the teachings of

Marxism-Leninism about the proletarian parly, through their
preaching of the -multiparty system in socialism", of the

{,merely ideological role of the Communist Party in socialism

and not its leading atrd directing role, of .the party of the

entire people', etc,, in the flew Constitution of our State,
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on the contrary, the Marxist-Leninist principle of the leading
role of the Marxist-Leninist party in socialism will be affirmed
and proclaimed as a constitutional norm. With this, the
historical reality and the basic practice of our socialist
society and State are sanctioned, while declaring, at the same

time, that there can be no socialism without the undivided
leadership of the proletarian pafiy, which is a concentrated
expression of the leading role of the working class in the
socialist society and an indispensable condition of the very
existence of the dictatorship of the proletariat.

Whereas the modern revisionists deny that the dictatorship
of the proletariat is an entirely indispensable phenomenon

during the whole period of transition from capitalism to
communism atrd pretend that with the elimination of the
exploiting classes it is transformed into a .State of the entire
people,, in the new Constitution of our State, on the contrary,
the Marxist-Leninist principle that during the period of
transition from capitalism to communism ,the State can be

nothing but a dictatorship of the proletariat" (K. Marx) will
be affirmed and proclaimed as a constitutional norm. With
this, our historical reality of the existence and unceasing
strengthening of the dictatorship of the proletariat is sanc-

tioned, while declaring at the same time, that without the
dictatorship of the proletariat there is no buildiug of so-

cialism and communism, that in the proletarian character
of the State, the leading role of the working class, which is
meaningless without the proletarian party and the proletarian
state, finds its concrete expression.

Whereas the modern revisionists advocate "the free cir-
culation of ideas and cultureso and the spreading of non-pro-
letarian ideas in socialism, our nely Constitution, on th€ con-

trary, will affirm the Marxist-Leninist principle of the role
of the revolutionary ideology of the working class and its
party, and will proclaim as a constitutional norm that in our
State and society, Marxism-Leninism, the revolutionary ideology
of the working class and its party, is the dominant ideology,
that our entire socialist social order is organised and develops
on the basis of its principles. With this the reality achieved
during the carrying out of our socialist revolution in the
field of ideology and culture is sanctioned, while declaring
at the same time, that socialism cannot be built without
based on the Marxist-Leninist theory, that in this, too, the
leading role of the working class and its revolutionary party
in the socialist society finds one of its main forms of ex-
pression.

Viewed from this angle, the new Constitution of our so-

cialist State will comprise a new, valuable contribution by the
Party of Labour of Albania to the revolutionary theory and
practice of scientific socialism, to the historic struggle of
Marxism-Leninism against modern revisionism, a struggle
which our Party has always considered as its lofty inter-
nationalist dugr.

Third, the new Cons'titution must conform to the present
stage of the socialist development of the country. The stage

of the complete construction of socialist society, which our
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country is uow io, marks a new reality, with ttrose great so-

cial, economic, cuttural and defence changes which have been

carried out in the course of these 31 years. The duty of the
new Constitution - as comrade Enver Hoxha instructs -
is that it must conform to the existing social situation in the
country and stress the great reality of the construction of so-

cialism. This is connected also with tte name of our Republic,
which must faithfully reflect this reality. But in any case it
is important to keep in mind the idea of the continuity of
the preseflt Constitution in the new one, seeiag the new
Constitution as a development of the former one. Likewise,
it is of first importance that the new Constitution while
reflecting and sanctioning the achieved gains, should also
express the tendency of the further development of the coun-
try on the road of the complete construction of socialism.
This is an expression of the qualitative leap from the lower
to the higher which the present stage will prepare for the
future, just as yesterday's stage served the stage which
our socialist society is in today.

The continuity between the new Constittrtion to be drawn
up and the former one finds its expression, among other
things, also in the fact that many problems and principled
attitudes contained in the existing Constitution will preserve

their full value itr the new Constitution, too. Sueh are a

series of principles of the organisation and functioning of
the economic arrd State life of the country, such as the principles
of self-reliance, the planning of the people's economy,
distribution {accordiflg to work*, democratic centralism, so-

cialist legality, the unity of the State power, etc.

In sanctioning the socialist socio-eeonomic order which
constitutes the economic basis of the State of the dictatorship
of the proletariat, the flew Constitution will reflect the deep

transformations that have been carried out and the great
victories that have been achieved in the development of this
order in our country at the present stage. The establishment
of socialist ownership in all the branches of the people's

economy, as the only type of ownership over the principal
means of production, represents an objective reality and a
major historic victory of our country. The socialist owner-
ship in its two forms-State and cooperativist, is the unshake-
able foundation of our socio-economic order, the decisive
factor for the unceasing development of the country on the
road of socialism, for the strengthening of the defence ca-

pacity of the homeland and the systematic general raising
of the wellbeing of the people. Private property flow belongs
to the past. Not only do this property and its bearers no

longer exist, but any activity which may lead, in one form
or another, to turning back, to the revival of private pro-
pert5r and the social relations set up on this basis, is pro-
hibited. The new Constitution will also reflect the reality,
attained long ago in our oountry, in regard to the owner-
ship over the land, as a result of the original course which
was followed by our Party for the solution of this problem,
in conformity with the special national, social, and economic

features of the cou[try.
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Iu reflectiug the changes in the socio'political order, the

new Constitution must also deal with the Problems of the

political basis of the State power and sanction the fundamental
principles of the fuuctioning of the State and social

mechanism. The essentially democratic character of our State

should staud out here in all its clarity, and a series of im-

portant revolutionising measures taken by our Party for

the continuous implementation and deepening of the line of

the masses to fight and eradicate the evils of bureaucracy

and liberalism, as well as atry other alien phenomenon which

carries the seed of bourgeois and revisionist degeneration of

the State of the diotatorship of the proletariat, should find
constitutional sanctioa.

It is essential that the new Cosstitution should reflect

the new historical world experience of the dictatorship of the

proletariat, gained both from the positive example of the

socialist countries, as that of Albania, as well as from the

negative example of the Soviet Union and the other revisionist

countries. This experience shows that the guaranteeing of

the socialist gahs and further advance on this road cannot

be conceived without the merciless fight against bureaucracy

and liberalism, as the tllro main dangers of the peaceful

degeneration of the dictatorship of the proletariat. In opposi-

tion to the bureaucratic practices or liberal laxity used by
the modern revisionists as mines to blow up the foundations of

the dictatorship of the proletariat, our Party has waged

and will continue to wage a fierce and frontal struggle

in both directious, both against bureaucracy and against

liberalism, and this struggle will find the necessary reflection

in the new Constitution. Our Party has always said, and this

was pointed out again recently in the decisions of the 4th,

5th, 6th and 7th Plenums of the Central Committee of the

Part5r, that the sttuggle against bureaucracy and liberalism

corstitutes oue of the most important aspects of the class

struggle.
It is known that the direct worker control is a necessity

and a basic principle of social life during the entire histo-

rical period of socialism, one of the concrete and vivid ex-

pressions of the leading role of the working class, oI pro-

letarian democracy in operation, a sharp weapon in the

struggle against bureaucracy and alien influences, a very

effective norm of proletarian education of the working masses

themselves, an indisputable right of the working class to

pres€rve and strengthen the dictatorship of the proletariat and

the socialist order, and one of the fundamental guarantees

to avert the danger of tevisionism and return to capitalism'

This thesis of major theoretical and practical value of our

Part5r about the direct worker coutrol must be reflected in

the new Constitution.
of major importance is the constitutional sanctioning of the

correct, truly socialist relations between the cadres and the

working masses, without which we cannot speak either of
socialist relations of production or socialist democracy. Histo'
rical experience proves that, if correct relations between the

cadres and the masses are not established, there exists the
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real danger of a uworkeril aristocracy or a new bourgeois

class, being created in the bosom of socialist society, which

can lead to the peaceful degeneration and the overthrow

of the dictatorship of the proletariat, such as occurred in
the revisionist Soviet Union and in some other countries.

Proceeding from the lessons which stem from this and from
the positive experience of our Party, while keeping in mind

the great lesson of the Paris Commune that in order to

preserve its domination as a class, the working class must

protect itself also from its own officials and functionaries,

must not permit their transformation into the overlords of

society, and aiming at the same time to put the cadres in

such material and social conditions that they rernain revo-

lutionaries till the end of their lives, - the new Constitution

should be a synthesis of a series of effective measures that

have been taken in our country so that the cadres and

employees will always be servants of the people, merge

themselves and live with the masses, think and feel in the

same way as the working class and the cooperativist pea-

santry.
In all these directions the Party of f,abour of Albania

with comrade Enver Hoxha at the head, entightened by the

t'eachings of Marxism-Leninism, has worked out a series of key

problems vital to the fate of socialism, which creatively

enrich the historical experience of the dictatorship of the

proletariat. For all these things, the working class and the

broad working masses of our country feei a legitimate pride

in their glorious Party, steel their unbreakable uniiy around it
still further and strengthen their unwavering confidence that

only under the leadership of the Party and according to its
teachings will the dictatorship of the proletariat in Albania

always be kept invincible aud pure, and the cause of so-

cialism in our homeland advance unceasingly, until the com-

plete and final victory is achieved.

Fourth, the new Constitution should express the truly
democratic character of our socialist social order. In our

country, the working people themselves are in power and

everything is done on their behalf and in their interest. Hence

the essentially democratic and humanitarian charactet of our

socialist social and State order, the State of the dictatorship of

the proletariat, which expresses and defends the interests of

all the working people. Only the dictatorship of the proletariat

ensures true democracy to the working masses. 'Without so-

cialist democracy,, says comrade Enver Hoxha, *there is no

dictatorship of the proletariat, just as there can be no true

democracy for the working people without a dictatorship of

the proletariat,. The rich variety of forms of the partici.

pation of the masses in the discussion and solution of social

problems, in running the country, the control of the masses

from below, particularly the direct worker control over every-

body and everything, the putting of the cadres in effective

dependence otr those below, on the working masses, etc., as

pointed out above - all these are vivid expressions of our

socialist democracy in operation. The reality of our country,

where the true democracy of the masses, socialist democracy,
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operates, grows and becomes stronger uninterruptedly, must
find complete reflection in the new Constitution,

In sanctioning the victories achieved on the road of so-
cialist construction, the new Constitution will clearly express
the position of man in socialist Albania, which is characterised
by the elimination of any oppression and exploitation, and
by the transformation of the working masses, with the work-
ing class at the head, into the allpowerful masters of their
own fate. It must sanction the rights and duties of our ci-
tizens, which are a clear expression of the true liberation of
the working people in the conditions of socialist society, and
one of the fundamental fields of socialist democracy for the
broad working masses. Taking into account the worthy place
the woman occupies in our socialist society, as an equal
participant, as an active fighter for socialist construction and
the defence of the country, who enjoys full civil rights and
freedoms, which constitute major progress in the fight for the
complete emancipation of the Albanian woman, the rew
Constitution will reflect these historic victories.

True democracy, socialist democracy in action, radically
distinguishes our state and social order fr.om the socalled
bourgeois and revisionist ,democracy,. The construction of
socialism and the communist perspective have as their fun-
damental premise and supreme aim the complete liberation
of man from all the chains of the old exploiting society, the
allround development of his personality, of his capacity and
creative energies, the continuous education and tempering
of the new man, the increase of his active and conscious
participation in running the affairs of the State ancl the entire
society.

An essential requirement in drawing up the new Constitu-
tion, as in the existing Constitution, is not only to proclaim
and insert the democratic principles, but also to provide real
guarantees for their application in practice, In this too lies
one of its radical distinctions from the deceptive constitutions
of the bourgeois (and revisionist) countries, where _ as
Lenin pointed out - equality, democratic rights and freedoms
are only formarly proclaimed, while by means of one
thousand real restrictions and complications, the wor.king people
are deprived of them and become wage slaves.

There is no doubt that the sanctioning of the principles
of our socialist democray in action, of the real democratic
lights and freedoms the citizens enjoy in our socialist society,
in the new Constitution, will raise still higher the revolutionary
spirit which characterises our people, will increase the con_
scious participation of the broad working masses in running
the country, and will strengthen still more the unity around
the Party of Labour in the struggle to achieve the major
aim, the complete construction of socialism in our homeland.

Fifth, the new Constitution should be clear, simple and
understandable to the broad working masses. The full reflection
which the fundamental Marxist-Leninist principles of the or-
ganisation of our society and State will find in the new
Constitution, will raise this important document to the place
of honour of the fundamental law of a truly socialist State,
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as the true expression of the aims and interests of the work-
ing masses themselves, with the working class at the head.

But, while keeping in mind this main aspect, i.e. the content
of the Constitution, attention must also be paid during the
drafting of it to the other aspect, that the Constitution should
speak to the working masses in such a way as to be easily
grasped by them. This raises the requirement of writing the
new Constitution in clear and simple language, understandable
to the working people.

All these important guide lines given by the 6tlr Congress

of the Party, the 8th Plenum of the Central Committee, and
comrade Enver Hoxha, will serve as a basis for the draw-
ing up of the new Constitution of our State. By realising
these requirements in the best possible way in the Coa-
stitution to be drawn up, it will become a document of major
revolutionary importance to our socialist present and future.

In order to completely achieve these important directives
worked out by the Central Committee of the Party and
comrade Enver Hoxha in regard to the new Constitution, it
is understandable that the drawing up of this important
document is a very responsible task which requires work and
special care, requires serious preparation and thorough dis-
ctrssion. In the context of this work the Central Commitee
of the Party proposes to the People's Assembly the following:

1. For the drawing up of the draft of the new Constitution
a special commission be created by the People's Assembly,
which together with the presidium of the people's Assembly,
should also organise the discussion of this draft among the
people.

2. The new Constitution which will be drawn up should
be approved by the Peoples Assembly following the broad
discussion of the draft among the people.

Thus, comrade deputies, a great deal of work lies ahead
of us for the drawing up of the new Constitution, up to its
approval. The popular discussion of the draft Constitution will
be the most vivid expression of drawing in the opinion of
the masses on the affairs of running the State and society;
this discussion will certainly serve both to supplement the
draft with the proposals of the masses and to acquaint the
masses with the ideas of our new Constitution. Thus, we
shall have - as comrade Enver Hoxha says - a juridical,
political and ideological document which will be the complete
reflection of a whole glorious road and experience, which
will inspire us, will fill us with optimism and will urge
us to new battles and victories. The new Constitution, as an
important component part of the political superstructure, will
render splendid service to the constant advance of the re-
volution and socialist construction in which we are led with
wisdom and farsightedness by our glorious party with
comrade Enver Hoxha at the head.

- Long live the Party of f,abour of Albania!

- Long live our beloved leader and teacher eomrade
Enver Hoxha!

- Glory to Marxism-Leninism!



THE ROIE

OF THE SOCIATIST STATE

IN THE COMMUNIST TRAIilIilG

AND EDUCATIOil

OF T1IE WORKIilG PEOPTE

by ZltA XHOL,

THE EXISTENCE OF THE EXPLOITING STATE SINCE IT FIRST EMERGED

EXTENDS OVEB SEVERAL THOUSAND YEARS, WHII.E THE BOURGEOIS STATE

EMERGED A FEW HUNDBEDS YEARS AGO. IN THE COURSE OF THIS LONG HIS.
TOBICAL PERIOD THE NUMEROUS MECHANISMS OF TIIE EXPLOITING STATE

WERE CBEATED AND PERFECTED AND THE VARIOUS CONCEPTS WHICH THEY

NUBTURE AND INSPIRE AROSE AND HAVE TAKEN BOOT, A CONCENTRATED
EXPBESSION OF THE EXPLOITING STATE, A FUNDAMENTAL FEATURE WHICH

STEMS FROM ITS REACTIONARY NATURE AND ANTIPOPULAR FUNCTION, IS

BUREAUCRACY. BUREAUCRACY HAS ITS ROOTS IN THE BIRTH OF THE EXPLOIT-
ING STATE. IT DEVEI.OPED PARTICULABLY IN BOURGEOIS SOCIETY, BUREAUCBACY,

COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA EXPLAINS, WAS BORN TO SERVE FEUDALISM, THE
BOURGEOISIE AND THE CAPITAI.ISTS, TO RULE TTIE MASSES, TO OPPRESS THEM,
TO EXPLOIT THEM TO THE LIMIT. -BUREAUCBACY IS A FOB,M OF THINKING
AND ACTING OPENLY OPPOSED TO THE PEOPI,E, TO THEIR VITAL INTERESTS,,
IN I'HOSE WORDS THE WHOI,E IDEOLOGICAL AND CLASS ESSENCE OF BUREAU.
CBACY, ALL ITS INCOMPATIBILITY WIT}I THE WORKING Cf,ASS AND SOCIALIST
SOCIETY, IS EXPRESSED.

Unlike the bourgeois state, our socialist
state has a very short period of existence,

only 31 years. If this short period is
kept in mind and, at the same time, the
fact that the socialist state had to
smash the machine of the old bourgeois

state to its foundations and ci'eate every-
thing from the beginning, it is self-

ZIJA XHOLI - ptotessot, dean of the Fa-
culty ol Political-JuridicaL sciences of Lhe
Uniuersity oi Tirana.

evident what a colossal job the working
class has had to do, under the leadership

of the Party of Labour, to set up the

new socialist state and get it working.
It is true that the working class of

our country did not have to begin this
work as on virgin territory. It had the iilu-
mination of Marxist-Leninist doctrine. It
based itself on a whole historical ex-

perience, such as that of the Paris Com-

mune, and mainly that of the building of

the socialist state by Lenin ancl Stalin.

These thirgs had their own importance,

but they were not everything. They

constituted only the general guide-1ines,

only the pattern, while the worlsing dass

had to build the struoture itself, with
its oln work and thought in conformity

with the r.urceasing developtnent of so-

cialist society in the conditions of the

savage imperialist-revisionist encircle-

rnent. The Party based itself on the

known models, but it also blazed uew

tlails, bascd ou its own levoltttionary
expelience and on the teachings of corn-

rade Envel Hoxha,

***

To successfully cally otrt its historical
mission of the destruction of the old

capitalist order and the construction of

the socialist order, the working class

must become a ruling class not only po-

litically but also ideologically. It can-

not even begin, much less carry for'-

ward, the socialist construction if it is

burdened down rvith old ideas. on the



With the development ol sociolist society
the educqtive-culturol function of the sociolist
stote, which hos os its oim to moke the ideology
ol the working clqss the only ideology of the whole
society, qlso develops. This function is perlormed

in connection with oll its other
functions: the suppression of the overthrown
closses ond ontisociolist degeneroted elements,
the orgonisotion of the delence of the
homelond, ond the economic'orgonisotionol
Iunction. 0nly through q stote which
combines oll these functions does the working
closs emetge orgonised os

the ruling ond leoding closs in sociolist society

contrary, it must reject them and create

new socialist ideas in production, must

carry out a true revolution in the field
of ideology and culture.

The ideological and cultural revolution

is one of the most heroic tasks the

workinq class fulfils. It is heroic in its
sweep and dimensions. The working class

aims to implant its ideology not only

in its own ranks, but in the whole so-

ciety. It requires that not only the work-
ers, but tbe whole society, the coope-

rativist peasants and the people's intel-

iigentsia, should view the world and its
development with the eye of the working
class, that they should live and work on

the basis of the moral norms of the

working class. The working class is the

only class in the history of society ca-

pable of making its ideology not only

the dominant one, but the only ideology

of the whole society.

Unlike the bourgeois ideology which

cultivates a culture for the minority, for
an 6lite, and which aims to leave the

broad masses ignorant and backward, the

working class ideology triumphs on the

background of an allround educational

and cultural development of the working
masses, of an unprecedented flowering

of their talents and intellectual abilities.

The ideological and cultural revolu-

tion is an heroic task of the working
class also from the viewpoint of the dif"
ficulties it has to surmount. The working
class does not begin the construction

of socialism with people specially trained

for it, but with people from the o1d over-

thrown society who, in a way or another,

in one case or in another, bear with
them ideas, views, concepts, mentalities,

which reflect the old relations of oppres-

sion and exploitation and which exist

as stains from the past in the conscious-

ness of people. Here we are speaking

not only of the working peasantry and

the intelligentsia, but also of the work-

ing class itself. Comrade Enver Hoxha

has pointed out that we must take the

working class as it is and not as it ought

to be. He explains that the historical
process during which our working class

was formed, .has brought into its ranks

many petty-bourgeois hangovers aud

views which harm that cohesion, that

consciousness and discipiine of the class,

which we want to create,.

trn its course the ideological and cu1-

tural revolution clashes not only with

the stains of the past in the conscious-

ness of people, but also wlth a powerful

tide of imperialist-revisionist propaganda,

The bourgeoisie and the revisionists

have set up a very powerful industry

for poisoning public opinion, an industry

which as to the capital invested and

people engaged in it, surpasses even the

biggest branches of the economy. The

bourgeoisie and the revisionists spend

their billions on propaganda just as for
armaments, for they all serve their po-

licy of aggression and counterf,evolution,

tn his time the imperialist warmonger'

Dulles, stressed the special role of ideolo-

gical diversion in the struggle against

socialism and the peoples, and all the

bourgeois-revisionist degeneration in

which the Soviet Union and the other

levisionist countries have immersed them-

selves, is demonstrating this even more

clearly.
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The pressure of the bourgeois-revisio-
nist ideology is closely inter-connected
with the stains of the past in the con-
sciousness of the working people; they
nourish each other and are merged in
a single front of struggle against so-

cialism and the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat. Therefore, the struggle for the
triumph of the ideologicaT and cultural
revolution, the struggle to make the work-
ing class ideologically dominant in so-

ciety too, is waged on a broad front
and on all sides against the reactionary
ideas which come from the overturned
old world, as well as against the equal-
ly reactionary ideas which corne frorn
the bourgeois and revisionist world,
against conservatorism as well as libe-
ralism which defend and spread them.
These internal and external circumstances
make the ideological and cultural re-
volution not merely an illuminist-edu-
cational process, but a fierce class strug-
gle, a very important front of the class
struggle for the triumph of the socialist
road over the capitalist-revisionist road.

+-**

The working class gives birth to the
Party which leads and inspires it in
the struggle for the overthrow of ca-

pitalism and the construction of socialism.
Under the leadership of its party, the
working class seizes state power - it
becomes a politically dominant c1ass,

carries out the sociaiist transfor.mation
of the economy, it becomes an economical-
ly dominant class, realises the ideological
and cultural revolution - it becomes a
dominant class ideologically.

In socialist society the party has the
ideological monopoly. Through its scienti-
fic ideology, Marxism-Leninism, through
its directives and general 1ine, through
its theoretical argument around the many
problems of socialist construction, as well
as through the practical action of the
masses themselves, it transforms the spi-
ritual world of the working people, gives
their world outlook and convictions a

socialist content, makes the ,r,vorking class

and the working masses conscious of
their historical mission and capable of
realising it in practicc.

The party not only forges that ideology
which makes the working class transforlr
the world and itself, but it also creates

the means and finds the ways to implant
it in the consciousness of the masses. In
the struggle for socialism it creates a

whole system of organisations and or.-

ganisms through which it carries out the
daily work of ideological education and

wages the class struggle on the ideo-
logical front. In this a special place is

occupied by the mass organlsations which,
under the leadership of the Pa1'ty, be-

come real schools for the revolutionary
education and tempering of the masses.

Along with the mass organisations, there
is also a whole series of state olganisms
performing important educative-culturai
functions. Besides the important function
of suppressing the resistance of the over-
thrown classes and hostile elements, as

well as of the defence of the socialist
homeland from any external danger, the
socialist state also performs another im-
portant function, the educative-cultural
function. This function is increased and
extended and assumes ever greater im-
portance the more the life of the country
becomes revolutionised, the more the
socialist society advances.

One of the most powerful state insti-
tutions in which the education of youth
is realised in a systematic and organised
way is the system of schools of all levels
distributed throughout the country.
During the 31 years of the peoples state
power, our school, starting from almost
nothing, have travelled a long road of
growth and development and has been

transformed into a new school radically
different from the o1d school.

While the bourgeois-revisionist school

is a schoo'l of the 61ite, a school of the
privileged classes and strata, our school
is a school of the masses, a school of
the sons and daughters of the working
class and the broad working masses.

While the bourgeois-revisionist school
trains future officials and bureaucrats,
the cadres who will fill the many appa-
ratuses of political oppression and ideolo-
gical deception of the masses, our school
trains, and it should do this ever- better,
not candidates for jobs as officials and
oft'ice workers, but politically and ideolo-
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gically ternpered cadres who are sent to
all parts of the homeland and engage in
all sorts of activity, first of all in produc-

tive activity, which is the most important,
the most decisive for the uninterruptecl
development of socialist society.

While the education given by the bour-
geois-revisionist school is an aristocrartic
education, an education of disdain for
wor"kers and peasants and their work,
our school gives, and must give, a pro-
letarian education. It must implant in the
young people the conviction that they
are cadres of the working class afld ate

trained to serve the cause of the working
class, therefore they must go to wolk
wherever the working class and the work-
ing masses work and 1ive. The education
and specialisation of young people re-
ceive at school, the diplomas in their'
pockets, do not give them superiority
over the working class. On the contrary,
this increases even more their responsa-

bility to work bettcr and better, r,illingly
and loyally on whatever job they may be

appointed to. The instructions of comrade
Enver Hoxha that the school is "thc placc

where one studies and works,, that it
must educate the young people with thc
love and respect not only for study, but
also for 1vork, that the young people

must not see the school as a means

"making one an intellectual, providing a

diploma and a secure job., but as a

means making one capable of working
everywhere, wherever the socialist home-

land has need, remain ever valid and
permanent tasks of our school.

Comrade Enver Hoxha's ideas and

teachings about its further revolutionisa-
tion, have put our school in ideological
and organisational positions such that it
can perform its mission successfully. The

whole ploblem is that the requirements

of the Party about the ideological and
Marxist-Leninist axis, about 'ihe revolu-
tionary triangle - study-productive work-
military training, about socialist demo-

cracy, must be understood and implement-
ed properly, in their revolutionary spirit.
Here thele are sti1l weaknesses and short-

comings, here there must be strugglc
and seeking of the ways for the

further revolutionisation of the school,

to make it what the soeialist society re-
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quir:es at the present stage of its develop-
]nent.

Besides the schools, on the initiative
of t1-re Partlr 31d under its leadership
a selies of other state organisrus aud
institutior-rs have been created, such as

theatles, cinen-ras, radio-television, news-
paper:s, publishing houses, which, all to-
gether, constitute a second school cf study
and edr,rcation for the broad working
masses. As a means of ideological edu-
cartion, they have a plollounced class
character. In every step and in their en-
tile content l1-rey must be purveyors
and disseminators of the ideology of the
rvorking class, its bes't tools, to make it
the only ideology in the entire sccialist
society.

The importance of art and cultur.e in
fornling the communist outlook of the
r,r'orking people has aiways been ap-
preciatecl by the Party. The tasks of art
and culture and the .lvays to develop them
have alwa1,s occupied a special place in
its general line of socialist construction.
During the 31 5rsn1s of the existence of
the peopie's statc power the Party has
elaborated a scientific Marxist-Leninist
platform for tl-re development' of art a:td
ct1lture. A defence and fu::ther.develop-
ment of the theoly and practice of the
Party in the field of the development of
arts and culture and the ideo-aesthetic
education of the working people ll-ere
the decisions of the 4th Plenurlr of the
CC of the Party and comrade
Eu,er Hoxha's speech of December 20,

1974 (published in the issue Nr 2, 1,975,

of the review.Albania Today,,). These
documents are a permanent source of
inspira'tion to all the c::eative artists. They
constitute the ideo-aesthetic foundations
for the work of all the state artistic
and cultural institutions and all the
cre:tive social organisations, to realise
the great task that, "together with abun-
dance and wellbeing, the Party ra,ill create
in people and society that world outlook,
those habits, those feelings, those tastes,
those ethics, that revolutionary philoso-
phy, which will not permit either. the
revival or the dissemination of petty-
bourgeois and bourgeois views'.

The complete domination of the r,r,'ork-

ing class ideology, the unwavering

realisation oI the leading role of the
Party is the guarantee that arts and cu1-

ture will develop laprdly and ou a

couect road, that they rvi1l truly become
the auxiliary of the Party in the com-
munist education of the working people.

An itlportant sphere in which the r,e-

volu-tionary rvorld outlook, the pr.oletarian
ethic must be known, is that of the so-
cialist prope::ty, work and discipline a't

work. The socialist attitude towards so-

cialist ploperty and rvork, the proletar:ian
discipline at work with its many com-
ponents express the r-rew- lelations that
have been established between people in
socialist society and the first features of
the new man. The struggle for the edu-
cation of a new conscior.is discipline is
mentioned by Lenin as one of the ntost
important forms of the class struggle in
the conditions of the dictatorship cf the
proletariat. In its abilit5r to achievc a

free and conscious discipline, Lenin sarr,,

the stlength ar-rd heroism of the vrorking
class, the guarantee ot t1-re victorJi of
sociaiisnr arrd c:mrnunisrr.:.

Education in the socialist atr.itude to-
wards property and work is a major pa.r.ty

probleru, v.hich is achieved through the
soc.ialisl state and social organisations,
under the leadership of the Party. Along
\^/ith the direcL participation of 'lhe wolk-
ing masses in work and. ler.'olutionaly
actions, which are irreplaceable means
of communist education, t1-re socralist
state and its respective links, fron the
economic entetprises and to the juciicial
organs, play their educative role in the
socialist attitude towards sociaiist pr.o-

perty and in the work to implant prole-
tarian morality, in many ways and with
numelous means, such as the establish-
meflt of fair norms of production, the
good organisation of rvork, demanding
of account, the implementation of de-
moeatic ce ntr.aiism, the cleation of re-
volutionary legislation, its consistent ap-
plication, above all by means of eduoation
and persuasion. The establishment ot'

order and proletarian discipline every-
where and in everything, teaches com-
rade Enver Hoxha, is primar.ily a ques-

tion of consciousness, education, convic-
tion and temper.ing of the wor.king
masses, a question of organisation and of
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strict application of state laws and
notms,

The struggle for the inculcation and

folmation of the communist outlook, for
the continued deepening of the ideologi-
ca1 and cultulal revolution, is a struggle
fol the further spilitual and intellectual
emancipation of the wolking people, fol
the release and manyfold increase of
their creative energies, it is a struggle for
sociahsm and communism. The role of
the state and its olganisms, under the

leadership of the Party, in the fulfilment
of this task will become evel' greater
and more importar-rt. With the develop-

ment of socialisi society, tl-re educative

and cultural function of the socialist state,

also develops and is realised in connec-

tion and coordination with all the other
functions. Only by properly realising all
its functions. - the function of suppress-

ing the lesistarrce of the overthrown
classes and anti-socialist degenerated

elements, the function of organising the

defence of the socialist homeland f rorr
the danger of external imperialist-re-
visionist aggression, the economic-organi-

sational and the educative-cuitural func-

tions, - is the socialist state in a po-

sition to fu1fil the role for which it has

been created. On1-rr by means of such

a state does the working class ernerge

organised as the dominant and leading

class in socialist societv.

I



THE TIME

HAS COMPTETETY CO}IFIRMED

THE PREDI(TIOI{S

OF T}IE PtA

THE MANY EXTBEMELY VALUABLE DOCUMENTS INCLUDED IN THE 19TH

VOLUME OF THE WORKS OF COMRADE ENVEB HOXTIA, WHICH WE ARE READ'

ING AND STUDYING, ABE OF GREAT ASSISTANCE TO US TO SEE THE HISTORIC

IMPOBTANCE OF THE HEBOIC STRUGGLE OF THE PARTY OF L.dtsOUR OF ALBA-

NIA AGAINST KHRUSCHEVITE REVISIONISM, IN ALL ITS BREADTH AND DEPTH,

TO UNDERSTAND THE INVINCIBLE FORCE OF ITS REVOLUTIONABY LINE, TFIE

SCIENTIFIC ACCURACY OF ITS ANALYSES OF THE SITUATIONS AND ITS LOYALTY TO

THE PRINCIPLES OF MARXISM-LENINISM AND PROLETARIAN INTERNATIONALISM.

CoMRADE ENVER HoxHA,s WRITINGS oF THE PEBIoD JUNE.DECEMBER

1960 BRING ALIVE TO US THAT GREAT BATTLE WHICH TOOK PLACE IN THIS

PERIOD BETWEEN MABXISM-LENINISM AND REVISIONISU, ALL THAT COUBAGE

AND DETERMINATION WHICH THE ALBANIAN COMMUNISTS HAD TO HAVE TO

CO?E WITH THE CONSPIRACIES, PRESSUBE, INTRIGUES AND MANOEUVBES OF

IHE SOVIET BEVISIONISTS, ALL THE WISDOM AND MATURITY OF THEIR ACTIONS

IN TIIOSE DITFICULT AND COMPLICATED CIRCUMSTANCES.

In particular, the 19th volume of the socialism, and the Marxist-Leninist r-rnity

Wotks of comrade Enver Hoxha helps of the international communist move-

us to see stl11 more clear'1y where tl're ment. "In the international ccurrunist

anti-Marxist concepts of the Soviet re- movcn'rent and in the relations bctll'een

visionist leadership originated, 'io unde::- the parties", declared comrade

stand the counterLevolutionary evolution Envel Hoxha frankly before all the lepre-

of this leadership, and especially the sentatives of the participating parties in

present situation of the Soviet union, the Mosco$, n-reeting, ,prof ound ideolo-

its chauvinist and expansionist po- 9ica1 and political disagreerirents have

licy.
The stand of our PartY and comrade

Enver Hoxha in Bucharest and Moscow

is a fine restimony to Lhri l plotourcl-

Iy communist and internaticnalist con-

cern for the fate of the revolution and

SOFOKLI LAZRI - Protessor, ptLblicist,
specialist in interr-ational problems.

arisen, the deepening of which can biing
only harm to our great c-,ruse' Theiefore,

the Party of Labour of Albania thinks

that, in ordel to go forrvard together

to rew vicLories, we must condemn the

mistakes afld negative manifestations

u,hicn have been obseLved so far and

ioL'rec,t them".

The future of the Cou-rmitnist Party

of tl're Soviet Union and of the Soviet

Union itself, its leputaticn and role as

a socialist countrlr, '!\ras 11o less a con-

CCIN.

With the 20th Ccngless Khruschov had

created real idcological confusion in the

r:anks of the courmunis'i parties and anti-

irnpelialist forces on the most impcrtant

questions of strategy and tactics. The

campaign againsl Stalin had cast a'heavy

shadow over the historical experience

of the October Revolution and socialist

cons,lruction in the Soviet Union, over

the Leninist principles of the organisation

and life of the Communist Part5'.

The Khluschovite revisionists had

rvaged an alh'ound struggle against the

ccmmut-tist and liberation movement for

the disir-rteg::ation of their ideoiogical and

political posi'iions and the adoption of

an oppor-tunist line v,hich rvould be more

easily subjected to the coulterrevolu-
tionaly plans of the Soviel leaders. In

the plans of the Soviet leade::s the new

Khruschovite strategy in regard to the

so-called peacefr-r1 road of transition to

socialism, of u'ar: a::,d peace, of the stand

to*,ards imperialisrn and social-democra-

cy, elc., the main arsenal to pui do',r"'n the
-struggle of the proletafiat against the



Ihe restorotion of ccpitolism,

the chonge of the noture of the Soviet society,

the indoctrinotion of the mosses with the bourgeois-revisionist ideology,

led to the return to the old hegemonistic ond exponsionist

policy of Russion czorism

by SOFOKL, LAzRt

bour:geoisie, and ol the peoples against
imperialism.

Implernenting thei:: revisionist policy,
the Soviet leadels f ought to con-rpe1 tl-re

socialist countries to give up opposition
to imperialisrr and denunciation of its ag-
gressive policy, to renounce the stluggle
against bourgeois and revisionist ideology
and the class struggle in genelal.

Khi'uschov ain-red to subject the so-

cialist countrics and the communist
parties to this 1ine, so that t1-rey wculd
become docilc tools and clmpletely tled
hand and foot to the Soviet chaliot, to
turn its dic,late and despotism into an

obligatoly norm.
The Party of Labou:r of Albania and

the Comrnunist Party of China exposed

and strongly attacked this stratcay. Read-

ing the 19th volume, seeing the attitude
and argurnents of our Par,ty and comr.ade
Enver Hoxha in Buchai'cst and Moscor.r,,

it cle arly einerges tl-rat their aim was

not to make a genelai cliticism, but to
make stern denunciation of Khrusclrovite
revisionism in the field of ideologlr,
politics, and plactical actions. .The
lxost correct stand., wlites comrade
Enver Hoxha to comrade Hysni Kapo ir-r

^foscow, 
,is that at this meeting we

shor.rld carry thc issue through to the

end, as Marxists. It must cor.nc out
nakedly who is on an an[i-Marxist ::oad,

who is betraying Marxism-Leninism, and
rvho is violating the 1957 Moscow Decla-

ra,iion. This is the Khruschov group.
Therefole tl-re meeting must dot the i-s..

Comlade Enver Hoxha strongly em-

phasised that ,the Moscow Mceting should
not be a conciliatory pacifist meeting to
gloss over the grave mistakes. *As a1-

ways we must follow- a col'rect 1ine, for'

we have a gleat responsibility to our
peoplc' stressed comrade Enver Hoxha.
Wc are a i\{arxist-Leninist party and it
is up to us to mainiain a Malxist-Leni-
nist stand tou'ards everything that hap-
pens. Life has shown that 'lve have never
waveled; therefole, notv not even a

cannon can shif,i us fron the colrcct linc
our Palty is pursuing',.

In exposing the treachclous line and
actions of Kl-rruschov and his al1ies, the

Party of Laboul of Albar-ria and comr.ade

Enver Hoxha gavc a clcal and open urarn-
ing of the disasLlous coltscquences in
store for all those w1-ro rvould go down the
Khruschovite road. The P.L A. and com-

lade Enver Hoxha wele absolutely rlght
in thinking that the Soviet Union and
its Communist Party could be helped
not by adopting an opportunist stand

towards thcn, not by covering up ihe
I{hruschovite betrayal, not by making
unprincipled concessions and com-
promises, but by openly denouncing and
fighting this betrayal, by criticising and
overturning the revisionist theses and
concepts. A true friend and sincere u,el1-

tvisher of the Soviet communists and
peoples was not he that did not speak
out when their tr.aitorous leadership rvas
pushing them towards the abyss, but he

tha'i called on them to stop before it
was too 1ate. "We shal1 not be impressed,,
rvrites conrade Enver Hoxha, "by those
rn.ho say: "How can the glorious Soviet
Union or the gleat Communist Party of
Lenin be attacked fol the fault of a

few scoudrels?" We say, Plecisely in
order to defend the Soviet Union and the
Party of Lenin these .scoundrels, musL

be exposed and there must be no soften-
ing of criticism and covering up of the
deviators*.

The time that has elapsed since the
year 1960 is brief, but the balance-sheet
of the upsurge and victories of Malxism-
Leninrsm is very great, just as the decline
and failures of Khruschovite revisionism
are ver)r grave. History has already
confirmed in the most complete and
incontestable way the cor::ectness of the
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line of our Palty, its wisdom and far-

sigh'iedness. It has confirrned the warn-

ings of our Party that devia'lion from
lVlarxisrn-Leninism and followlng the re-

visionist coulse would lead the Soviet

Union, to tl-re boulgeois degeneration of

the sociaiist order jr-rst as it did. "The
situation of the Soviet leadcrship,, pointed

ou'i comrade Enver Hoxha on the eve

of the Moscow Conf erence, "wi11 get

worse, will snoy'ba11. rn its home and fo-

leign policies ,the mistakes will become

deep, and this it will str-ive to conceal".

And the Khruschovite line 1ed to the res-

toration of capitalisn-r, to the bourgeois de-

generation of Soviet society and to the

transf crmation of the Soviet Union into

an aggressive, neocolonialist, warmonger-

ing imperialist superPowcr

The restoration of capitalisrn, the change

of the nature of the Soviet society, the

indoctrination of the masses with the

bourgeois-revisionist ideology, led to the

return to the o1d hegemonistic and expan-

sionist policy of Russian czarism. There

nerrer has been anC ncver can be an

imperialism which exists without aggres-

sion, rvithout oppressing and exploiting

othel countries, without always seeking

new space into which to ertend its

tentacles- The cc:upation of Czechoslo-

vakia was not an accidental episode, just

as the emelgence of tl-re i1l-famed theoi:y

of ,limited sovereiguty" was not for-
tuitous. They are the clealcst erpL'cssiors

of the implemcnlation of the o1d imper::a1

policy 'rvhich the levisionist Soviet Union

is calrying out in what is ca11cd its

sphere of influence; explessions of its

impelialist oppression and aggression.

Now the Soviet revisionists have come

out 'n'ith claims to world domination.
Their foreign policy is a typically co-

lonialist and neocolonialist policy which
is based on the power of capital and force

of alms. The struggle the Soviet Union
is waging today to occupy the strategic
positions of the Middle East, the sending

of naval squadrons to the Mediterranean,

the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, the extend-

ing of its hands to Africa and Latin
America, the pressules on Europe and

interference in the affairs of Asia,

all bear the seal of this policy.

Just like the US imperialists, the
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Soviet levisionist too, arc stliving evely-

lvhele to que11 the flan-res of the revoltttion

and the mo\renlents tol the libera'tion

of the peoples

But the deeper they go into rivrh'y with

US imperialist-tt for the dominaiion of the

world, the more they associa'te themselves

with the countetLevolutionary plots agaiust

the peoples, the more they incite con-

flicLs and divisions betlveen nations, the

more they are exposed, the rnorc they

are hated and fought by the peoples.

Today it is a faoi that the broad wolid
public opinion considers the nen' Soviet

imperialism just as agglessive, just as

dangerous and barbarous as US imperia-

lism. The Soviet revisionists have been

branded indelibly as traitols to Malxistn-

Leninism, as enemies of the peoples and

socialism.

The Khruschovite betrayal liquidated

the diclatorship of the proletariat which

had emerged frotr-r the OcLober Revolution

and been built with so much toil and

sac::ifice, through titanic struggles against

the w1-rite guards, Tlotskyists and B1'

kharinis,ls, r.t'hich def eated Hitlel and

f aced the r,v1-role of united international

reaction. It has been replaced by the dicta-

torship of the revisionist bourgeoisie l'epre-

sented by the stratum of bureaucrats, tecl-r-

rocrats, the new revisionist bourgeoisie.

The new economic reforms have

destroyed the entire socialist structure

Profit has become the aim of production

and the exploitation of the rrrcrking class,

its basis. The Soviet economy has been

integrated into the economic systel'r cf

world capitaiism. While the American ca-

pital and tha't of other countlies began

to pour into the Soviet economy, Soviet

capital began to be expolted to other

countlies. The Soviet Union is fighting

and competing n'ith imperialist states

for markeis, spheres f or investment, the

plunder of raw materials, in defence of

neocolonialist laws in world trade,

The process of the degeneration of the

spiritual life is now completed. ldeo1ogy,

culture, molality, the lray of 1if e have

assumed the complete bourgeois content

and form.
Great Russian chauvinism, raised to a

don-rinant ideology, destroyed the very

foundations of the historic work of Lenin
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and Stalin on the national question. The
Soviet Union has again turned into a

prison of the peoples.

Comrade Enver Hoxha also clearly pre-
dicted and issued the most serious warn-
ing as to where those countries and those
palties which pulsue the revisionist road
of the Khruschovian leadership would end.
.It ra,ould be a great catastrophe,, writes
comrade Enver Hoxha, *if we were 'to
agree to enter the r.eyisionist r.oad, on
which the Soviet leaders are seeking to
lead us. This would have grave conse-
guences. What would some of these con-
sequences be? First, there would be si-
lence about revisionism. Frorn the political
aspect this would be a grave crime against
Marxism-Leninism. . . The silence would
be the first s':age. The next stage would
be the opening of the borders to re-
visionism, as is being systematically done,
for example, by the leadership of the
Communist Party of Bulgaria. . . We sha1l

not follow this road. If we, too, were to
fo11ow such a road, this would be suicide
for our country.., Thus, from silence we
would pass to the position of yugoslavia.

If we were to al1ow such a thing, this
would mean losing the independence of
the homeland and destroying socialism,.

Today, 15 years lateL., the situation in
the folmer socialist countries of Eastern
Europe which followed Khruschov is really
sad. They no longer have an independent
policy, neither internal nor external. At
one time there was talk about a .limited
sovereignty,. But today one cannot speak
erren of this. Today there can be talk only
of sovereignty 1ost, of freedom violated,
of a heavy burden of foreign domination.
The state and party leaderships are
appointed and lemoved according to the
whim of Moscow. These countries lack an
independent defence and army, which is
the most distinctive sign of an indepen-
dent state. What they call an army, r:e-

presents a force totally subject to the
Warsaw Treaty and the Soviet staffs.

The economies of the COMECON coun-
tries have been built and function as parts
of the economy of the Soviet Union and
in conformity with its needs. For their
main raw materials they remain at the
mercy of the Soviet Union, which has all
the keys and taps in its hands.

The betrayal of the Khruschovites, the
imposition of the opportunist line of the
20th Congress, the obligation to fo11ow

the politicy and diplomatic manoeuvres of
the Soviet leadership have been disastrous
to all the communist parties that followed
Khruschov. The process of the departure
of the present-day revisionist parties from
Marxism-Leninism is completed both in
their political and ideological line, and in
their organisatior-ra1 1ine.

A11 of 'thcm, without exception, have
completely abandoned the Leninist theo-
retical principles and norms of the party.
As was envisaged by the genuine Marxist-
Leninist parties, the revisionists were
opposed to the revolution. ,Although they
pose as being for the revolution for de-
magogical purposes,, said comrade
Euver Hoxha, .with their views and
actions the revisionists are striving to
strangle it in its cr.adle or to sabotage
it when it breaks out,. The abandonment
of the class interests of the proletariat,
the betrayal of the cause of the people's
national liberation led the r.evisionists to
complete negation of the revolu,tion. For
them the entile theory and practise of
the revolution have been reduced to a

few reformist demands, which can be
fu1fil1ed in the context of the existence
of the capitalist order and without affect-
ing its foundations.

The revisionist parties have eliminated
any class boundary dividing them from
the bourgeoisie, and now they have corne
out with the demand for achieving an
alliance and close collabora'tion with the
major parties of the bourgeoisie as the
Togliattists and some other revisionist
palties of the West are doing. This new
orientation, which marks the most dis-
graceful abandonment of the interests of
the working class, also marks the public
capitulation of the revisionist parties to
the bourgeoisie, their open entry into the
service of the bourgeoisie.

The departule from Marxism-Leninism
and embracing of opportunism of the
social democratic type transformed the
various detachments of modern revisio-
nism into rival hostile groups, where each
strives to defend the narrow nationalist
interests of its own bourgeoisie and spares

no effort to gain superiority and positions
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at the others expense. A clear example
of the lack of unity, splits and quarrels
among the revisionist forces, is the long
and very wea::isome delay in holding the
meeting of the European revisionist parties,
so greatly desired by the Kremlin leaders.

Olr the national and international plane,
revisionism has suffered one defeat after
another. The many Khruschovite promises
about the .golden spoontr are fairy ta1es,

the peaceful road to socialism suffeled
fiasco and gave birth to the Indonesian
and Chilean tragedies, the demagogy of
the Khruschov group as a ,natural friend,
of the peoples has been quite unable to
conceal the plots and perfidy towards
their vital interests, as it has been proved
especially in the Middle East.

However, that open struggle which
began in 1960 agains'i Khruschovite re-
visionism, is not yet over. As at that tirne,
today, too, as our Party teaches us, the
main danger to the revolutionary rno-
vement and world communisnr is still
revisionism, which is not for the levolu-
tion, but for class concilia'lion and sub-
mission to the bourgeoisie, it is not fol
the liberation of the pcoples, but for
coming to terms with imperialism and
acceptance of slavely, it is not fol so-

cialism but for its degeneration and the
restoration of capitalisrr.

The writings, reports, and speeches by
comrade Envel Hoxha, of the yeat 1960,

included in the 19th volume of his Wolks,
have been and rvi1l always remain fiery
and invincible weapons of the struggle
against revisionism, imperialism, and all
other enemies. They show us in the most
convincing manner, that, as the PLA has

continually pointed out, the struggle
against revisionism is a protracted ideo-
logical and poLltical, economic and cul-
tural class struggle, a life and death
struggle between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie, between socialism and ca-

pitalism. At the same time, they are an
unerring basis for orientation and re-
ference to understand the new situations
which arise in the world, to recognise the
fiendish manoeuvres, conspiracies and
intrigues of the imperialists and revi-
sionists, to keep our powder dry and
always keep our socialist fortress strong
and impregnable.



STABIIITY AITD VITATITY .
DISTIilCTIVE FEATURES

OF THE ECONOhTIC

AilD SOCIAT DEYETOPMEilT

OF ATBAHIA

Economic stobility con exist only in the conditions
ol triumphont socialist construction, when cll the components of the economy

develop in o plonned, hormoni'ous w0Y, when o correct, thoroughly
principled Morxist-[eninist eeonomic
policy is corried out in oll stoges qnd in oll fields, os is the cose in Albonio

PROFOUND ANTAGONISTIC CONTBADICTIONS ARE GNAWING AWAY FBOM

INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF THE ENTIBE STBUCTUBE AND SUPERSTRUCTUBE OF

THE IMPERIALIST-BEVISIONIST WOBLD LIKE AN UI{CONTROLABI,E ER.OSION, AND

THEY ARE BECOMING EVER MORE ACUTE, CAUSING ONE DEVASTATING UP.

HEAVAL AFTER THE OTHER. DECLINE, DECAY, DEGENERATION, INSECURITY, DIS'

INTEGRATION, STAGNATION, IMPOVERISHMENT AND SHANP CLASS CONFLICTS

- SUCH ARE THE MAIN EEATUBES OE THIS REGRESSIVE SOCIAL OBDEB.

THE .PEPSICOLA, AND.GUf,ASH" SOCIETY IS SLIDING FUBTHER AND BUBTHER

DOWN ITS ENDLESS DECI,INE. THE CONTINUOUS DEEPENING OF THE SEBIOUS

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CRISIS WHICH HAS NOW GRIPPED THIS SOCIAL

ORDEE IS CLEAR EVIDENCE OF THIS.
Reports about the decline of production,

mass bankruptcies of firms and banks,
the increase of unemployment, skyrocket-
ing prices of goods and services, the
continuous lowering of the living stan-

dards of the working masses, etc., a1e

now the usual thitrg in the courrtries
of the imperialist-revisionisE world. Here
are some significant facts. During the
months Augrrst-September, of 7975, pro-
duction in the industrialised capitalist
countries fel1 by 10-18 per cent. In the

USA, during the period January-June

tion goods of. 20 per cent. In Hungary,
in 1974, as a result of price rises alone,

the real pay of the working people was

reduced by 2,3 per ceni. Unemployment

is rampant and making the conditions
of the wo::king masses more and more

difficult.
It has leached pt'oportions unpre-

cedented since the 1930's as the follow-
ing figures show:

Nr. Country Year tg73 Yeat 19751975, total production rnarked a decline

of 74,3 pel' cent, while the building of
dwelling houses - 48 per cent. In the
Soviet Union, during the period 1960-

1974, ttre retail prices of poultry and
other agricultulal produc,ts have doublcd.
In West Germany, 7.722 capitalist enter-
prises went bankrupt in 7974. In Japan,
prices of such prime necessities as rice,
bread, fish and beans, have incleased
up to 4 times in 1-975 as ag,air,st 7974,

while in Britain, there has been an over-

all increase in the prices of mass consump-

t. u.s.A. 4.304.000

2. France 394.000

3. F.3. of Germany 274,400

4, Creat Britain 630.000

5. Japan 670.000

6. Italy 668.000

8.700.000

800.000
1.300.000

1.2s0.000
1.100.000

1.1s0.000

This is the reaiity of the imperialist-
revisionist world. And the manifestations

of this reality are by no means tempo-



rary or of an exceptional character. Ihey
have their source in the very nature of

this world, in its economic and social

structure, in the deep conflicts eroding
it permanently. In the cataclysms of the

crises the class antagonisms of this so-

ciety became deeper, the exploiting classes

fatten themselves even more and the life
of the working masses becomes morc
miselable. Here t1'rere can be no talk of
any kind of economic stabilitY.

In a real sense, economic stability can

exist only in the conditions of the

triumphant construction of socialism,

when all the componeuts of the econo-

my ale developed in a planned, harmo-
nious way, constantly rising to higher
1eve1s, when this development is always

and most consistently based on the re-

volutionary principle of self-reliance, when

a correct, thoroughly principled Marxist-
teninist economic policy is always carried
out in all stages and ln all fields, as

is the case in socialist Albania, which

is led wisely and farsightedly by the

Party of Labour with comrade

Enver Hoxha at the head.

In socialist Albania, both indus'trial and

aglicultural production and parallel with
them the national income, the fund of
accumulation, the fund of consumption,

etc., have increased and continue to in-
crease in a continuous and proportional

way. Thlls, the industrial ploduction of

1950 is realised today within one month.

In comparison with the year' 1960, indus-

trial and agricultulal production realised

during the petiod 1'977-1975 is almost

equal to the production of the previous

10 years (1961-1970), this ueans that the

average prodttction achieved in every six

months of the Years of the Sth f ive-

year plan equals one year"s produc'tion in

the period 7967'1970. During rhe 7977-

1974 periocT the average annual rate of

increase of production was 9,5 per cent

for industry and 5,9 per cent for agri-

culture. In thc PR of Albania, which

is buitding socialism in the difficult con-

ditions of the savage, two-fo1d imperialist-

revisionist encirclement, high, and stable

lates of development, were achieved, and

this testifies to the superiority and vita-

lity of the social system.

The Albanian economy stands out for

its stability. On the basis of the unceas-

ing and rapid increase of social produc-

tion, the general wellbeing of the working
masses has been raised and is constantly

lising higher. Not only is the social

panorama of Albania today beyond conr-

parison with that of the past, but it pre-

sents truly rnajestic achievements' Within
,the 30 years of our free socialist ex-

istence the population has more than

doubled, but at the same time the fund of

individual and social consumption has

increased at 2-3 times the rate of in-

crease of the PoPulation.
These ratios of increase have made

possible the continuous improvement oI

the living standards of our working
masses. And it must not be forgotten that

the phenomenon of unemployment in

Albania has been elirninated and fu11

employment has been ensured' Usually,

in a family of 5 members, 2 or 3 ale

wage earners and one is a pensioner'

In these conditions the incomes of the

population and its purchasing porver have

constantly incleased. According to preli-

minary calculations the fund of consump-

tion per head of the population in 1974,

as comparecl with the year 1950, increased

over 2,5 times. This shows that during

this period the standard of living of the

working masses has increased on the

same scale.

Another faot: In 7974, in comParison

with 1970, the real incomes of the workers
and errployees increased by 9,4 per cent'

while thosc of the cooperativist pea-

santry by 13,4 per cent. The working
masses of the town and countryside rea-

lise their incomes by buying goods and

enjoying setvices at stable or reduced

prices, at a time when iuflation is ram-

pant in the capitalist and revisionist

countries. For the city dwe11ers, not only

have their housing conditions been great-

1y improved, but they pay merely token

house rents. In Britain, the housing

problem affects almost half the families

in the country, and 1.250'000 houses have

been officially described as unfit for ha-

bitation. The Albanians have been com-

pletely freed from paying taxes and rates

at a time when in neighbouring Italy, in
'1974, lhe population paid the colossal sum

of 16,1 trillion lira in taxes. In Albania

eve::ytrody enjoys the health service free

of charge and other advantages of all

sorts.
In the reality of socialist Albania, not

only has the purchasing power of the

population been continuously increased,

but at the same time its realisation is

guaranteed. The turnover of goods in
7973, was 9 tinres grea'tel than in 1950'

In the same period the following increas-

ed quantities of goods have been sold to

the population: milk 19,3 times, cheese

15,3 times, potatoes 15 times, edible fats

9,9 times, footwear 18,5 times, furniture
11,8 times, underwear and knitwear 5

times, etc. Or let us take the sales of

some al'ticles in 7974; in conrparison

with 1970, the increases were; TV sets

14,3 times, refrigerators 8,9 times, wash-

ing rnachiues 5,1 times, knitwear 36,5 per

cent, etc.
At the same time, the Phenomenon of

rising prices is not known in Albania,

clespite the very steep increases in the

prices of many raw and auxiliary ma-

terials which Albania is obliged to import
from the capitaiist and revisionist markets'

In our country only the opposite ocgurs:

goods are sold at stable or reduced

prices. And concretely for the main articles

of mass consumption, as compared with

the year 1958, prices have been reduced

by 8-25 per cent. This stability in the

realisation of the purchasing power is a

result of the fact that the economy of

the P.R" of Albania is develoPed in a

sound, planned, proportional way, with
permanent budget surpluses, without the
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crises and antagonistic contradictions
between production and consumption
which occur in the imperialist-revisionist
world. Herein lies the source, a1so, of
the other phenomenon, that our currency
is among the most stable in the world.
While the exchange rates and purchas-
ing power of the inflated currencies of
capitalist and revisionist countr.ies are
continually fa11ing, it is quite different
with our Lek, its purchasing power has
constantly increased. Thus, in relation to
the US dol1ar and the British pound
sterling it lras risen by 26 per cent; in
relation to the French franc, over 30 per
cent, and to the ruble - 16 per cent.
Thus, the increase of the purchasing
power of the population has been asso-
ciated, at the same time, also with the
increase of the purchasing power of the
lek. This has ensured material and cul-
tural blessings in ever greater proportions
and the iife of the people has become
more prosperous and happier.

This economic stability and this well-
being enjoyed today by the working
masses in socialist Albania, where one
finds everything in the market, all food-
stuffs and industrial and other goods,
have been achieved thanks to the great
effor.ts they have made and continue to
make for the allround and rapid develop-
ment of the economy, and primarily of
industry and agriculture, thanks to their
tireless and selfless work. They have been
achieved through a fierce class struggle
against internal and external enemies
who have left no means unused to force
us to our knees, to sabotage and hinder
our advance. To preserve this stability
and wellbeing our socialist State has had
to cope with various expenditures in the
form of budgetary subsidies. It is a

recognised fact that in the present inter-
national situation the ratio between the
prices of the goods imported and those
exported is such as to cost our economy
tens of millions of 1eks, because the ne-
gative difference of prices is subsidised
by the State. Albania is building socialism
not as an isolated island, but maintaining
definite relations with capitalist and re-
visionist countries, and the deep crisis
ryhich has gripped them exerts its ne-
gative influence on Albania's economy,
too. We have been able to cope with the
consequences of this crisis successfully.
And not only in the case of imported
articles, but ,ihe State also subsidises a

number of agricultural products which are

produced in the country because the
prices at which they are purchased frorn
the cooperativist peasantry are higher than
the prices at which they are retailed to
the population. During the years 1970-
1,975 the State spent hundreds of mi1-
lions leks for this purpose. Within this
same period, the State spent more than
140 million leks to subsidise the prices
of ready-made gal'ments for children and
the reduction of the prices of some mass
consumption goods. One more fact: As
house rents are very 1ow, the income from
rent is not sufficient even to defray the
cost of maintenance of the houses, there-
fore the State also subsidises this too,
to the tune oI several million leks per year.

The Party of Labour of Albania has
made it clear that thele is only one
way to preserve and reinforce this eco-
nomic stability and to further impr.ove
the wellbeing of the working masses:
the u,orking people must fight harder
to make agriculture and all the other
branches of the people's economy more
efficient, fulfilling and overfulfilling thc
targets of the plan successfully, while
continuously revolutionising production,
distribution and consumption. Conscior.rs
of this the working class and other work-
ing people, nherever they are, have risen
and ale constantly implementing con-
crete measures to revolutionise the eco-
nomy. They cannot reconcile themselves
to such things as individual cases of
failure to fu1fi1l the .iargets of the plan,
poor quality products, unnecessary con-
sumption of materials and other expendi-
tures which raise production costs, misuse
and poor administration of socialist pro-
perty, etc., phenomena which mainly stem
from the difficulties of growth. By sur-
mounting ,ihe difficulties of growth and
avolding subjective shortcomings, socialist
Albania creates nera, advantages to streng-
then its stability and furthcr raise thc
general wellbeing.

"The Party has fought and will always
fight,', said coruade Enver Hoxha at the
6th Congress of the PLA, "to constantly
inprove the wellbeing of the people,
within our possibilities and ccnditions,
always proceeding from a cotrect revo-
lutionary Marxist-Leninist concept of well-
being in socialism, not to satisfy petty-
bourgeois u,hims, but to fu1fi11 the present
and futule material, cultura1, spiritual
needs, the needs of health service, in
other words all the needs which deter-
mine the life of the entire people,. Its
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constant aim is, ln the concrete condi-
tions of the savage imperialist-revisio-
nist encirciement in which we ale build-
ing socialism, and guarding our political
and economic independence, to ensure
a continuous increase of the general rvell-
being on the basis of the consistent ap-
plication of the revoltttionary proletarian
principles which regulate the distribution
and awarding of pay in a'ccoldance with
the quantity and quality of the work
each one does, always in conformity with
the laws of the State of the dict'atorship
of the proletariat, and taking into ac-

count the interests of the working class
and socialism, which exclude the possi-
bl1ity of creating a minority rvith a bonr-
geois outlook, the creation of entire bour-
geois groups and strata, who are easily
influenced by, or become purveyors of
revisionism.

On this capltal question the Party has
always been guided by the correct prin-
ciple of having neither complete equalisa-
tion of pay nor privilege for anyone, so

that we sha1l not fa1l into egalitarianism,
but not a11ow n-rajor dislevels either. In
this dilection measures have been calried
out in Albania, which have created a si-
tuation entirely different flom that of the
revisionist countries so that the diffe-
Ience between the highest and lowest
pay are small. But this issue is by no
means considered closed. The further im-
provement of the pay system, constantly
narrowing the differential between high
and 1aw pay is an objective neaessity
dictated by the supreme aim of preserv-
ing the purity of our socialist socicty"
The struggle being waged by the lvork-
ing class under the leadership of the
Party, and the measures being taken for
the further regulation of the pay system
is a class struggle for the fur.ther revo-
iutionisation of the lelations of distri-
bution and consumption, which is direct-
ed against symptoms of the development
of a bourgeois outlook. This struggle in no
way harms the living standard of the
working people, on the contrary, it
creates new premises for further improv-
ement, The unwavering policy of the Par-
ty remains the continuous improvc-
ment of the life of people, of every-
body, and not just of a minority. Proceed-
ing on this correct road, we have continued
to strengthen our economic sLability step
by step and raise the general wellbeing of
the entire people, which is the supreme ob-
jective of the Party of Labour of Albania.



KEyerJ Gteotion, ol o,ny epoeh whotever, hos been donc with len-
dency, is inspired by the ideos of the time, beors fhe 'sesl oJ the class
struggle ond ol the ideologv ol ils own time, Therelore, the workc ol
world qfi ond culture, however pefiect they moly bo, connot be urcd
in their entirety or o model lor every time and evetl epochn,

E'UYER HOXHA

THE ANTIPODE

OF CREATIYE ATTITUDE

TOWARDS

THINGS A}ID PHEilOMEI{A
The propogondists serving imperiolism ond revisionism with o zeol ore seeking
to convince vorious peoples, ond porticulorly the peoples smoll in number, thot,
in order thot they develop, they must obsolutely imitote the big countries ond
peoples in every lhing, while world-scole proctice hos shown with Iiving locts

thot to occept imitotion in oll lields ond in evcrything would meon turning
the country's indipendence into o formql oct

Our countly has now entered the road
of the complete construction of socialist
society, a stage which aims at the further
development and deepening of our re-
volution in all the fields of life - political,
economic, ideological, cultural, military
and social. In the period of development
we are going through, special and well
merited importance has been and is being
attached, among other things, to ,. . .a
great and vital problem of the Party and
the cause of the socialist construction:

by LlLl ZHAMO
the problem of the fight against the

influences of alien bourgeois and revi-
sionist ideology, for the implanting of the
proletariao ideology on all fronts, at every

moment, and particularly in the present

conditions of the hostile imperialist-revi
sionist encirclement of the countryo
(Enver ,Hoxha, Reports and speeches 1972-

7973, p. 297).

One of the ways of the penetration of
alien bourgeois-revisionist ideology in a1l

fields, but which comes more into relief
LILI ZHAMO - directot ol the
Institute of Ar,ts.

Highet
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and presents greater danger especially

in the fields of culture, literature, and

arts, and social sciences in general, is

that of irnitation or mechanical copying

of alien rrodels. The imitation or stereo-

typed copying of what is alien from the

philosophical viewpoint represents a re-

gressive concept and attitude, It is thc

antipode of a creative attitude, while in
practice it is an expression of lack of

character and ability of crawling and

submission to othcrs. It is an cnerny of de-

velopment. Imitation or copying is most

dangerous, leading to grave and halmful
mistakes of an ideological, political, and

social chalacter, particularly in certain
fields of activity.

The Marxist dialectical method teaches

us that in order to best combat a regres-

sive concept, it is necessary to uncover

its reactionary content, so that people

conscio,usly despise and reject it, not only

as unnecessary for their actions, but also

as harmful.
In the concrete case, it is a matter

of deeply understanding what imitation
is, how it is expressed as a general phe-

nomenon, and what actual concrete dan-

gers, it plesents in the field of art and

cnlture, and by analogy, also in the othei'

fields of social aotivity.
Many philosophers, aesthetes, and psy-

chologists have engated in explainitg this
phenomenon. There are those who explain

imitation as the manifestation of a general

law of society, accorditg to which the

life of socitity, the mutual relations among

people, are allegedly based on the me-

chanical copying of various phenomena.

The French bourgeois sociologist and psy-

chologist, Tardy, said that every social
group is the totality of beings who partly
imitate one-another at a given time, and
have partly imitated the same nodel pre-

viously. This bourgeois view is without
foundation, for the simple reason that if
life as a whole were built on the basis

of imitation only, then there would be no

development, but a more r.epetition of
phenomena, in which each people or
person would not have his own per-

sonality. This shows that this view is

built on a i'eactionary and irrational basis,

which is the fundamer:tal feature of the

present day reactionary trends. However

some other philosophei's and aesthetes,

ideologists of imperiallsnr and social iln-
pelialism, go evcn falther, str:ongly advo-

cating an ultra reactionaly view, accold-

ing to which mankincl develops in such

a way that a11eged1y thc peoples srnall

in numbers traverse that road which the

gleat countries and peoplcs have tlaversed

bcfore. They try to ,argue,' that the cntire

developn:ent of those countries which are

late entering the road of progrcss, whethc::

in material or spirircual life, is nothinSl

bu1 a repetition, an imitation, a mecha-

nical copying of the historical n-rodels of

great countries. For this leason, irr theil
opinion, it would be disastrous for these

peoples to seek to develop it'r au original
way.

It is not difficult to undelstand the

reactionary, colonialist and neocolonialist
ideological and political essence of these

views, The aitn of those who propagate

these views, who zealously serve impe-

rialism and particularly the superpowers

idcologically and po1itical1y, is to convince

the various peoples, anct especially the

peoples small in nurnbcrs, that. in order

to develop, they tnust recessarily imitate

the great countries and peoples in el'ery-

thirg, they urr.tst submit to ard accept

the impctialist dictate unconditionaly.

However practice on a rvorld scale has

shorrn with vivid facts that to accept

imitation in all fields and on every

occasion, means to hinder developtnent

which is founded on lelying mainly on

one's owrl folces. to submit to the prcs-

sure and dictate of others, to accept

subjection and oppression, to tur:n the

inrlependeuce and sovereignty of the

country into a rnelc formality, etc.

It is known that the progress of diffe-

rent countries is realised in different
historical circumstances, within dif f erent

social structures. Different countries enter

given levels of development, through

different processes. For instance, our coull-

try entered the road of the struggle for

national and social liberation, as well
as the road of the construction of so-

cialism, and is advancing on this road

on the basis of objective laws of the

development of society, but bearing well
in mind our national historical processes,

which have their own original aspect,
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',r;hich express some special features dif-
ferent from other countries. And it is

precisely for this reason that socialist

Albania has brough'i somethir:g of its

orvn, spccial, to the lr'lrcle of social de-

velopmcnt. Thus, the examplc of the

development of our country alone would
be sufficient to lcfute those concepts of

the bourgcois ideologists we mentioned

and to arguc the oPposite, that evety

countly, evet'y people, whether big or'

small, not only has sonrething of its

own, but it also brings something of its
own, something special, to the genclal

development, which is included in thc

cntirety of social develoPtnent.

What imitation and mechanical copying

is, horv it appears and what are its con-

sequences in various fields of life, is

explained to us only by the dialectical

materialist theory. According to this

theoly, imitation is a complicated social

and psychological phenomenon which has

its special aspects of expression. People

arc always in movement and activity, they

aet iu ordel to achieve definite aims and

desires, and history is r-rothing but the

totality of all this human activity. In this

active process of actions, the individual

not only lealus from others, not only

avails hirnself of their experience, bttt

also gives them his own knowledge and

experience. These cotnnlon actions, the

exchange of experience with one another

or passing it fro,m one generation of

people to another, can create the false

impression that people do nothlng but

imitate one another, which is by no means

true.

We r:uu across phenomena of imitation

in life and rnore especially with children'

Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that,

even in the period of childhood, imitation

is not a mere photographing, it is not

a mechanical copying, because up to a

certain extent the child too has its orvn

individuality, which changes and develops,

continually with its growth. Later, when

the individual fornrs his owu personality,

rvhen he is capable of knowing reality
directly when his individual conscio'usness,

his world outlook has been formed, he

has no need to in:itate, for he is guided

in his activity by political, ideological,

moral principles, by the objective laws,
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therefore his activity now becomes con-

scious. When it happens that practices of
mechanical imitation are preserved in a

grown up, in this case we have to do

rvith his incapacity for creative aotivity,

we have to do with a non-active role on

his part in production and social acti-

vity.
It is important to make a principied

distinction between imitation and utilisa-
tion of the experience of people or man-

kind, between stereotyped imitation and

the drawing of lesson from the positive
or even negative example and the ge-

neralisation of the material from life and

social activity at home ol abroad. Imi-
tation has absolutely nothing to do with
the utilisation of the experiencc of others,

for, in the final account, it is copying,

taking, shifting and mechanical implemen-

tatior of things without subjecting them
to elaboration according to the time, the
place, and concrete conditions. In this
sense, imitation, in all cases, is an alien
and halmful manifestation because it does

not serve deveiopment in general. Thus,

if the experience of produotion and other
sectols is implemented without being
subjected to our conditions and circum-
stances, or when progressive elements of
the culture created by mankind are used

as they are, without being viewed from
the present-day positions, from the po-

sitions of the working elass and prole-
tarian partisanship, then such an action
is elroneous, does not serve the active
development of all the fields of life, and

in sorne of them, particularly in those

of art, culture, the way of 1ife, etc., can

havc ve1'y grave negative consequen-

ces.

The PLA teachcs us to scc things objec-

tively, assess them from the positions of
our ideology and in a dialectical way.
In many important materials and do-

cuments it has clearly defined its stand

towards foreign culture ir general, both
progressive and reactionary. But in prac-

tice we encounter cases which do not
conform with the instruclions of the Party.
It must be made completely c7ear, tor
example, that however perfect the works
of art of the Benaissance or those of
critical realism, may be, they cannot

fulfill the lequirernents of our time, and

an art which tries to imitate that of the

previous epochs would have no value

whatsoever. On the other hand, as

comtade Enver Hoxha teaches us, ,Every

creation, of any epoch whatever, has been
*
done with tendency, is inspired by the

ideas of the time, bears the seal of the

class struggle and of the ideology of its
or/vn time. 'Iherefore, the works of world
art and culture, however pelfect they
may be, cannot be used in their entirely

as a model for every time and everY

epocho (Enver Hoxha, Report at the 5th

Congress of the PLA, p. 14B). The Party

also describes as harmful the view that
everything foreign is bad and instructs

us to combat i't and reject it as unaccep-

table. Our people should constantly be-

nefit from progressive world expelience,

progressive technology, art and culture,
but at the same time they must be vi-
gilant, they must not become slaves to
these things and swallow everything with-
out a profound analysis, without a

correct classification. This demands a

struggle both against cosmopolitanism and

xenomania, and against xenophobia, the

fear of everything foreign.
fn order to fight successfully against

any concept and practice of imitation and

mechanical copying it is necessary to know

the ways and forms in which they are

expressed.

Imitation is, above all, one of the

numerous me.rns of the allround pressure

exelcised by the class enemy on our

people to befuddle their minds, to arouse

in them the fee1in17 of incompetence, and

the impossibility of building socialism

with our own forces, to create ideological

confusion, passivity, atnd degeneration, as

occurred in the rcvisionist countries where

"music, radio, literature, dances, jazz,

drugs, murders, prostitution, thc putting
of the homeland up for auction, the flood

o,f American capital, for buying secrets,

buying people, buying brains, became the

fashion, the currelrt coinage indeed 'to

such a degree that the individual, enter-

prise, or state which does not act in such

a way is not "with it*; "has left its brains

behind", *is backward,, ,is not modern,

(Enver Hoxha, Reports and speeches 1972-

1973, p.273),
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This counterrevolutionary aim of our
enemies has not been achieved in Albania

and it never will be. But our vigilance
must be enhanced, and we must
also figlit, among other things, against

any concept and practice of imitation,
because alien manifestations of this sort

have cropped up in some individuals

evcn jn our countr:y

As a rule, people who are inclined to
irnitation, who do not understand its

dangers ideologically and politically, and

especially elements who spread imitation
in pursuit of hostile aims, strive to create

a .theoretical, basis for this phenomenon.

A few people acted in this way here in the

seclor of literature, arts and culture, but

ir: other sectors, too, and especially the

enemies of the Party and the people's

state polver Fadil Paqrami, Todi Lubonja,

and Co , who ]racl hostile political and

ideologicai aims.

It is common knowledge how some

people of these sectors, who had fallen

under alien influences and failing to

understand the dialectical unity existing

between content and form, thought that

by borrowing alien forms, or elements of

alien forms our art could be developed

without ary danger whatever'. As a con-

sequence, before the 4th Plenum of the

CC of the Party a series of sPecial

theorisations and practices had been

spread which aimed at ,proving, that in

literature and art imitation may be

practiced by taking mainly elements of

the form, etc. Likewise, it is known that

these theorisations were properly exposed

during the great popular debate which

took place in the Party and ,among the

working masses before and after the 4lh
Plenum of the Central Committee of the

Party, defending in theory and practice

the Malxist-Leninist thesis and conclusion,

which has been confirmed by life and

reaffilmed by this Plenum, that any kind
of imitation in art and literature is

dangerous, be it even an imitation in form
alone, because there is no form without
content, and evcn less can elements of

the form born from decadent trends be

picked out and inrplanted in our arts,

Such a thing would, without fail, also

bring about the defiling of the content

of these arts with the reactionary ideo-
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logy which has engendered that particular
form. Of course, on the basis of that
great ideological work which was caried
out, the situation was cieaned up. But
there is no room for complacency.

As is known, our whole country, under
the leadership of the Party, is engaged
in an ideological class struggle against
certain harmful phenomena which began
to appear in some individual working
people and especially in some young
people, Our youth in general are cha-

racterised by a rich spiritual world, a

pure proletarian culture and revolutionary
socialist feelings and tastes. Armed with
the Marxist-Leninist ideology of our Palty
and moulded with comrade Enver Hoxha's
teachings, they have adopted a clearcut
stand towalds bourgeois and revisionist
culture and art, because they have seen

in them the opposite of the socialist
ideology, norms, feelings, and aesthetic
tastes. But there have been occasions on

which some young man, unformed from
the ideological aspect, has been swayed
by and imitated the bourgeois-revisionist
way of life and fashion, has attached
most importance to the external aspect

of things. On some other occasions, due

to the lack of formation of his indivi-
duality in the field of art, some student
has copied from the foreign, without
deeply analysing what he was coppying
and imitating and without bea::ing in
mind that there is no work of art, and
there cannot be, without its ideological
aspect, which means, consequently, that
the imitation of alien models cannot
fail to bring ideological reminders with
it, along with other negative aspects.

From all that has been said it follows that
imitation and mechanical copying, in the
fields of culture, art, literature, the way
of life, etc. as in every other field,
serves as a bridge over which alien bour-
beois-revisionist influences can pass to be

introduced not only into the method and
style of work of the creators, but also

into the consciousness of our people

through their creations. If we look at
what happened in the Soviet Union and
in the other revisionist countries and ana-

lyse the process of political and econornic
degeneration, as well as the degeneration
of art, culture and the way of life in
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these countries, we shall arrive at the

conclusion that, among other factors, a

great role in this was played by their
embracing the bourgeois decadent trends,

such as abstractionism, formalism, cubism

and surrealism, Freudism, and deheroisa-

tion in the content of works of art.

The spreading of these trends has its
own social-economic, political and ideo-

logical causes which are connected wittr
the birth of the new boui'geoisie in these

countries. But the great role played by
the imitation of bourgeois fashions and

isms in this process of degeneration,

cannot be denied.

Imitation is dangerous and fraught with
grave consequences also in cases in which
we have to do with imitations 01' copy-

ings of vestiges of the patriarchal, feudo-

bourgeois and petty-bourgeois past in lifc
and in our way of behaving and living.
The manifestations of patriarchalism, do-

mineering, arrogance, conceit, of other

concepts and vices alien to our socialist

society, must be treated as aspects of the

class struggle and must be combatted as

manifestations which, in the final analysis,

have a common aim - to revive the past

and cause our society to degenerate.

Literature, art and culture, being a

constituent part of superstructure, have a
marked class content, are built on the

basis of the ideology, policy and rnorality

of a definite class and serve its interests.

Therefore, any imitation from the pre-

sent-day bourgeois-revisionist literature,

art, and culture, would be in opposition
to proletarian partisanship in literature,

art, and culture, and would become a

serious hindrance to the communist edu-

cation of our people. Analysing the aims

of bourgeois culture at the 4th Plenum

of the CC of the Party, comrade

Enver Hoxha pointed out that "Not only

we have nothing to learn from this cul-

ture, not only we have no reason to make

our masses and our youth acquainted

with it, but we must reject it with con-

tempt and fight it with determination"
(Enver Hoxha, Reports and speeches 1972-

1973, p. 327). This pseudoculture must bc

constantly combatted becattse, in express-

ing the interests, feelings and ideals of

the present day reactionary imperiaiist
bourgeoisie, and being built on a soeial
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and ideologieal basis crrtirely opposed to
oul Marxist-Leninist ideology, it has long
ago lost evelything progressive and has

become completely an enemy of social
progress and development.

If lve cousider the matter calefully on

Lhe socio-historical planc too, rve shall
see that the reactionary exploiting classes

have always been linked with intet'na-
tional reaction, they have always relied
on this reactior materially and po1itica11y.

And just as the spirit of cosmopolitanism
constitntes one of the characteristic fea-

tures of these classes, so imitation too,
has been and remai[s a practice of their
work, for even tvhen these classes are
in power, or when the revolution de-

classes then:. they can never possibly
cleate true values, their national con-
sciousness is weak and, as such, readilv
predisposed to be satisfied with the alien.
Therefore, when we speak of heritagc,
as in eveey other field of life, in art
and cnlture too, positive values must be

sotrght in thosc creations which have
reflected the proglessive development and
the aspirations of the people and not
those of the reactionary ruling classes"

Being products of the leactionary class

itr power and in its selvice. the various
publications of bourgeois revisionist li-
terature exert pressure, spread and sow

reactionary views in all fields of life, not
only in the countries where they are

published, but wherever they are distri-
buted. This literature constitutes one of
the principal rleans of the real bourgeois-
revisionist ideological aggression and di-
t,ersion against- the socialist countries,
including our country. It exerts pressure

on the culture of every country, especially

on the socialist national culture, stlives
to rlake it degenerate, to make it run
after fashion, to take an alien lustre,
become cosmopolitan and forget the
troubles and problems of the people. And
it is clear that any rational culture which
runs after alien fashions does not serve

the people; it becomes disgusting, for it
does not proceed from that spiritual
structure the nation has, flom those forms
elaborated through the centuries of its
national culture.

When we analyse the activity in every
field of those representatives, who imi-

tated, who have bowed their heads to
thc alien, r,e shal1 becomc convincecl that
we cannct find real values in their. u'olks.
Let us lecall for a motnent how all those
hired scribblcrs who emblaced the fascist
ideology and placed themselves at its
selvice have faded out, together with
their works or hcw later on, those rvho
ernbraced the bourgeois and revisionist
ideology and delibelately cast arvay their
national individuality have faded out, to-
gether with their works. Whilst on the
other hand, popular creativity, folk-
lore, and the works of true writers
and artists are assessed as monumental
works, for they reflect the life of the
people and raise it to the 1eve1 of ar.t

because their creativity does not imitate,
does not bake with alien dough.

Another aspect which should be pointed
out is that irnitation is a social pheno-
menon of a parasitic character. for due
to its very nature, having nothing in
colnmon with creative work, it represents
easy, simple work, incomparably less

tiring than original, creatir.e and inde-
pendent work rvhich, as is known, is born
only with very serious strivings and toi1.

Imitation is a feature of the lazy, the
slothful, who want everything ready-made,
so it can be copied without any brain-
racking, v,ithout sweating; it is a feature
of a man of rotten morality, dishonest,
who, in order to win renown and take
prizes, steals cleations belonging to
others, plesenting them as his own.
These negative features are manifested
in an ever uglier way in that pcrson rvho
imitates and steals from foreigners, in as

much as such an action damages the
national character of creativity, affects
the patriotic feelings and national pride
of the people, and has a negative influence
on their education.

During its entire activity, consistently
defending and applying Marxism-Leni-
nism, the Party of Labour of Albania has
uncompromisingly fought against any
reactionary alien influence u,hich has
appeared in the healthy body of our
development. As. in all fields of 1ife, in
our art and culture too, it has been
irreconcilable towards any kind of imi
tation, copying, and influence from the
bourgeois and revisionist world. In order
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to wage this ideological class srruggle
proper'ly, the Party has utilised the fine
tladitions of our people, who during t1-reir

entire legendary histoly, with rifle and
pen have always opposed the reactionary
culture, and every effort of the represen-
tatives of the reactionary classes to imitate
alien culture, and in the process of their
historical developrnent, have elaborated
their own culture which has expressed

their patriotism and those psychological
fcatures that distinguish them as a nation.
,If through the centuries our people pre-

served and further developed this culture,,
says comrade Enver Hoxha, uthen it is

up to us, the generations of socialist so-

ciety, to fight with the passion of a

communist militant to heep it pure and
develop it further,. (Enver Hoxha, Reports
and speeches 1.972-1.973, p. 319).

The expelience of the general develop-
ment of our country, and in this co11text.

the progress of our culture, literature
and arts, their continous flourishing, under
the paternal care of the Palty, has shown
that, like everything e1se, the rvorks of
our creators too, become a powerful
weapon for the communist education of
our men and women when they are

based on the Marxist-Leninist ideology,
when this creativity has been lealised on

the basis of the dialectical method of
reflecting lif c truthfully, r\,,ithout any
darkening, distortion, or any lustre and
idealist treatment of it.

Just as in the whole of our 1ife, iu
the field of culture, art and literature,
too, alien manifestations of imitation, have

been strongly resisted, not allowing them

to take ,-oot and develop, for any simptoms

of imitation, however slight, constitute a

serious danger to the development of the

entire life of our country on the right
road, and, in this complex, of our culture

and arts too. Our working masses and our

literary and artistic practice itself, have

valued and encouraged only those works

and those writers and artists whose crea-

tivity is thoroughly permeated by pro-

letarian partisanship, is strongly based

on our national soil, and inspired by the

titanic malch of our people, under the

leadership of the Parrty, towalds the

highest peaks of socialism and commu-

n1sm.



PEASATT ART

A}ID ARTISTIC CRATTS

ilI ALBAhIIA
by ANDROMAQ, GtERGti

IN THE CUT,TUBAL HERITAGE FROM OUR PAST AN IMPORTANT Pf,ACE IS
IIELD BY THE POPULAR TRADITIONS IN THE FIELD OF APPLIED AETS. IN THE
LIGfIT OT THE TEACHINGS OF TTIE PARTY OF LABOUR OF ALBANIA, WE ASSESS

THESE TRADITIONS NOT ONLY AS AN ETHNIC INDICATOR WHICH DETERMINES
THE SPECIAL FEATURES OF OUR PEOPI.E AND DISTINGUISHES THEM FROM
OTHEB PEODLES, BUT ALSO A HEALTHY COMPONENT WHICH ENBICHES THE
FUND OF THE NEW SOCTALIST CULTI'RE. COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA HAS DESCRIBED

THE WORKS OE THE POPULAB ART AS PRICELESS VALUES AND HAS INSTBUCTED
US MANY TIMES TO BASE OURSELVES FIRMLY ON THIS NATIONAL SOIL. THIS
WILL BE ACHIEVED BY EVEB BETTER AND MORE PROTOUND KNOWLEDGE Of'
THIS ART.

From the outset we rnusl point out
that the development of the deco!*ative
arts of the last three or four centuries in
Albania should be viewed within its close
connections rvith the histolical and social
conditions, such as the p::otracted Otto-
man occupation with its grave consequen-
ces and with the changes it brought about
on thc religious, ideological, and cultural
plane, the national and sccial opplession,
etc, which made the flowering of art in
many fieids, such as in rnonunrentai
architecture, sctrlpture, etc,, extrernely
difficult and for some time suppressed
the local art, confining it to more limited
spheres, to dress, to the decoration of
smal objects and ornaments, to interior
decoration, etc.

The most typical field of the mani-
festation of the local artistic creativity
was t'ithout doubt the pure peasant art,
which was manifested mainly in the de-
colation of objects of daily household use,
with special vividness and optimisrn and
with clear ethnic features. That is an art
of the peasant masses, of anonymous
craftsmen which has preserved and fur-
ther cultivated the ancient loca1 artistic
tradition and has not altered as much as

artisan productivity with the currents of

the styles of the timos which circulated
more readily in town environrnents. Con-

di'lioned partly by its slow evolution, and
partly by the technique used, it was
represented rnainly by geometlical pat-

terns or patterns stylised in geometlical
form. In this peasant art the great wealth
of ornamentation (especially in textiles,
weaving, and cmbroidery), the very strik-
ing combinations of colours as well as

the pnre and clear cotnpositions, are fea-
tures which attract attention and frotl
u,hich wc sti11 have much to learn.

A branch of art that was half peasant

and half ar.tisan wcre the skills exelcised
by itinerant craftsmen, such as wood and
stone carvers, masons, etc. Organised into
gloups comprising 7-8 persons or more,
including wood-calvers and masons, these

craftsmen used to emigrate dnring the
major part of the year to work in va-
rious zones of Albania, and even beyond
its borders, to many zones of the Bal-
kans.

In the main cities of Albania, a series
of altistic crafts fiourished during the

18th century, about which many doctt-

ments and examples from that time tell
us a great dea1. At that period the mar-
kets in Shkoder, Prizren, Elbasan, Berat,

etc., counted hundreds of shops where

nuulerous artistic trades lvele exercised,
such as those of the sihrer snriths. cm-
broiders, ctc.

The craftstten of l-his time gained their
training within the country. They had a

broad range of occupational knowledge, in
the first place f rom assimilation of the
1ocal tradition of the respective skil1
cultivated for generations. The pupil ma-
naged to master the skil1 orrly after a

long period of work, which lequired not
only patience and persistence, but also
greaf talent, to become a Ienowned and
sought af ter rnastel ctaftsman.

Thcil artistic work was done in oldet
to be sold, thus it was turned into colnrrlo-
dity. It was the work of a man specialised
in that branch, therefole the craft de-

veloped more quickly, the horizon of the
master craftsnan artist became wider,
ancl ncw techniques of work appeared.
Thus, with the development of trade
relations, the populal masters worked
mairrly for thc tnarket. At that point au

irnpo::tang differentiation of their lvorks
began. Those intended for the upper clas-

scs of the society were mole expensive
and elaborate, but not arlways more
beautiful, because greed for profit some-

tin-res 1ed the craftsman to excesses which
darnaged the artistic value. In the works
intended for the broad stlata of the
population, the decorations were fewer
and the material poorer. These diflerences
can be seen very clear1y, for example,
in the works of sucl-r craftsman as em-

broiderers, silversmiths, wood carvers,
etc., during the XVII and XVIII centuries.

Another factor which broadened the
professional knowledge of thc master

craftsman was the continuous contact *'ith
the best products of the time, which were
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Peosont ort ond ortistic crofts hove been

highly developed in Alboniq. But in thi first holl of the

current cenlury the peosont orl ond crolts were neglected. Alter
the liberolion, the Prrty of Lobour of Albonio ond

comrode Enver Hoxho roised them to o new pedestol ond they ore volued

0s 0 heolthy component which enriches the fund ol the new sociolist culture

imported florn both East and West. It is
wellknown that thc Abanian merchants
participated in the rnain fairs of the
Balkans and the Wcst, where they ple-
sented 1oca1 goods ard bought products
of other countlies.

However, rnany Albanian artists, power-
tui and wellknown talents irt their time,
rrot finding a suitable field of work, were
obliged to go to foreign countries, where
they have left outstanding works. We
can mention among them Andrea Aleks
Durlsaku, (Durrachiensis) who lefi many
works in Dalmatia and ltaly; Kristo Du1lo
from Berat, known by the name of Atik
Sinani, who wolked on the Mehmedie
Mosque in Istanbul; Hoxha Kas€mi from
Glamshi and Mustafa Meretmeciu, who
built the Valide Sultanie Moscue, or Meh-
n-ret Sedefqar Bicakciu frorn Ellrasan, who
built that masterpiece of art, the Blue
Mosque (Sultan Ahmed's Mosque) also in
Istanbul.

The mling classes used the skilis of
the craftsmen for theil own aims, placing
them at the service of their ideology.
Therefore, we find the works of the
best master craftsman of this tirne in
religious buildings, in the decoration of
the houses of the town nobility, in the
dress and ornaments of the representa-
tives of the upper strata of the society,

In recent centuries (xlx-xx) the growth
of capitalist production and the unjus'i
policy of the rcgimes in power, blought
the destructive competition of foreign
goods with the work of artisans, thus,
the n-rajority of the artistic craf'ts began
to decline gradually and even to die out
completely.

In the Albanian countryside, the tra-
dition of the peasants themselves working

"ra a".u.rtirrg small wooden objects for
thc needs of their household iife had
been kept alive even in our century. The
shepherds decorated their crooks ancl

wooden food containers for themselves, as
well as the distaffs and spindles for the
young wives of the households, or as gifts
ior friendly shepherdesses. Other, more
experienced peasants, worked chairs with
traditional forms like those of Dukagjini,
Mirdita, Puka, etc., cradles for babies,
boxes for brides, musical ins,iruments, ar-rd

othcr houscho'ld articles.
In the majolity of cases, these objects

have harmonious and elegant forms, de.
corated orr the surface with engraving or.

incision. Generally the motif s used are
of the geomet|ic style, motifs of ancieDt
origin t'hich frequently find a visible
analogy with motifs used in Illyrian arrt.

But in lnany cases we also find very
interesting plastic decorations which pre-
sent dcveloped anirtral and human forms,
as fol instance in the head of the musical
instrument, the lahut, culved likes, a

shepherd's crook, the backs of some
chairs, etc.

In some legions of the country, rvood
carving reached the level of tlue ar"tistic
skill. In the XVIII and XIX centulies it is
worthily replesented by some of the best
examples in many cities of Albania fr.om
religious buildings, such as the inconosta-
ses of many orthodox churches (the
iconostasis of the cathedral church of
Korca, worked in the XVIII century; that
of Leusa, wolked at the end of the XVIII
centurv, the iconostasis of the cathedral
of tserat, wor:ked in the year 1850, and
many othels), the ceilings and other tim-
ber parts in the monasteries of the time
(for example the ceiling irr the rno-

nastery of the Halvetis in Berat, the
monastery of Kruja, etc.), and in many
ceilings of torvn dwellings built mainly
towards the end of the XVIII centuly up
iil1 the second part of the XtX centul'y.
It is understandable that the execution of
such works required a long tinre as well
as qualified craftsmen, consequently, they
were expensive, hence only the ruling
classes of the tirne, the gentry and the
clergy had the possibility to pay for
,ihem. On the other hand, in their de-
coration, religious symbols held an im-
portant place. These expressed the taste
of the upper strata of the society of the
time and, to a cerbain extent, also their
concept of beauty.

Many foreign travellers have spoken of
the Albanian master craitsmen in wood
working in the XIX century, and of their
works in Serbia, Macedonia, Bulgaria,
Greece, European Turkey and Asia Minor.
The French traveller, L. Hugonmet, says
that in the Tatar-Pazarxhik Church near
Plovdid (eulgalia), he saw an iconostasis,
,entirely in old oak ski1fu1ly carved by
Albanian craftsmenol) whitre Tozer describ-
ed the inhabitants of the Dibra region
as the best wood carvers of European
Iurkey2). It is wellknown likewise that
the Dibra craftsmen worked in the church
in Krushevds) etc.

A11 the decoration of churches aimed
at creating an environment to make the
rnaximum impression on the believer who
entered there, to divorce hin-r from his
day today life and befuddle him, not
only with the unceasing intoning of
prayers, the sme1I of incense and the dim
light of lamps and candles, but also by
the fearful scenes of he1l painted on the
walls and icons, or by the fantastic ani-
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mals carved on the iconostasis. This
mystical atmosphere exerted a very strong
spiritual pressure on the minds and hearts
of people. We have this function of the
art of that time in mind when we assess
the outstanding abilities of the craftsmen
who executed these artistic works.

Another field in which we have
outstanding woodwork are the in-
teriors of the town dwellings of
the time, especially in Shkodra, E1-

basan, Berat, and Gjirokastra. Here
it is a matter of timber ceilings,
window shutters, wall cupboards, tables,
etc. In nearly all these towns, the best
cxamples of these works ate from the
cnd of the XVIII century to the secoDd
half of the xlx century, when the crafts-
nranship begins to decline. But it should
not be forgotten that such woodwork of
outstanding artistic values, is frequently
found in peasant hornes, too, particularly
in the zones where tl-ris skill was exercis-
ed.

In the realisation of all these works
in tirnber, technique played an importaDt
i'olc. In the way the motifs have been
worked, sometimes one overlying another,
they assume depth sometimes in two
or three planes. The creaftsmen who
worked them thus give proof of great
skill and a powerful feeling for form and
decoration. On the other hand, these
ceilings and tables, just as all the other
equipment of the sitting rooms, show the
degree of wellbeing and the luxury in
r,r'hich not only the feudal aristocracy of
the main towns of the country, but also
the new commercial bourgeoisie, which
was more and more strengthening its eco-
nomic positions, were living. It is under.-
standable that these strata wele living in
conditions entirely different from those of
the common people of the towns.

* 'I ;l'

The traditiorr of silvel wol'king, trans-
rnitted from one century to another, is
found in the XVII-XVIII centuries still in
full flower. Many dated inscriptions on
silver objects of these centuries tell us
that at this time, in a number of cities
of our country, such as Elbasan, Berat,
Voskopo j6, etc., the local silversmiths
executed works of very high artistic
quaiity.

The silversrniths of the time worked
not only the costly equiprnent of the
leligious br.rildings, but also a selies of

lay objects such as weapons, ornamcnts,
household equipment, etc.

The craftsmen of our cities decorated
a multitude of weapons with five silver
plating, frequently dipped in go1d, which
cover almost their whole surface. They
include those long flint-lock rifles de-

sci'ibed by foreigners as ,les longs fusils
albanais, or {langen Arnauten-F1inten, or
simply narnautk. which we find as a com-
ponent part of the equipmenl of the
Albanians presented in many drawings of
the XVIII and XIX centuries4). The com-
plete armament of the Albanian rnan of
this time was the long rifle carried on
the shoulder, the two pistols in the be1t,

the sword, a dagger and the' cartridge
belt.

All these wele covered with silver
olnamentation, frequently gold-p1ated.

The techniques used in their works
wele many: casting, swaging, carving,
filig.-ee. Cast or swaged objects were
sometimcs also decorated with niello, but
not on objects worked'before the XVIII
century.

As to the ornamertal motifs in these
works, it is clear that, in Albania, as in
other countries of the Balkans at this
time, the influences of the eastern (Turco-
Persian) and western styles mixed with
many Byzantine symbols were very strong,
but of course there is also a very wide
range from the local repertoire. In these
centuries the double-headed eagle assumes
the significance of a national symbol,
and as such we see it used extensively
in many lay objects (rifles, cartridge
belts, oil bottles, belt ornaments etc).

In niel1o, ranging from dark grey to
b1ack, rifles and cartridge belts were
decorated y,ith numerous f loreal motifs,
as well as symbolic animals and birds,
and hurnan figures with typical Albaniarr
costumes,

The works in filigree which were a

speciality of the master silversmith of
tlre nolthern cities (Shkoddt, Priaer,, etc.)

lather than of those of the South show
a special finesse. We notice that in some
groups of objects (rings, wa,lch-chains etc.)
the granular form predominates and silver
thlead is less used, while in othel objects,
such as be1ts, plates, coffee-cup holders,
mirrors, various boxes, the granular forur
is sometimes con-rpletely absent. The work-
ed surface looks like clochet worh which,
without doubt, required rare patience and
delicacy on the part of the craftsmen. In
any case, the extent of the use and quality
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of otnanentation was undoubtedly con-
nected with the social situation and ma-
terial possibilities of the owncls of these
things.

rF :lj +:

Weaving and embroidery havc beet
carried on for centuries by the peasant
women in preparing and decorating both
the popuiar dresses and other household
equipmett (matresses, cushions, divans,
table covers- etc.). This is a field of
activity in which, perhaps more than in
any other field, not only the executive
abilities but also the creative talents of
the masters of folk arts have been most
outstanding. Hele, many factors together,
such as the various techniques of work,
the variegated and broad repeltoire of
ornamental motifs, the rich colours, etc.,
have contributed, to giving these works
from the hands of peasant ra,omen that
vividness and warmth which makes al
agreable impression and is immediately
attractive. Among these r,r,orks there arc
many which are minor masterpieces of
harmony, rhythm, and colour.

Almost up ti1l the liberation of thc
country, the working of textiles in thc
countryside was a cottage craft mainly
for the family needs, but in somc torvn
centres, since the past century, many
women worked for the market.

In regard to silk fabrics it m.rst be
said that they have been worked and
used much more in our country than in
the other Balkan countries. Their most
usual decoration was stripes of diffelent
lvidths running lengthwise, which could
be of different colour from that of the
backglound. Thus, their combinations with
the background, which was always white
and transparent created an effect very
pleasant to the eye. In cotton fabrics,
too, the peasant women managed, by
quite a simple technique, to achieve very
interesting results, executing motifs in
soft colours but which clearly stand out
as the light shines through them, or they
also used threads of various colours r.vith
a view io giving brilliance and walnrth
to the worked fabrics. The wooilen texti-
les, produced by a wide range of wolk
techniques, are richer from the viewpoint
of the motifs and patterns of 'their ccm-
position and especially of their colours.

Without doubt, the folk costurnes, espe-

cially those of peasant women, have gleat
artistic value. With their clegance of
form, the rieh decorations, concen,irated
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mainly iu the blouses, aprons. and stock-
ings, with the chromatic unity that charac-
terises the dress of every ethnographic
zone, the peasant costumes testify to a

strong artistic sense elaborated and re-
fined frorn one genelation to another'.
Despite the lichness, and sometimes the
exessive ornamentation of some paits, the
costumes as a whole preserve the'sense
of proportion and plastic connections with
the movetnents of the body.

Alongside the textiles stand the folk
embroidery worked by peasant wonen.
These were generally worked on a white
cotton fabric, which they produced on a

loom. They rlsed coLton or silk thlead of
different colours in er:-rbloidery. The most
beautiful embroidery lvorks come from
Shpati, Dumrcja, Fusha e KrujEs, Zadri-
ma, etc.

Another group of embroidct'ies, along
with the original popular embroideries,
forrn the works of the professional master
ernbroiderers who have wor:ked for cen-
turies in the most ancierf, ulban centres
of the countly ol in the n-ronasteries of
the time. Clear evidence show-s tt.at in
thc medieval centulies embroidery was
cxercised in Albauia as a trade in itself,
by highly specialised master errbroiderels
who sornetimes also produced major
works. So it rvas with gold-embroiderer,
Gjergj Arianiti, 'urho put his name along-
sicle that of Bishop Kalisti who hacl order.-
cd that impressive tapestry of the gleat
epitapl-r of Glavinica (Berat area), dated
1373. With relatively large dimensions,
execu'ted with minute work rvhich required
cxtraordinary patience and skill, it is one
of the very rare works of this kind
preserved in the Balkans, a testimony
proving the high development of applied
arts in Albania in this period. In this
epitaph, which holds one's concentrated
attention, the figures and decorations have
been presented with that solemn immo-
bility of the Byzantine tradition. This
testifies to the stylistic horizon and the
very high technical level of the master
embroideler, who through the powerful
expressiveness of his work, undoubtedly
became a bearer of religious concepts to
the masses.

In later centuries, even though the
Byzantine tradition begins to decline in
the decorative tapestries for religious ser-
vices, features of this tradition are still
preserved, but they ale no longer so
rigid. A breze of lyricism is now rippling
the old canons of art.

In the XVII century ure find the master
cmbroidel's established in many of the
developed cities of the time. Their works
are assuming mole of a secular character,
emphasising designs rich with leaves and
flowers, which replace the figures with
a religious theme. The taste for great
luxury which pleases the eye with the
brilliance of gold and silver, is prominent
in them.

In the XVIII and XIX centuries the
nrastel embroiders of Shkodra, Ptizren,
Tirana, Elbasan, Belat, etc., are distin-
guished for tl-reir fine work. They work
not only for thc gentry of their own
cities, but also for clients flom other'
regions. A powerful pasha also has his
own tarilols, as for example the Bushatas
of Shkodra, or Mehmet Pasha of Plasa
(Xorga), who hacl brought his master
tailor flom Ptizren, at the end of the
XVIII centul5r.

With amazing skiU aricl fine artistic
taste these master embloidelers beautified
not only rnen's clothing, waistcots jackets,

trousels, be1ts, etc.), but also that of
wol.nen (gowns, waistcoats, jackets, sashes,

long dresses) and many other items of
household equipment (pil1ows, sofa covers,
etc,). On a background of fine woollen
cloth (b1ack or red) or velvet (wild-cherry
colour, rriolct ol green) using silk or gold
thread or cord, they have worked a very
rich repertoile of floral and arrinral
motifs placed in syrletrical cornpositions.
The working techniques have chalged in
the course of centuries, but in the last
two centulies, the rnost widesptead have
been the embroideries on cardboard. As
time goes on, embroidery assumes an
ever mol'e popular character, raising to
the forefront the taste, technique and
themes to suit the bourgeoisie and even
the peasantry, too.

The beginning of our century finds the
artistic crafts in almost total decline. The
period from the proclamation of inde-
pendence to the liberation of the country
(7912-1941) saw only further decline in
them. Thus, ceilings, tables, etc. (and
even less iconostases of artistic value like
those of the previous centuries, were no
longer worked, especially after the pro-
clamation of independence. The decoration
of arms was now something rare too,
especially after the first world wa, with
the large-scale introduction of modern
weapons. The various silver ornaments
likewise kept diminishing, especially those

worked by swaging and casting, while

t (261, 1976 . 29

the works in filigree continued to live,
but almost entirely repeating the reper-
toire and forms aheady worked, The craft
of embroidery suffer'ed the same fate,
because the new fashion iu dress espe-

cially after the first world war, eliminated
rnany of the earlier embroidered gar-
ments, The use of the embroidering ma-
chine had a great influence on this trade.

***

From the facts presented in this article
uie caR understand that in the Past
centuries the artistic crafts in Albania
had reached a high level of development.
The master craftsmen of that time reached
a standard of perfection in their works
which stand comparisolr tith the finest
rvorks realised in the Balkan countries as

a who1e, and indeed, in some cases, in
rvood working for example, the r.l,orks

of Albanian masters ale of a higher level
than those of others.

On the other hand we must Point out
that the very rich existing materials from
v;rrious fields of the original folk art
testify to the rich spiritual world of the
broad masses, especially of the peasant

masses with their inexhaustible cleative
vigour, \t,ho have preserved and further
developed the rich traditions in the field
of thc populal applied arts. In these

lvorl<s the gr:eat wealth of the oi'naureutal
motif s used, thc chr"omatic f eatures, a

serics of characteristics of composition
and the placing of olnamental fields, all
taken together, create that original way
in which the Albanian people have con-
ceir,ed and placed their decorartions on

objects of day to day use. They give us

that specific ethnic feature which makes

these works inmediately distinguishable
from the analogous '"vorks of other
peoples, even of our neighbours.

7) L. Hugonnet, La Twquie inconrute,
Paris 1886, p. 17.

2) H. Tozer, The highlands of Tutkey,
London 1869, p. 390.

3) Droumeu - A, Yassileu, L'Art bul'
gare d.e Ia sculptute sut bois, Solia, 1955,
p. 12.
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30lh onniuersory of lhe prorhmolion
of lhe People's Republir of Albonio

Filled with revolutionary enthnsiasm to
realise the tasks for 7976, klne first year
of the 6th five-year p1an, the Albanian
people celebrated the 11th of January
7976, the 30'th anniversary of the
proclamation of Albania a People's Re-
ptrblic, with great joy.

On this occasion various fes'tive acti-
vities were organised in work and pro-
duction centres, educ;rtional and cultural
institutions, agricultulai cooperatives and
military units, and rneetings were held at
which speakers dealt with the 3O-year
road traversed by the People's Republic
of Albania, the successes achieved by the
Albanian people under the leadership of
the PLA with comrade Enver Hoxha at
the head, and the majestic propescts
opened to the Albanian people with the
6th five-year plan.

In Airana, the capital city of the PRA,
on January 10, the Central Committee of
the Party of Labour of Albania, the Pre-
sidium of the People's ,Assembly of the
People's Republic of Albania, the
Council of Ministers of the Peo-
ple's Republic of Albania, the General
Council of the Democratic Front of A1-
bania, and the Tirana district Party
Committee, organised in the Opera and
Ba11et Theatre, a solemn meeting on the
occasion of the 30th anniversary of the
proelamation of the People's Republic of
Albania.

The solemn meeting rvas attended by
working people from wo.rk and pro-
duction centres, Government departments
and central institutions, people of art,
culture, science, servicemen, coopela'ii-
vists, Her.oes of the People and He::oes
of Socialist Labour', veterans of the Na-
tional Liberation War, as well as members
of the Central Committee of the Party,
the Presidium of the People's Assembly
and the Government. Taking part were
the President of the Presidium of the
People's Assembly }Iaxhi Lleshi, the
member of the Political Bureau of the
Central Comrnittee of the Parti and Chair-
man of the Council of Ministers,
Mehmet Shehu, and other Party and State
leaders.

The main address was delivered by
the member of the Central Committee of
the Party and vice-President of the Pre-
sidium of the People's Ass,embly,
Shefqet Pegi, who said among other
things:

uThe proclamation of the People's Re-
public of Albania was the successful
crowning of a protracted and complicated
revolutionary struggle for the seizure of
state power by the insurgent people and

the building of new, democratic, people's
Albania. The people became the real and
all powerful master of the country and
their fate.

,In proclaiming Albania a People's Re-
public, the Constituent Assembly provided
a correct class solution to 'the question
of the political form of the new Albanian
State . With its content, principles, form,
structure, institutions and functions, the
nelv state power would serve as a power-
ful weapon in the hands of thc pcople to
further deepen the revolution, stlengthen
and consolidate independence and national
sovereignty and calry out new social
transformations to the advant:rge of the
broad working masses of city and coun-
'ilyside, and build the new socialist A1-
bania.

*The past thirty yeals have confirmed
that the course choser by the Party,
was correct. They have deraonstrated the
strength of the people's state po\ver,
its cepacity 'Lo mobilise the masscs in
running the country and the construction
of socialism.

.The People's Republic of Albania comes
to this outstanding jubilee rvith n-rajestic
victories, proud of the successes achieved
and full cf confidence in its secule future.
It cotnes strong as an impregnable for-
i'ress of socialism, r,rrith a steel-like unity
of the people round the Party, with
comrade Enver Hoxha at the head. in-
trepid and proud of the glorious course
it has traversed. It comes to this jubilee
as a flee and sovereign state, with fliends
and well-wishers throughout the world,
as a socialist state with a high interna-
tional reputation and pres'tige*.

After having spoken of the glorious
road traversed by the People's Republic
of Albania during the 30 years,
Shefqet Peqi pointed out:

.Today the world situation is develop-
ing in favour of the forces fighting for
freedom and independence, for national
and social liber.ation. During the past
year, as a result of a protracted war,
other peoples and countries which but
recently were colonies, liberated them-
selves from foreign colonial bondage and
rvon their independence. Likewise, a fielce
struggle is being waged today between
the revolutionary and progressive forces,
on the one hand, and the forces of world
imperialism and reaotion, on the other
hand; between the peoples and countries
which are fighting to win and defend
their freedom, independence and rights,
and the two superpo\Mers, which are
pursuing a savage expansionist and he-
gemonistic policy. Despite the natural

I
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difficulties and ups and downs, this
struggle is always advancing.

"The peoples of the developing coun-
tries, in solidarity and collaboration rvith
one another, are more and more incr,eas-
ing their resistance and opposition to the
policy of plunder and exploitation, dictate
and hegerrony pulsued towards them by
the imperialist powers. Theil struggle to
defend their national sovereignty and in-
dependence and for equality in inter-
national relations, as well as the resistance
they are putting up to the efforts and
manoeuvres of the imperialist powers to
e-xport the crisis and shift ,the burden
of it on to the backs of these countries,
are mounting ever higher.

"The capitalist and revisionist world
today is experiencing one of the greatest
and most serious economic, political, and
social crises, which has sharpened all the
contradictions of the bourgeois and revi-
sionist society, as well as the inter-impe-
rialist contradictions.

,US imperialism and Soviet social im-
perialisrn are seeking a way out of this
situation in political and military adven-
turism. They are arming themselves and
contlnuallv increasing their military
power, carrying ou,i feverish aggressive
expansionisl activity in fierce rivalry for
infiuence, hegemony and key strategic
positions in various areas of the
wor1d.

,This aggressive policy and this rivalry
calried out by the United States of Arne-
rica and the Soviet Union are the per-
rnantent source of tension in the world,
endangering the generai peace and secu-
ri'ty. This notwithstanding, however US
imperialisrn, Soviet social imperialism and

world reaction may try, they will never
be able to smother and subjugate the
fighting spirit of the peoples, to suppress
their powerful aspirations to freedom, na-
tional independence, social equality and
iiberation. The revolutionar.y and libe-
ration s'.'1'uggles of the peoples cannot be
put down.

,The People's Republic of Albania and
the entire Albanian people side with those
who a1'e fighting for the revolution, the
freedom and independence of their peo.
p1es, for their national dignity and their
rights and sovereignty. They have support-
ed and u,'i11 continue to suppor,i the
sLruggle of the peoples against colonia-
lism, against the interference, conspiracies
and aggression of the two superpowers.

,Our people have always wished a1l
peoples wel1, they have always respected
those governments and countries, which,
in their international relations, uphold the
known principles of equaliiy and. non-
interference in the internal affairs of
others.

"Just as in the past, in the future too,
the People's Republic of Albania will be
a determined fighter against US impe-
rialism and Soviet social imperialism, as
well as against the other reactionary
forces collaborating with them. Our peo-
p1e will always resolutely oppose their
aggressive policy and their hegemonistic
plans, they will mercilessly expose their
deceptive propaganda and their diplomatic
manoeuvres, and will strlke hard blows
at the despotism and big power dictate
rvhich they seek to impose on the wor1d.

"A great revolu,tionary friendship, based
on the principtres of Marxism-Leninism
and proletarian internationalism, links the

People's Republic of Albania, the party
of Labour of Albania and the Albanian
people especially with the Communist
Party of China and the great Chinese
people. Our frater.nal friendship and col-
laboration are umbreakable and they are
continually growing and becoming strorger
because our two countries and peoples are
linked for ever by Marxism-Leninism, by
the same struggle for the building of so-
cialism, the common battles against our
greatest enemies-imperialism and revi-
sionism.

"The majestic successes of the Chinese
people, led by the Communist party of
China and the great Marxis{-Leninist,
comrade Mao Tse-tung fill us with en-
thusiasm and immeasurably gladden us.
We always consider the brilliant victories
they have achieved as our own victories,
as folces which advance the cause of the
revolution and socialism, not only in
China, but throughout the entire world".

In conclusion, Shefqe,i peqi said; ,Enter-
ing the 31st year of the proclamation of
our People's Republic, the successes
achieved fill us with enthusiasm and the
prospects for the futule make us still
more optimistic. At the same tirne, we
are conscious of the great ,lasks awaiting
us, and of the difficulties and obstacles
to be surmounted. But our patriotic and
r.evolutionary people, united in a steel-
like unity around the party with comrade
Enver Hoxha at the head, will carry ,their
People's Republic constantly forward and
make it ever more prosperous, they will
ah.vays uphold its honourable name, and
keep it beloved and respected for its
friends, and fire and gunpoweer for the
enemies,,

production centres and various institu-
tions, servicemen, veterans, young people,
school pupils arrd other residents of the
capital, as weil as delegations from all
pads of the country, filed past and paid
homage,

Homage was paid likewise by the
members of the political Bureau of the
CC of the PLA, Adil Qargani, Hekuran Isai,
Manush Myftiu, pali Miska, Ramiz Alia,
Rita Marko and Spiro Koleka, the alter-
nate members of the political Bureau of
the CC of the pLA, pilo peristeri and
Llambi Gegprifti, members of the CC of
the PLA, the Presidium of the people,s
Assembly and the Government, represen-
tatives of mass organisations, etc.

At the same time, tens of thousands of
Tirana residents had gathered in the
large square in the centre of the capital
which bears the name of the national
hero Gjergj Kastrioti-Scanderbeg, aod on
both sides of the uMartyrs of the Nation,
boulevard.

On this occasion a funeral meeting was
organised, tvhich was addressed by the

Peep grolitude ond resped
for the moilyrs
who fel! outside the lutherlond

Afler 37 years the mortal rem.ains of
more of the 600 Albanian martyrs who
fell in the war against fascism for the
liberatior of the Albanian brothers oI
Kosovo and the Dukagjinit plateau, as
well as in the battles for the liberation
of Montenegr.o, Sandjak, and the southern
part of Bosnia (re
were brought home
titude and respect,
received the mor,tal
loved sons who, obeying the order of the
Party ar.d the General Commander of the
Albanian National tiberation Army,
comrade Enver Hoxha, fought and laid
down their lives for. the gr.eat cause of
freedom and progress, socialism and pro-
letarian internationalism.

llundreds of thousands of people of al1
ages and professions paid homage and
threw florvers on the coffins, from the
moment they entered the State borders
until they were buried in the Martyrs
Cemetery in Tirana. In Shkod€r and Ku-
kds mass meetings were held at which
the heroism of those who shed their
pule blood for the lofty ideals with which
they were imbued by the party was
extolled.

A solemn and moving cel'emony was
organised in Tirana. The coffins with the
mortal remains of the martyrs covered
with wreath and fresh flowers, were
placed in the large ha1l of the palace
of Culture. Members of the families of
the martyrs, workers from work and
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chairman of the Albanian Comrnittee of
the Veterans of the Albanian People's War,
Ndreqi Plasari. He said in part:

,The mortal remains of the ma1'tyrs
have returned to repose for cvet in the
land that gave birth to them and reared
them, in the bosom of the PeoPle who
imbuecl them with love for their countly
and their traditional bravery, near the
Party i,r'hich instilled in their fiery hearts
the great ideals of tbe revolution, freedom,
and progress, of socialism alrd proletarian
internationalism.

For yeals on end their rifles echoed
through the mountains, the plains and
cities of Albania. Then, on the order of
the General Commander, comrade
Enver Hoxha, they went and fought with
self-saclifice in the ranks of the brigades
and divisions of the Albanian National
Liberation Army to which they belonged,
for the liberation of Kosovo and in the
battles for the liberation of Montenegro,
Sandjak, the southern part of Bosnia.

They sacrificed themselves for the peo-
p1e, whom they wanted to see free, in-
dependent and happy, for the revolution
which they had embraced unhesitatingly
as the most powerful means to lift the
people from slavery to freedom, from
darkness to light, from poverty to prospe-
rity, for the Party to which they remained

faitl-rful to the cnd and spare d nothing
for the implementation of its political
1ine, because they sarv in the lealisation
of this line the only way to the salr'atiou,
progl'ess and prosperity of the Fatherlarrd,
the only way to happiness for the broad
masses of the people.

These martyrs, like all our partisans
who fought there, lvill never be forgottetr
by the people of Kosovo or the peoples
of Monlenegro, Macedonia, Sandjak and
Bosnia, rvho knew them at first hand.
With their bravery and exemplary ho-
nesty, with their profoundly levolutionary
intelnationalist spirit, the ANLA partisans
r,von their hearts, showing them with
deeds, as comrade Enver Hoxha says, that
,,just as they wanted freedom and inde-
pendence for our country and people, they
wanted them equally for other peoples,

too*. They will go down for ever in
history as a vivid testimony to that he-

roic internationalist fight waged by the
brigades and divisions of the Albanian
National Liberation Army, with over
20.000 fighters, to help in the liberation
of the peopies of Yugoslavia, a vivid
testimony to that valuable contributiol
made by the Albanian PeoPle to the

victory over fascism in the Second World
War, alongside the peoples and states of
the gleat antifascist eoalition.

1'\te people ol tha capital aceompanying toitlt uefieratio
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This was not the f ir:st tirne that our
people, altlough smali in numbers, had
gone to lhe aid of the neighbouring peo-
ples of the Balkans ancl othels, arms in
hand. They have erlrvays shor'vn their'
readiness to take up al'ms and sustain
saclifices, not only for thernselves, but
also for the liberation of other peoplcs,
proceeding flom the feeling of solidarity
and frateruity in stlr-rggle against aggres
sols and occupiers, against oppressols antl
exploiters.

Our martyred brothels and sisters!
While placing you today to rest fol

ever in your mother soil we, your comra-
ries, your fe1low fighters, al1 the working
people of our country, bow with the
rnost profound veneration before your
mortal remains, before yonr irnmoltal

*

decd and rnemory, and slvear to you that,
under Lhe leadership of the Party of
Labour of Aibania with comrade
Enver Hoxl-ra at the hcad, we will remain
faithful to tlie end to the revolution and
socialism lor rn'hich you laid dorvt.t yor-u'

lives, that we rvi11 constautly sLrengthen
sccialist Albania and make it flourish,
that r,r''e will not spare oul lives to defend
our his,iolic r.ictories, our socialist ho-
meland, from any enemy or any danc;er",

be it internal or external*.
Aftelurards those present at the meeting

set out for the .Martyls Cemetery*. Hcre,
accompanied by volleys from the artillely
and a platoon of riflemen, the cof fins
rvere placed in the graves. Wreaths were
laid on them on behalf of the CC of the
PLA, the Presiclium oJ the People's Asse=

mbly and othci'institutions anal their
lelatives.

Aftet' the playing of the national an-

them, those plesent paid homage once

morc before the glaves of the mill'-
tVrs.

'Ihe cercnony of the burial of the
mortal remains of thc maltyrs \^'as at-
tended also by a delegation of the Leaguc

of Fighters of Yugoslavia, l-readed by thc
vice-Chairman of the League's Federative
Council Mito Dimitreski, who paid ho-
mage and also laid a wreath.

Llkewise, the ceremony uras attended
by the ambassador extraordinary arrd
plenipotentiary of the FSR of Yugoslavia
to the PR of Albania Trajko Lipkovski,
rvho paid homage and placed a wreilth
on behalf of the embassy.

working pcople were organised through-
out the country, in work and Pro-
duction centres, agricultural cooperati-
ves, schools, and various institutions,
where the obituary notice of the Cen-

tral Committee of the Communist Palty of
China, the Standing Committee of the
People's National Congress and the
State Council of the PeoPle's Re-

putrlic of China was read and spealters

Ihe Alhanion people honoul
lhe memory of romlode Chou En-loi

With deep sol'row the Albanien peoplc,
o1d and young, received the news of the
cleath of comlade Chou Enlai, vice-Chair-
rnan of the Ceutral ComrriLtce of the

Communist Party of China and Premiel
of the State Council of the People's Re-
ptrblic of China.

From January 9, broad tneetings of ttre

t Lo the ccmetety tlrc eollins containinq the mortal tentains ol the martyts talicn on Lhe tettitories of Yugaslaztia
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dealt with the life and activity of comracle
Chou En-Lai, an unflinching revolutionary
and consistent Marxist-Leninist. Express-
ing their deep sorrorv at his death, the
working people who took the floor at
these meetings stressed the tireless lvork
done by comrade Chou En-Lai to streng-
then the great fr.rte1.na1 friendship and
develop the close relations and all-round
collaboratiorr wh;ch link Albania and
China, our two par[ies and oru, two pco-
pies.

On Janualy 9 the comlades
Envel Hoxha, fir.st Sccr.ctary of the Cen-

and respected friend of the Albanian
people.

With the death of comrade Chou En{ai,
the Communist Party, the People's Re-
public of China, and the entire Chinese
people lost a great revolutionary and one
of thc tricd and tested leaders of the
Chinese Par':y ard State, one of thc
closest comrades-in-arms of Chairman
Mao Tse tung, who dedicated all his life,
his energies, knowledge and strength to
the gleat cause of the triumph of the
Chinese revolution, the building of so-
cialism in China, the plogr:css and all-

The comrades Enuet Hoxha, Haxhi Lleslti, Mehtnet Shehu and otiter paily and. State

tral Cornn-rittee of the Party of Labour
of Albania, Haxhi Lleshi, president of
the Presidiun-r of the People's Assembly
and Mehrret Shehu, Chairman of the
Council of Milristers of the people,s Re,
public of Albania, sent a message to thc
chairman of the Centr.al Committee of
the Communist Party of China comrade
Mao Tse-tung, which reads:

We learned with a deep solrow about
thc dea,Lh of the vice-Chairman of the
Central Comrnittee of the Communist par.-
ty of China ancl Premier of the State
Council of the People's Republic of
China, comrade Chou En-1ai, one of the
most outstanding leaders of the Chinese
Palty and S,tate, and a very close, beloved

round strengthening of the People's Re-
public of China.

Comlade Chou En-lai fought with de
termina'iion for the revolutionary line of
Chailman llao Tse-tung, for the building
and strengthening of the Chinese Com-
munist Party and the Chinese socialist
State. He had made a valuable and ever-
lasting contribution to the triumph of thc
great Pro1c,:arian Cultural Revolution and
the movement to criticise Lin piao and
Confucius, as well as to the stluggle
against impelialism, social impeliaIsm,
and modern revisionisrn.

Comrade Chou En-lai's death has pro-
foundly moved the Albarilan people who
lost one of Lheir most beloved and res-



pected friends u.ho worked rvhole-
heartedly and tirelessly for the streng-
thening of the great fraternal friendship
and the developrncnt of the close relations
and allround collaboration which link
our two parties, oul, two peoples and
countries.

Old ar-rd young in our country will ai-
\ ,ays relnember his visits to Albania, his
cordial talks and meetings with our wor.k-
ing people, l-ris ardent f eelings of res-
pect, sincere friendship and love for the
Albanian people. Comrade Chou En-lai
was a lcsollrtc sllpporter of our people

of China, the State Council of the People's
Rcpublic of China, the fan.rily and r.e1a-
tives of comrade Chou En-lai.

We express our convictiou that the
frater:na1 Chinese people rvill convert this
grea't grief ir-rto neu, strength to car.ry
the cause for r.vhich comlade Chou En{ai
fought and worked tirelessly ti11 the last
moments of his llfe constantly forwald.
The revolutionary wolk of cornrade Chon
En-lai will alrvays inspire the great
Chinese people, under the wlse leadership
of the glolions Con-rmunist Party of
China w jtl-r thc glcat Malxist-Lcninis,l

Chor"r En-lai, outs{anding leadel of the
Chinese Palty and Statc, gleat revolu-
tionary, c1ose, beloved and lespected
friend of the Albanian people, the Coun-
ci1 of Ministers of ttre People's Republic
of Albania decided to pi'oclairn the day
of his funeral the 15th of Jantary 1976,
a day of national mourning. On this
occasion, thc flag was flown a half
mast over Govelnnent and State admi-
nistlation organs, throughout thc cor.rntry,
and theatre and cinema activities, cotL-
ccrts and other activities of this kind
welc suspended.

kaders paying hotnage betote tthe poxtuait ol comrade Chou En-lai itt the embassy ol the pR oI China to the pR of Albania

in the comrnon struggle againsL imperiat-
lism and modeln levisionism and other
1'eactionaries.

Our people will never forget his
constant interest, great attention and spe-
cial cale for the uninterrupted construc-
tion of sociaiism in Albania and the
allround progress o,f our country.

Respectfully honouling the illustrious
lrlemory of Comrade Chou En-lai, the
Albanian people, the Party of Labour of
Albania, the Plesidium of the people's
Assembly and the Covernment of the
People's Republic of Albania, convey their
tnost sincere condolences to the Commu-
nist Party of China, the Standing Com-
mittee of the National People's Congress

Chairman Mao Tse-tung at tl-re head, to
achieve ever more br.illiant atrd majestic
victolies in the levolution and the con-
struction of socialisn-r, in smashing the
warmongeling plans of imper.ialism and
revisionism and in the struggle for the
triumph of Marxism-Leninism and com-
munism in the world.

The unflichingly r.evolutionary and con-
sistently Marxist-Leninist figure of com-
rade Chou En-lai will remain a lofty
example for the revolutionaries and the
progressivc and freedom-loving peoples
of the wor1d.

May the memoly of comrade Chou En-
lai remain eter.nally honoured"

To hono.ur the memory of comrade

On January 14 in the molning, thc
filst Seci'etary of the Central Committee
of the Party of Labour of Albania.
comlade Envel Hoxha, the President of
the Plesidiun-r of the People's Assernbly,
comrade Haxhi tleshi, the mcmber of the
Political Bureau of the Central Committce
of the Party and Chait'man of the Council
of Mir-risters, comrade Mehmet Sllehu, as
rl,e1l as other Party and State leaders
went to the embassy of the PR of China,
nhere they exprcssed their condolences
f or the death of the vice Chailman of
the Central Committee of the Communist
Palty of China and Premier of the State
Council of the PR of China, comrade
Chou En-lai-
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Comrade Enver tr{oxha placed a wreath
near to the portrait of comr:ade Chou
En-lai. Wreaths were placed likewise by
the Central Committee of the Party of
Labour of Albania, the Presidium of the
People's Assembly of the People's Repu-
blic of Albania and the Council of Mi-
nisters of the People's Bepublic of A1-

bania.
The Palty and State leaders paid ho-

mage and kept one minute silence before
the poltrait of comrade Chou Enlai.

On the same day workers from work
and production centl'es, cooperativists

and other agricultural workers, working
people of central departments, men of
art, culture and science, representatives
of mass organisations and army, went to
the embassy of the PR of China where
they presented their condolences for the
death of comrade Chou En-lai ard paid
homage and laid wreaths before his por-
trait.

The enrbassy of the People's Bepublic
of China to the People's Republic of Al-
bania received likewise thousands of mes-
sages of condolence from a1l parts of the
country.

lll lor one ond one for oll

On the 22nd of Novcuber 7975, a

lorce 7 enrthquake rocked 15 villages
of the Saranda region.

There were no casualties, but 117
houses weLe destloyed or made.uninha-
bitable, 322 wete l-reavily damaged, and
255 othels suffeled tnodelate and light
damages. The buiidings, of some socio-
cultulal institutions wcre damaged, too.

On the occrsion of this natural cala-
nrity, the district and central P,arty and
Government organs rose up and imure-
diately went to the ealthquake stricken
areas t he::e tl-rey took all measures to
shelter the farnilies left homeless, and
rvork began at once to climinate the aftel-
rnath of thc car:thqr.takc as guickly as
possible.

The first Secletary of the Central Conr-
n-rittee of the Party of Labour of 41-
balia, Enver Hoxha, poin'ied out in his
letter to the population of the earth-
quake-stricken villages :

uAs soon as I received the distlessing
news about what happened to you, I
gave the older to the Government that
elnergency aid be sent to you imme-
diately and at the sarne time that mea-
sures must be taken so that within the
month of December all the uninhabitable
houses would be built anew, while those
damaged would be repaired, also within
this tirne 1imit".

The Council of Ministers of the PBA
pointed out in its decision uOn measures
to help the population of the Saranda
district to liquidate the aftermath of the
earthquake, that all the costs would be
defrayed by the State.

With a view to eliminating the after-
math of the earthquake quickly not only
the population of the Saranda district,
but also workers and specialists from
many regions of the country rose to the
occasion. They went immediately to as-
sistance of the damaged vi1lages. The
slogan of the Party and the teaching

of comrade Enver
and one for all"
mo,t':o.

11or6a ,,A11 for one
becanre the genelal

The district of Salanda was trans-
formed into a huge brrilding site, seeth-
ing rvith thi magnificent r.vork and re-
volutionary irnpetus of the working peo-
p1e, including 730 varlous building spe-
cialists, 1,685 cooperativists, aud over
300 working people from other economic
enterprises.

The Chairman of thc Co,unc.il of Mi-
nisters of the PR of Albania, comrade
Mehmet Shehu, tnade a personal visit
to the area damaged by thc carthquake
in the districL of Saranda.

Qn Decetrber 19, the Council of Mi
nistcrs of the PRA announced with joy
that all the families in the area damaged
by the earthqr-rake rt'ere back in their
homes and all the socio-cu1tural insti-
tutions were functioning again.

Within 23 days, 13 days ahead of the
tin"relimit set by co,mrade Enver Hoxha,
95 new dwelling houses, and 2 school
buildings, were erected, major repairs to
150 very heavily damaged buildings were
carried out and 811 dlvelling houses and
socio-cul.lural buildings which were heavi-
ly, moderately or slighily damaged were
completely restored. In ail 1.058 dwelling
houses and socio-eultural buildings were
rebuilt or repaired in 23 days.

The correct line of our Party led with
wisdom and farsightedness by its Cen-
tral Committee with comrade Enver Hoxha
at the head, stood out once more in the
great and selfless work of the working
masses to eliminate the aftermath of this
earthquake.

In this great people's action, the
mighty revolutionary fighting unity, the
vitality of our state social order, the
economic power of our socialist home'
land, the political consciousness and the
lofty patriotism of the people, were once
again manifested.



Ihe tr0lh onniversory ol the publirution
ol Lenin's orlirle

uPorly orgunissliom
umd purly lileroture,

On the occasion of the 70th anniversar.y
of the publication of Lenin's article
.Party organisation and Party literature",
the Writers and Artists League of Alba-
nia and the higher Institute of Arts o:r,
ganised a scientific meeting which was
attended by writers and artists, students,
workers in art and culture, etc-

Tl-re opening speech at the meeting was
delivered by the Chairman of the Writers
and Artists League of Albania, Dr.it6ro
Agol1i, wl.o said among other things:
.The years have not dimmed the gr.eat
ideas of this article, but on the contra-
ry they have given them a new brilliance.
Neither the fierce open attacks of the
bourgeois and liberal philosophers, aes-
thetes and politicians, nor the hypocri-
tical camouflaged and demagogic efforts
of the revisionist ,thinkers, and critics
could do any harm to those ideas. The
plinciple of partisanship, raised by Le-
nin 70 years ago, mar.ked a l1ew stage
in Marxist-Leninis't thinking.

.This whole period of sevcn decades,
when majol revolutionary events, na-
tional liberation wars and movements
have taken place in the wor.ld, when
amazing social transformations have been
made, and when all sorts cf reactionary
literary and attistic theories and trends
have arisen on the ideological plane
in this stluggle, demons,lrates the truth
of V. I. Lenin's ideas, expressed in the
article "Part.y orgtrnisation and party 1i
teratule'.

Tak-ing intc account the special naturc
of ar:[, as individual work, our party
has always upheld the idea that it is a
tool in the great cause of the revolution.
Our writers and artists, educated with
the ideas of our Party and enlightened by
the teachings of comrade Enver lIoxha,
are becoming rnore and more convinced
that the defence of the principle of pro-
letarian partisanship is a vital guestion
for literature and arts. Deviation from
this principle leads to total degenera-
tion, to dcviatio,n frorr the aim that art
must serve the people.

Dritdlo Ago11i pointed out the further
development of ,tl-rc pr.inciple of prole-
tarian partisanship by the party of La-
br:ur of Albania bearing in mind the

practicc and expclience of the ideological
and cultural revolution in Albania.

Razi Blahinri, a litterary critic, pre-
sented the paper {Furdamental wolk of
Marxist-Leninist aesthetic'thinking,,. He
said in palt: "In this article, the histo-
rical and theoretical impoltance of which
has assumed fresh brilliance in our time,
while fulther developing the Mar.xist
view about the class tendentiousness of
litelature and arts, Lenin formulated for
the filst time the great pr.inciple of com-
munisS partisanship, which is the cor-
ne r stone of Marxist-Leninist aesthetic
thinking and the arts of socialist reallsm;
he argued it scientificalTy, and disclosed
its his,toric:1, objective, militant, revo-
lutionary content.

Lenin's article puts forward as a fun-
damental requirement the creation of a
nerv, socialist, literature and art, inspired
by the struggle of the revolutionary pro-
Tetariat, imbued v,ith the ideas of scien-
tific socialism, a militant art which must
scrve the working masses and feel itself
an integlal part of the great cause of
the liberation of the peoples and the
building of communism. Such an art
cannot fail to bc connected with the con-
scious revolutionary vanguard of lhe
working c1ass, with the Marxist-Leninist
party, which leads the revolution and the
building of socialism. This lequirernent
exprebses not the subjective desires, but
an objective attainment of artistic pr.o-
gress; it entails not the creation of a
doctline of some closed circle which
would be in-rposcd on art from outside,
such as occuls in n-rauy idealist and me-
taphysical aesthetic and artistic doctrines,
but wiLh the conscious activity which
the revolutionary artists of the proletariat
must carry out for the fullest possible
f lowering of the new art. It has to do
with t1-re a'Ltentive, olganised; and
planned wolk of the Marxist-Leninist
party to ]rarmonise the literary and ar.-
tistic wolk with all the other parts of
the work of the party and to use it in
the most efficient nanner to the advan-
tage of the levolution ald socialism, for
the conmunist educartiol of the working
peoplc,.

In his paper. ,The pr.iuciple of plo-

ietarian partisanship and the cri'iicism
of some bourgeois-revisionist vicrvs,,,
Dcctor Dalan Shapllo stressed the force,
vigour, and contempor.ary importance of
the Leninist ideas about literatur.e and
art. Criticising the degeneration aroused
by decadent and formalist wor.ks, he
pointed out that they have the same
philosophical foundation, conceal their
dependence on capital, and are direct ol
indilect expressions of its spiritual ancl
ideological chaos. He said among other
things: .From the time Lenin's article
appeared to the preserrt day, the re-
presentatives of the various formalist and
decadent trends and schools have attacked
the principle of paltisanship by trumpet-
ing the ,freedom' of the artist, his ,in-
dependence, in society. These pr.eachings
and false declariitions of the artists ancl
theoreticians of the bourgeoisie were
cxposed by Lenin in his article: "We do
not warl to and we sha11 not become
slaves of the bourgeois-commer.cial lite-
raly relations', said Lenin at that time.
To live in a society and be independent
of it, is impossible, ther.ef or.e, he who
preaches the absolule independence of
the artist from ideas, and classes, is either
li.zing with illusions or trying to con-
ceal his naturc as a servant of the bour-
geoisie. The decadent, and reformist
trends replace one another, their nani-
f estos and theories become more so-
phisticated, but the philosophical basis
::emains the same and the main courses
of art are clear: either with the people,
the revolution. the truth, or against
them, with the bourgeoisie, with the spirit
of submission and anxiety which gives
birth to all sorts of artistic forms within
which, however indirectly it shows up,
dependence on capital cannot be con-
cealed with phrases of protest and indi-
vidualist grief.

Skdnder l\lilori, also a literary clitic,
presented the paper ,Links with the re-
volutionaly rcali'ty, with the working class
and the people - the basis for strengthen-
ing proletalian partisanship in alt,. IIe
said among other things: ,,Connection
with the revolutionary reality is the basis
for strengthening proletarian paltisanship
in art, because to live in it as an o1t-
loohei', sometimes half active and at other
tiures passive, means failure to grasp
rvhat is typical of the reality, to vacl-
llate and not be at all in a position to
give even a vague idea in confortnity
with the objective reality*.

A paper errtitled ,The PLA has con-
sisten'tly followed the Leninist pr.inciplc of
proletarian partisanship" was plesentecl
by the critic Adriatik Ka1lul1i. He pointed
out the contribution of our Party and
comlade Enver Hoxha to the cr.eative de-
velopmcnt and deepenilg of the prirr-
ciples of partisanship.



THE REYOTUTIOil DETERMIHES

THE (OURSE AilD OPEilS

T}IE UIAY

TO THE DEYETOPMEHT

OF PRESEITT DAY I{UMAil SOCIETY

.,zERt I POPIILLIT'

Ihe events of the yeor 1975 demonstroted to the peoples

once ogoin, thot the only woy to ensure the

reolisqilon ol their notionol ospirotions, to be Iree ond independent,

is through determined ond uncompromising struggle ogoinst the oggression

of the two superpowers qnd other coloniolist ond neocoloniolist iorces

THE YEARS, ONE AFTER ANOTHER, ARE BRINGING CONTINUAL CHANGES,

ALWAYS TO THE ADYANTAGE OF FREEDOM AND SOCIALISM, AND TO THE DISAD-

VANTAGE OF THE SLAVEBY AND AGGRESSIVE IMPERIALISM OF THE TWO SUPER-

POWERS. THE YEAB JUST OVER CONFIRMS TH7S. 197s WAS A YEAB OF GREAT

CLASS BATTLES OF THE PROLETARIAT, OF VICTORIES OF THE PEOPLES FIGHTING

FOR LIBERATION, OF ALL THE REVOLUTIONARY FORCES. IT WAS A YEAR OF

IRREPARABLE DEFEATS FOB US-LED IMPEBIALISM, OF F{]RTTIER DISCREDITING

OF RUSSIAN SOCIAL IMPERIALISM, OF THE DECLINE OF THEIR SYSTEM OE

OPPBESSION AND EXPLOITATION, AND THE FUBTHER DEEPENING OF INTER-

IMPERIALIST CONTRADICTIONS. DURiNG THE YEAR THE CONCLUSION GIVEN BY

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA AT THE 6TH CONGRES OF THE PARTY THAT: "THE
HISTORICAI. INITIATIYE HAS DEFINITELY PASSED INTO THE }IANDS OF THE

WOEKING CLASS AND THE PEOPLES. THE REVOLUTION DETERMINES THE COURSE

AND OPENS THE WAY TO THE DEVEI,OPMENT OF PRESENT-DAY HUMAI{ SOCIETY,'

WAS ONCE AGAIN CONFIRMED.
The People's Republic of Albania is

advancing evcr triumphant on the road

of the revolution and socialism, towards

zERl I P)PULLIT, - organ ol the CC

al ,tl1e Party ol Labour ol A'lbania, At'
ticle published on the occasion of tlte new
yeat 7976,

new vlcfolies in all fields. It enters this

neu/ year r.r.ith its plestige, higl-rer than

ever, with comrades and brothers of the

one barricade, with countless friends,

shouldel to sLror-r1der with the revolutio-

naly peoples, in the stltlggle against US

imperialism ar-rd Soviet social imperialism.

A11 this is based on the revolutionary

foreign policy pursued by the People's

Republic of Albania, on the imrnortal

Marxisi-Leninist doctrine and on the

principles of ploletarian internationalistl

which it coDstistently defends and imple-

ments. It is based on the revolutionaly

courage of our Palty, on the sincerity and

clear honesty of our foreign policy. This

is the road on which socialist Albania is

advancing. It has been 'so and it will
always be so. Our people and our Palty

have always faced ':hc most difficult si-

tllatiolls courageously, they have spoken

out bo1d1y, unafraid of anything oi" any-

body. .our People's Republic'', cotntadc

Enver lloxha has pointed out, 'does 1lot

lower its banner either to blackmail and

inlimidation or to the ruble and the



dollar-. Our Party and the People's Re-

public of Albania consistently carry on

the principled struggle against the tr.vo

most savage ar-rd fiendish enemies of
nrankind, US irnpelialisrn and Soviet social

impcrialism, which are responsible for all
the evi1s.

L: the revolutionary struggle in defencc

of the purity of Marxism-Leninism, for
the cause of socialism, freedom, pl'ogress

and real democracy throughout the world,
socialist Albania stands shoulder to shoul-

der with great People's China and lvith
ai1 the revolutionary and democratic for-
ces of the world. The fraternal Cllinese

people are celebrating this new year in
an atnosphele of great revolutionary
enthusiasm 'lr,hen, fully mobilising them-

selves to put into practice the historic
decisions of the 10th Congress of their

Communist Party and fu1fi11 the itnportant
tasks laicl clown by the 1st sesslon of the

4th legislature of the People's National
Congress of the PR of China, which
approved the new draft constitution, they

have fulfilled and overfulfilled the plans

of industrial and agricultural production,

h;rve further s'trcngthened the dcfence ca=

pacity of their' horreland and are advalrc-

ing with determination on the roacl of the

revolution and socialisnr to turn theil
blilliant prospects into reali[y. During
'1975, the powcrful lllovement of the

rnullintillion Chirese tuasscs {.o criticisc

the leactionary and bourgeois-revisionist
ideas of Confucins and Lin Piao has been

carried fnltl-rer, the national conferencc

of agliculture which launched thc slogan

to create agricultural districts of thc

Tachai type throughout China, has been

he1d, two ealth sa'iellites have beet-L

successfully launched, oue of rvhich was

returned to the earth, aud so on. Great

People's China is rising to new heights.

Today it is a powelful socialist country,

with modeln industry and advanccd agri-

cttltule, wi,th science and technology of the

higl-rest rvorld standards, with a defensivc

rnight capable of destloying any aggressor.

Thc Marxist-Lcninist patties lvent

through a year of vigorous revolutionary
struggle, which made them stronger ideo-

logica1ly and organisationally. They have

gained their strength in the stluggle

against the bourgeoisie and revisiolism,
in confrontation with the savage forces

of reactlon and regression, for the defence

'oI the intercsts of thc revolution and the

tliuniph of thc inunortai idcas of Mar-

xisrn-Leninisrrr,

With the many evellts everywhclc it-t

the wor'ld, the ycar which has just closed

confirmed the correctness of the plincipled
foreign policy of our Party.

During the year 1975 llnc state powel

of the bourgeoisie, in the glip of the

grave economic and financial crisis, itr-
creased its violence, terror, arrests, and

the mass 1ay-offs, and, at the s;rrre time,

also its tlickery and demagogy. The effort
of the bourgeoisie to saddle the masses

of worki.ng people with the consequences

of the grave economic crisis has further
increased the ant€gonistic contradictions
between labour and capiial, between the

working people and the capitalist-revi
sionist bourgeoisie. As a result, the year

1975 was a year of great class strtlggle.

Those who came oLlt in demonstrations

and stlikes during the past year were

counted in mil1ions. In Italy the past

year began with the strike of 14 millictr

rvorkers and continued with tt L same

intensity during the rvhole year' In Japau

the numbel of strikes was about 100 pet'

month. In Spain, over 300,000 pcople held

antifascist demonstrations in Novetnber

a1one. What is important is that during

[he past ycal the proietaliat has had thc

support of aud has 1ed growing numbers

of thc other wo1'king masses of city and

countlyside, opplessed and exploitcd by

the rnonopoly bourgeoisie. Once again it
was seen that the ,,class peace,, so loudly

rnd bombastically advocated by thc

bourgeois ideologists and modern revi-

sionis,ts, is just a mvth which has nothing

in contmon with realitY.

Ideological diversion, undermining acti-

vity in the ranks of the forces n'hieh

participatc in the workers' movemcnt, are

a favourite weapon of the bourgeoisie. Iu

this direction not only the o1d opportunist

trade unions, united in the lanlss of the

blackleg Socialist International, but also

the revisionist parties, have givetr it gl'eat

assistance. The traitorous rcle of the re-

visionist parties stood out clearly, parti-

cular'1y in the present cor-rditions of the

sharpening of class contt'adictions and the

new impetus which the struggle of the

proletariat has assutned. The chiefs of the

revisionist parties and tlade unions are

spreading 'the idea that the present crisis

,,is hurting* the owners as well as the

workers, thelefole "both sides must tnake

sacrifices", and t1-rat "thc only way out is

through agreementso. The modern revi-

sionists are seekiirg to confine the stlug-

gle of thc proletariat within the frame-

rvolk of il-reir aims, by pleaching npeaee-

ful changes*, !reforms", etc.

Ihe yca:' 1975 v,ras a year of glcat vic-

tories for national libe::ation struggles,

t1're struggle of sovereigt peoples and

countlies against US irnperialism and So-

vict social imperialism in defence of their
freedom, independence and sovereign

lights, fol free and independent develop-

ment. The past year once more confirmed

the thesis of our Party'ihat the aggression

of the imperialist great power can be

counterposed with gt'eat success by the

people's war.
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The heroic Vietnamese and Cambodian
peoples routed the US imperialist agres-
sors and their lackeys on thc battlefield
and inflicted on them one of their
heaviest defeats. The US imperialists used
all their military arsenal, all the methods
of war and aggression against them. They
also had the continuous assistar-rce of the
Moscow social imperialists, but it dit them
no good.

In Africa the dark forces of colonialism
suffered further defeats as a tesult of the
liberation struggle of the peoples of that
continent. One after the other, the former
Portuguese colonies broke the centuries
old shackles of colonialism, threw off the
humiliation, contempt, and inhtrman ex-
ploitation, and opened to themselves per-
spectives for the building of a free and
independent life. During L975, the op-
pressed peoples everywhere, carried theil
struggle for liberation and independence.
Not even for one day could the Zionist
aggressors feel themselves secure in their
lairs surrounded with tanks and rnissiles.
The Palestinian partisans, the rzaliant sons

of that martyr people, have carried out
bold actions one after another in the
territory that has been seized from them,
and inflicted heavy losses in human lives
and materials on the Zionist enemy. The
Park Chen Hee clique, this fascist regime,
a puppet in the hands of US imperialism,
is propped up by the bayonets of the
US arrny, using the most savage vio-
lence.

The developing countries of Asia, Afri-
ca and Latin America are playing an
increasingly more active and important
role in the international arena. The peo-
ples of these countries have risen cou-
rageously in the struggle against the po-
licy of aggression and economic expan-
sion, of plunder: and imperialist exploita-
tion, in defence of their freedom, inde-
pendence, and so,rrereign rights, to ensure
their eco,nomic independence and the
exercise of full sovereignty over their
natural resources and raw materials. They
have forcefully exposed their plunderers,
the imperialist powers, and primarily the
two imperialist superpowers. the USA
and the Soviet Union, which are the cul-
prits who bear the main responsibility
for their grave situation. Tine Zlh special

session of the UN General Assembly, as

well as a scries of internatlonal activities
organised by thc developing countries,
shor,r, that they do not allow any tlifling
with rihcir rights, do not a11ow the impe-
rialist powels to do what they please

with their national riches. On the other
hand, they adopted llumerous trreasures,

including nationalisations, to bar the ra'ay

to foreign plunderers, and to make them-
selves masters of their own national
assets. The OPEC countrics, which laised
the price of oil, and the producers of
other raw materials, such as iron, copper',

coffee, bananas, etc., acted in this way,
Impoltant nationalisations of foreign ca-

pital were made in Yenezrela, Pcrri, in
some countries of Africa, etc.

Besieged from all sides by the hatt'ed
of the oppressed peoples, under the cor-r-

tinuous blows of the revolutionary and

national liberation forces, democracy and
social progress, the imperialists, the social

imperialists, and the whole of reaction

are suffering one defeat after anotl;'er,

and this has fulther deepened the cco-

nomic, political and social clisis in the

irnperialist-revisionist wor1d, and in the

trSA and the Soviet Union first of all.
,Today the two superpowcls are in a

great economic, cultural and spiritual
clisis,, stresses comlade Enver Hoxha.

"Their legimes and ideologies have been

swanrped by colruption". The major
decline of production, the successive bank-
ruptcies of thousands of enterprises which
could not stand up to the competition,
the evel incleasing inflatior-r, the adverse

balances of payments, and unemployment,

coirstitute the political and economic
picture of the boulgeois-rerrisionist coun-

tries. [n the USA indus,try worker at onJy

70 per cent of its capacity du::ing 1975

and unemployment mounted to 9,5 mi1-

lion people. In the Soviet Union the

decline in total industrial ploduction was

28 per cent, unemployment about 6 mil-
lion people, while the trade deficit ex-

ceeded two billion dollars.
In these conditions of its further

deepening, the general crisis of capitalism
has been and is associated with continued
political crises, with cabinet re-shuffles,

with scandals iike tha,t over thc CIA in
the U,SA, the Indian ,Watergate", etc. They
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are testimony to the continuous process

of political and rnoral degeneration, per-
petual disputes and backstage deals

amorg various political grorpings of the
impelialist bourgeoisie.

It is understandable that in such a

situatiorr of genelal erisis, the year 1975

1ed to a further sharpening and deepen-

ing of the inter-imperialist contradictions
among capitalist countries, among various
political. economic, and military group-
ings, between these and the two super-
powers, as well as between US imperialism
and Soviet social imperialism. The USA
is not in a position to mend and close

the many clacks which have developed in
its groupings and alliances, and it is
encountering ever greater opposition from
its a1lies. Numerous difficulties, anta-
gonistic, internal and external contradlc-
tions are unceasingly eroding the stlength
of the Soviet Union and the other revi-
sionist countries. The new czars of the
Krcmlin are oppressing the peoples of
the Soviet Union, feeding them with
aggressive nationalism and great Russian

chauvinism, keeping the so-ca11ed aliied
countries under occupation and their peo-

ples in subjugation under their iron heel.

With tle noose of the crises tightening
lemorselessly around their necks, US im-
periallsrn and Soviet social imperialisrn
have begun to put pressure on their
al1ies and are str.iving to shift the heavy
burden of the consequences of the crisis
on to them, although their allies ale
ah'eady burdened. They have begun the
frontal attack on all the peoples, seeking
to divide the world into spheres of in-
fluence and get their claws into every
colner of the g1obe. "The ultimate ob-
.iective of each of them., comrade
Enver Hoxha has pointed out, .is to do-
minate all the world, the peoples and
states. This gives rise to the irreconcilable
contradictions between them, which can

lead to another great wolld war.. The

events of the year 1975 are a clear con-

firmation of this. In permanent rivalry
and occasional collaboration, US impe-

rialisrn and Soviet sociai imperialism
covet the riches and markets of Africa,
Asia and Latin America, compete for
superiority in the Mediterranean, in the

Indian and Pacific Oceans, fight for
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spheres of influence in the Middle East,
etc. Both US imperialism afld Soviet so-

cial imperialism are striving for recogni-
tion of their right to decide everything
in the world, want to create the idea
that without them no political, economic
or social problem of our time can be
solved, that if their policy and solutions
are not accepted, if their dictate, con-
trol and hegernonism are not accepted,
then mankind will be threatened by great
dangers.

In order to achieve their aggressive
aims, as easily as possible, to camouflage
the dangers brought about by their ri-
valry and deals, they are seeking to
create the euphoria of a false peace and
advertise their hackneyed slogans about
the *relaxation of tension", ucollaboration
and security,', udisarmament,, etc. By
means of these slogans they aim to 1ull
the peoples to sleep, undermine their vi-
gilance and weaken the opposition to the
two superpowers. During the year 1925

many meetings and conferences were held,
a great deal was said about peace, but
what was the result? The Helsinki Con-
lerertce, the so-called European security
conference, was convelled with great
publicity. Moscow and Washington did
their utmost to disguise this Soviet-US
conspiracy at the expense of the European
peoples, but it was no sooner ovel than
it showed that it was a confer.ence of
insecurity in Europe. The Helsinki Con-
ference was a Soviet-US plot from start to
finish, It was hatched up by the two
superpowers, not out of their concern
for the fate of peace and security in
Europe, but for their hegemonistic ai.ms,

to legalise their spheres of influence and
their privileges in various European coun-
tries, to compel the participating coun-
tries to recognise their right to play
the role of arbiter in all the European
issues. The question of European security.
will be solved only when the European
peoples themselves take it firmly into
their own hands, when they put an end
to spheres of influence on our continent,
when the aggressive NATO and War.saw
Treaty military blocs have been finally
destroyed, when the US and Soviet foreign
troops have disappeared once and for
all, fronr European soil.

The other Soviet or American -ini-
tiatives" are of the same nature. The two
superpowers miss no opportunity to speak
abont disarmament, hold secret meetings
under ,ihis guise, make dozens of pro-
posals on this problem in the UNO and
outside it, while, on the other hand they
incite the feverish armaments race and
continue to produce and test new arms
unceasingly. Their military budgets only
get bigger. While the US War budget for
the past fiscal year was 90 billion do1lars,
recently the US imperialists approved the
new budget of 119 billion dollars. The
rvar budget of the Soviet social impe-
rialists exceeds 100 billion dollars. They
speak of relaxation of tension, but in
their concrete activity they do the oppo-
site. Their warships carry out manoeuvres
on all parts of the g1obe, while their
troops prepare for war, and the Ameri-
can and Soviet generals boast of their.
new weapons and try to sow fear and
submission among the peoples. They pose

as the best mediators of peace, but the
Alab people are suffering under the heel
of the offspring of imperialism - the
Israeli Zionists; the Palestinian people are
being killed by American bombs dropped
from American aircraft piloted by crews
supplied by the Soviet Union. They pose

as supporters of new states, but in reality
they incites splits and interfer.e, spr.eading

fire and death, as they are doing in
Angola. They pose as benefactors willing
to offer "aid-, but in reality their aims
are chains of neocolonialism to plunder
the national riches of other countries and
peoples. The tension and insecurity reign-
ing in the world today, are their ra'ork, the
work of US imperialism and Soviet social
imperialism.

During the year 1.975, through nu-
merous facts and in various countries, the
peoples become acquainted with the ag-
gressiveness of the hegemonistic policy
of US imperialism and Soviet social im-
perialism, whose aims remain what they
have always been, the extension of the
spheres of influence, the fight against the
peoples seeking freedom and indepen-
dence, allround support and backing for
fascist regimes and all reaction every-
where in the wor1d, as well as the feverish
preparations for a new wor.ld war. The
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events of the past year. showed that the
two imperialist superpowers, the United
States of America and the Soviet Union,
remain the two most savage and most
dangerous enemies of the peoples. The
events of the past year also tore the mask
off all the theories of the revisionists
about the "peaceful coexistence,, "class
conciliation,, "relaxation of tension", etc.

The triumphant struggles of various peo-

ples in Asia, Africa and Latin America
are the best proof of the falsity of the
bourgeois-revisionist pacifist theories and
taught the peoples that the right road
to the realisation of theil national aspi-
rations, to be free and independent, can

be ensured only thlough detelmined and
uncompromising struggle against the ag-

gression of the two imperialist super-
powers, the USA and the Soviet Union,
and the other colonialist and neocolo-
nialist forces. .The golden age, of the
imperialist, social imperialist aggressors

and reaction of ail hues has come to an

cnd. Today time is working for the peo-

ples, for the revolution, the victory of
which is inevitable. The future belongs

to socialism, while for impelialism and

social imperialism, sinking in the quag-

mire of the allround crisis and caught

in the grip of the struggle of the peoples

and the revolutionary forces, certain

defeat awaits them.

I
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lHtR0Ducil0tl
Throughout the thousands of years of theil history, the

Albanian people have defended their existence as a people
and nation in struggle against their external and intelnal cne-

mies, have fought for national freedom and independence, for
their native land and mother tongue, for their livelyhood and

social justice. After centuries of bondage, they achieved the

first victory with the creation of the independent Albalian
national state it !912.

The national democratic and revolutionary movement was
given a new impulse and content with the tliumph of thc
great October Socialist Revolution and with the spread of com-
munist ideas, which marked a decisive turning point for the
future of all the peoples of the world.

In ;the grave conditions of fascist and nazi occupation, and
betrayed by the '-uling classes, the Albanian people, under'

the leadership of the Communist Party of Albania (today, the

Party of Labour), united in the National Liberation Front, rose

to their feet, and arms in hand hurled themselves into the
greatest war of their history for national and social llberation.
In the fire of the war for freedom and on the ruins of lhe

o1d state power, the new Albanian state of people's democracy
emerged.

On November 29,1"944 Albania won lJcnuine independence
and the Albanian people took their fate into [Lreir own ]rands. The
peoptre's revolution triumphed and a new epoch, the epoch ol
socialism, opened.

In the conditions of the people's state power, under the 1ea-

dership of the working class and its Party, great social-econo-
mic changes were carried out, which were outlined by the
first Constitution of the Albanian socialist state. The domi-
nation by foreign capital and plunder of the country's riches
was ended. The capitalists and the big landed proprietor-s were
expropriated and the main means of production passed on to
the hands of the people. The way was opened for the socialist
industrialisation of the country. The Land Reform gavc thc
land to those who till, and the collectivisation of agriculture
set the countryside on the road to socialism.

Social ownership over the means of production and the
single system of socialist ecoromy, which prevailes in town
and countryside, replaced the private ownership and the mu1-

tiform economy. The exploiting classes and the exploitation of
man by man were liquidated. The entire social developnent
proceeds consciously, according to plan, and in the interest of
the people.

In socialist Albania, the working class is the leading class
of the state and the society. New rclations of mutual assistance
and cooperation have been established between the two friendly
classes of our society, the working class and the cooperativist
peasantry, as well as the stratum of the people's intelligentsia.
The work readily contributed by free people has become the
decisive factor in the flou.rishing of the socialist home-
land, in raising the genelal and invididual welibeing. Alba-
nia overcame its age-old backwardness and has been trans-
formed into a country with advanced industry and agricultu-

The vital forces of the people vrere frced and their inex-
haustible creative energies burst out. The Albanian womal-I
emelged flom darkness became a great social force and is
advancing towards her complete emancipation. Education and
culture have become the property of the broad masses of he
people and science and knolvledge have been placed at the
service of society. The foundations of religious obscurantism
were toppled. The moral figure of the working man, his cons-
ciousness and world outlook are moulded under the influence
of the proletarian ideology, which has become the dominant
ideology.

Socialism has shown its absolule superiority over the
old exploitirrg order'.

Albania has er-rteled the state of complcte constructiotr of
socialisl society. Thc great historic changcs have created new
conditions for the continuous advance of the revolution and
socialist construction.

The development of the class stluggle in favour of social-
ism, the continuous strengthening of the state of the dictator-
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ship of the proletariat and the deepening of sccialist dcmo-
clacy, the development of the productive folces and thc per-
fecting of socialist relations of production, the steady raising
of the wellbeing of the working masses, the gladual narrowing
of distinctions between industry and agriculture, town and
country, mental and physical labour, tl-re affilmation of the
personality of man within socialist collectivity, the master-
ing of contemporary techno,logy and science, the continuous
revolr:tionisation of the entire life of the country, are the main
ways through which socialist society is growing stronger and
advancing.

The Albanian people are determinerl to defend thcir na.

tional independerrce, the people's state power and their socialisE
victories against arly enemlr. Socialist Albania is always an
active factor in the struggle for national social liberation, for
peace, freedom and the rights of all the peoples against
imperialism, reaction, and revisionism. In its foreign policy
it is guided by the great ideals of socialism aud cornmunjsm
and fights for their triumph the world over.

The Albanian people have found constant inspiration in thc
great doctrine of Marxism-Leninism, under the banner of which,
united round the Party of Labour and under its leadership,
they are carrying forward the construction of socialist society
to pass over, latel, gradually to communist society.

PARI ONE

FIRST CHAPTER

SOCIAT ORDER

A, Polititol order
Art. 1

Atbania is a Peopl€'s Socialist Republic.

Art. 2

The People's Socialist Republic of Albania is a state of the
dictatolship of the proletar:iat, which expresses and defends the
interests of all the working people.

The People's Socialist Republic of Albania is based on lhe
unity of the people and it has at its foundation the alliance
of the working class with cooperativist peasantry under the
leadership of the worlsing class.

Art. 3

The Party of Labour of Albar-ria, the vanguard of the worh-
ing class, is t1're sole leading political force of the state and of
the society.

In the People's Socialist Republic of Albania the dominant
ideology is Marxism-Leninism. The entire socialist social order
is developed on the basis of its principles.

Art. 4

The People's Socialist B,epublic of Albania unceasingly de-
velops the revolution by adhering to the class struggle and
aims at ensuring the final victory of the socialist load over
the capitalist road, at achieving the complete construction of
socialism and comrnunism.

Art. 5

All state power in the People's Socialist Republic of Alba-
nia derives from and belongs to the working people.

The working c1ass, the cocpelativist peasan'lry and the other
working people, exel'cisc their state powel through the re-
preseniative organs as well as dilectly.

The representaiive organs ale the People's Assembly ;rnd the
people's councils.

No other body besides the olgans expr.ess'ly defined in this
constitution can exercise the sovereignty of the people and
any of their attributes in thc Peoptre's Socialist Republic of
Albania or in its name.

Art. 6

A1l state organs carry out thelr activity under the direction
and control of the representative organs, are responsible to
thern and render accounts to them.

Art, 7

In all their work, the lcpresentative organs and other state
olgans, rely on the creative initiative of the working people
and social organisations, draw them into running the country,
aud render accounts before the people.

Art. 8

The representative organs are elected by the people through
universal sufflage with equal, direct and secret voting.

The electors have the right to reca1l their representatives at
any time when he has lost their political trust, when he does
not fu1fil the tasks he is charged with, or when he acts in
contravention of the laws.

The organisation and procedure of the elections are regula-
tcd by special Iaw.

Art. 9

Officials serve the people, participate directly in wolk in
ploduction and are paid salaries in fair ratio with those of the
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workers and cooperativists with the aim of prevcnting the crea-
tion of a privileged stratum. The pay ratio is set by law.

Art. 10

The worhing class, as the leading class of the society, as
well as the other workiag masses. exercise direct and orga-
nized control over the activity of state organs, economic and
social organisations and their wor.kers, for the purpose of de-
fending the victories of the tevolution and strengthening the
socialist order.

Art. 11

fhe political and economic life in the people,s Socialist Re-
public of Albania prooeeds by combining the centralized ma-
nagement with the self-action of local organs and with the
creative initiative of the working masses, in struggle against
bureaucracy and liberalism.

Art. 12

It is tl-re duty of the state orgaRs, enterprises, institutions,
organisations, state representatives, and officials in their acti-
vity, to respect and carr.y out the constitution and its laws,
which express the will of the working class and the other
working masses.

Art. 13
The state cooperates with the social organisations and crea-

tes conditions for the development of their activity.
The social organisations unite the masses and broad strata

in at organized way, into the so-
running of the country, work for
and take care of their individual

problems.
Art. 14

The People's Socialist Republic of Albania, follows the po-
licy of friendship, collaboration and mutual assistance with the

basis of Marxism-Leninism and pro,
, supports the revolutionary movement
the struggle of the people for freedom,

The People's Sociatist XXTffil of A,lbania stands for peace
and good neighbourliness, for relations with all states on the
basis of equality, respect for sovereignty and non-interfe-
rence in internal affairs and mutual benefit.

The People's Socialist Republic of Albania opposes any form
of imperialist aggression, colonial exploltation, tutelage, clictate
and hegemony, national oppression and racial discrimination.
It upholds the principle of selfdetern-rination of the peoples, the
exercise of full national sovereignty and equality of all coun-
tries in international relations.

B. Ihe econonic ordel
ArL 15

The economy of the People's Socialist Bepublic of Albania is
a socialist economy which is based on the socialist ownership
of the means of production.

In the People's Socialist Republic of Albania there are no
exploiting classes, private property and the exploitation of man
by man have been liquidated and are forbidden.

At---------------t.t6

The socialist proper.ty is the inviolable basis of the socialist
order, the source of the wellbeing of the people and of the
might of the homeland, it has special protection from the state.

Socialist property in the rneans of production is comprised
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of the state property and the coopelativist propelby in agri-
culture.

Art, 17

State property belongs to the whole people and is the highest
form of socialist property.

The following are property of the state alone: the land and
underground riches, the mines, forests, pastures, waters, natu-
ral energy resources, the plants, factories, machine and tractor
stations, the state farms, the banks, the r.oads of communica-
tion and means of rail, water, and air transport, post, telegraph,
telephone offices, radio and tv stations, cinematography.

Any other wealth created on the basis of state property or
rvhich the state gains according to law, is also state property.

Art. 18

Foreign trade, is a state monopoly. Domestic tlade is mainly
carried out by the state, which controls every activity in this
field.

Art. 19

Land is granted free of charge for social use to the ,econo-
mic enterprises and state institutions, to the agricultural coope.
ratives and social organisations and for the individual use of
special citizens.

Farm land may be used for other purposes only with the
consent of the respective state organs.

Art. 20' Protection of the land, natural riches, waters and the at-
nrosphere from damage and pollution is a duty of the state, of
the economic and social organisations, and of all the citizens.

Art. 21

Cooperativist propel,ty belongs to the group of working peo-
ple of the countryside, voluntarily united in the agricultural
cooperative for the purpose of increasing production and well-
being, for the construction of socialism in the countryside and
tlu'oughout the country.

Buildings, machines, equipment, means of transpol.t, tools
and imptrements, live-stock for work or production, fruit-trees,
agricultural and live-stock products, as well as other means
necessary for the activity of the agricultural cooperative, make
up its property.

Art- 22

The state supports the promotion and strengthening of the
agricultural cooperatives, their transfor.mation into modern eco-
nomies of largescale socialist production.

Under certain circumstances, the state supports the setting
up and development of highest type cooperatives in which it
participates directly with iuvestments, especially in the main
means of production, becoming co-owner u,ith them.

The transition of the cooperativist property into property
of the entire people is done in conformity with the objective
eonditions, according to the free will of the cooperativrsts and
with the approval of fte state.

The state works for the narrowing of ,the distinctions bet-
ween town and country.

Att. 23

The personal propei'ty of the citizens is recognized and pro-
tected by the state.

Personal property are: income from work and other lawful
sourcea, dwelling houses and other objetcs which serve to meet
personal and family material and cultural needs.

The objects belonging to the cooperati'fist family on the
basis of the constitution of the agricultural cooperatives are
also personal propertlr.
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Personal ploperty cannot be used to the detriment of
social interest.

Lrt. 24
When the general interest requirs it, certain fixed assets of

the coopelativist or personal property tnay be ccnrzerted into
state property.

The criteria of conversion and the method of payment are
fixcd by law.

Art. 25

The state otganizes, manages, and develops a,11 the economic
and social life by a unified general plan in order to meet the
growing material and cultural needs of the society, to strengthen
the country's independence and defence, constanlly increasing
and improving socialist production on the basis of advanced
technology.

Art. 26

The development of the economy and thc whole construction
of sociallsm in the People's Socialist Republic of Albania is based
mainly on self-reliance, as well as on the internationalist aid of
other socialist countries.

The granting of concessions to, and the creation of foreign
economic and financial companies and other institutions or ones
formed jointly with bourgeois and revisionist capitalist monopo-
lies and states, as well as obtaining credits from them, are prohi-
bited in the People's Socialist Republic of Albania.

Art. 27

For the administration of means which are property of thc
whole people, the state creates economic enterprises which con-
duct their activity guided by the general interests of the society
expressed in the state p1an.

The enterprises operate on the basis of t1-re principle of cove-
ring their expenditure with their. incomes ar-rc1 ensuriug accunrlr-
lation for themselves and for. society.

The amount of accumulation, its distribution and use is r.egu-
lated by the state in a cenltaTized manner.

Art. 28
The selling prices of the pr.oducts of the state enterplises as

well as the prices for state purchase of agricultural products
are fixed by the state.

Art. 29

Work is the foundation of the entire economic-social life of
the country. Work constitutes the main source fLom which ever:y
citizen ensures the means of livelihood.

The state aims at narrowing the differences bctween mental
and physical labour, between work in industry and u.or,k in
agriculture.

The state takes care of and adopts measures for job protec-
tion and the qualification of the working people.

Art. 30

In the People's Socialist Republic of Albania the socialist
principle ,from each according to his ability, to each according
to his work. is implemented. Equal pay is guaranteed fol equal
rvork.
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The use of material stimuli is combined ccrrectly with moral
stimuli to encourage work for the maximum results giving
priority to moral stimuli.

The fund of social consumption for the fulfilment of the
common needs of the citizens is increased continually in
accotdance with the possibilities created by the development of
the country's economy.

The state exercises control over the amount of work and
consumption.

Art. 31

The citizens pay no ievies or taxes whatsoever.

f. Edutotion, sde[(et tullu]e
Art. 32

The state carries out extensive ideologrcal and cu1tu1'al
activity for the communist education of the working people,
for the moulding of the new man.

The state takes special care of the allround development
and education of the younger generation in the ,spirit of so-
cialism and communism.

Art. 33

Education in the People's Socialist Republic of Albania
follows the best traditions of the Albanian national secular
school.

Education is organized and run by the state, is open to all
and free of charge, it is built on the basis of the Marxist-
Leninist world outlook and combines lessons with physical
work and physical and militaly tr:aining.

Art. 34

The state olganizes and directs the development of science
and technology in close connection with life and production, in
the selvice of the progress of society and defencc of the ho-
meland.

The state supports the disemination of scientific know-
ledge among the masses and drawing them extensively into
scientific research activity.

Att. 35

The state pl'otects the cultur:al heritage of the people and
cares fol the allround developrnent of the socialist national
cultui'e.

The state suppolts t1-re development of literature and arts
according to the method of socialist realism. Literature and art
uphold the ideals of socialism ald communism and are per-
meated by the national and people's spirit.

PhysicaJ culture and sports are supported by the state.

Art. 36

The state lecognizes no religion whatever and supports and
develops atheist propaganda for the purpose of implanting
[he scientific materialis't world outlook in people.

CHAPTER II

IHE FU]IDAME]IIAT RIGHIS A}ID DUIIES OF CIIIZE]IS
Art. 37

Crtizens of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania are
[irose rsho have Albanian citize:rship according to the law.

Art. 38
The rights and duties of citizens

the reeonciliation of the interests of
cialist society, giving priolity to the

are built on the basis of
the individual and the so-
general interest.
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The rights of the citizens are inseparable from the fulfilment

of their duties and cannot be exercised in opposition to the

socia'1ist order'
The further extension and deepening of the rights of citi

zcns ate closely linked with the socialist development of the

countrY' 
Art. 39

All citizens are equal before the law.
No restriction or privilege is recognized on 'the rights and

duties of citizens on account of sex, race, nationality, education'

social position, and material situation.

Art. 40

Protection and development of their culture ald folk tra-

ditions, the use of their mothel tongue and teaching of it in

school, equal development in all fields of social life are

guaranteed for national minorities.
Any national privilege and inequality and any act which

violatJs the righi of national minorities is contrary to the

eonstitution and is punishable by 1aw.

Lrt. 4l

Citizens who reach the age of 18 years have the ligl-rt to
elect and to be elected to all the organs of state power' The

only persons excluded from electoral rights are those deplived

of itJm by the court and those who are mentally incompetent

and declared as such bY courr.

Art. 42

In the People's Socialist Republic of Atbania citizens have

the right to work, which is gualanteed by the State'

Work is a duty and honour for every able bodied citizens'

Citizens have the right to choose and exercise their profes-

sion according to their capacity and personal inclination, and

in accordance with the needs of the society.

Att. 43

Citizens enjoy the right of rest after work. The working day

and working week and the paid annual holi'day are regulabed

by 1aw.
Rest homes, houses of culture and other centres of this kind

are created and are put in service of the working pcople'

Art. 44

Cilizerls of town and country are guaranteed thc necessary

material means of livelihood in old age, in case of illness or' loss

of ability to work.
the itate takes under special care the invalids of the Natio-

nal Liberation War, of the struggle in defence of the homeland

and invalids from work, and creaLes the conditions for their
lehabilitation.

The young children of those fa1len in defence of the countly
and the socialist construction are under the care of the State'

Art 45

The State guarantees to citizens the necessary medical ser-

vices as well as medica treatment in the health cen'tres of the

country free of charge.

Art. 46

The woman, liberated by the people's revolution from poli.
tical oppression and economic exploitation, takes an active part
in the socialist construclicjn of the country and the defenee of

the homeland.
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The woman enjoys equal rights with man in work' pay'

holidays, social security, education, in all social-political acti
vity, as well as in familY.

Att. 47

Mother and child enjoy special solicitude and protection'

A mother is entitled to-paid-1eave prior to and after child-

birth. The State opens maternity homes and creches and

kindergartens for the children.

Art. 48

Marriage and the family are under the care and protection

of the State and socielY.
Marriage is contracted bcfore competent state organs'

The par'ents are responsible for the upbringing and commuu-

ist 
to care for Parents who a,e

dis m'cans of livelihood'
k have the 'same rights and

duties as children born within martiage'
The children bereaved of their parents and without sup-

por'L are br:oughi tlp and educated by the state'

Art. 49

Citizens enjoy the right to personal property'

The right of inheritance is regulated by 1aw'

Art. 50

The State guarantees the freedom of scientific work and

artistic creativeness.
Author's rights are protected by law'

Art. 51

Citizens have the right to cducation'
S-grade education is universal and compulsoly' Thc State

uims it raising the leve'l of compulsory education for every-

bodY' 
att. s2

Citizens enjoy 'the freedom of speech, orgauization' asso-

ciation, assembly and public manifestation'
The State guarantees the realization of these freedoms' it

creates the conditions for them, and puts the necessary rnate-

rial means at their disPosal.

Att. 53

The right to join various organizations which opelate in the

political, i"orlo-i", cultural as well as in any other fields of

ihe country's 1ife, is guaranteed to the citizens'

Art. 54

The creation a fascist' anti-

democratic relig is Prohibited'
Fascist, anti- ring, and anti-

sociaiist activiti ted as well as

the incitement of national and racial hatred'

Art. 55

cr1me.
Nobody can be sentenced withcul being present at collrt

apart from when it has beelr 1egal1y pr"oved that he is missing'
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Nobody can be inte::ned or expelled except in special cases
envisaged by thc law.

Art. 56

The house is inviolable. No one is perrnitted to enter ano-
ther person's house without the approval of the respective per-
son, apart from representatives of the corrpetent state organs
and under the conditions defined by 1aw.

Art.57
The secrecy of correspondence and other means of commu-

nication cannot be violated, except in the cases of the investiga-
tiorr of a crimc, a state of emergency, 01' of war.

Art. 58

Citizens enjoy the right to make lequests, complaints, re-
marks and proposals to the competent organs over personal,
social, and state affairs.

According to the conditions defined by law, citizens have
the right to demand compensation from the State or its offi-
cials for the damage caused by the i11ega1 activities of the state
organs and its employees in the exercise of their duty.

Art. 59

The citizens are obliged to respect and implement the Consti-
tution and other laws.
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The preservation and strengthening of the socialist order
and the implementation of the rules of socialist coexistence

are a duty for all the citizens.

Art. 60

Citizens have the duty to protect and strengthen socialist
property.

Violation of socialist propel'ty constitutes a gravc critne,

Art. 61

The defence of the socialist homeland is the supretne duty
and the greatest honour for all citizens'

Betrayal of the homeland is the most selious criurc,

Ar,t. 62

Miiitary service and the constant training for the defence

of the socialist homeland are duties fol all the citizens'

Art. 63

Albanian citizens abroad enjoy the care and are ullder the
plotection of the State.

Art. 64

The right of sanctuary in the People's Socialist Republic
of Albania can be granted to foreign citizens who are perse-

cuted on account of their activity in favour of the revolution
and socialism, of democracy and national liberation, or the
pl'ogress of science and culture.

THE SUPRE}ilE ORGAIIS OF IHE SIATE POT{ER

PARI IWO
CHAPIER I

. A. Ihe People's lssembly
Art. 65

The People's Assembly is the supreme organ of State power,
the bearer of the sovereignty of the people and the State and
the sole law-making organ.

Art. 66

The People's Assernbly has the follorving main competernces:
it defines, in conformity with the general line and the orien-

tations of the Party of Labour of Albania, the main directions
of the internal and external policies of the State;

it approves and amends the Constitution and the laws, de-
cides on the conformity of the laws with the Constitution, and
interprets the laws;

it approves the plan for the economic and cultural develop-
nrent of the country and the state budget;

it proclaims partial and general mobilization, the state of
cmergency as well as the state of war in case of arrned aggres-
sion against the People's Socialist Republic of Albania, or when
this is necessary to fulfil the obligations deriving from inter-
national treaties;

it ratifies and denounces international treaties of special
importance, as well as those which give lise to changes in
the laws in power;

it grants amnesty;
it decides on popular referendums;

it elects, appoints, and disrnisses the Presidium of the Peo-
ple's Assembly, the Council of Ministers, the Supreme Court, the
Attorney General and his deputies. These organs are respon-
sible to the People's Assembly and render account to it;

it defines the administrative territorial units;
it decides on the creation or dissolving of ministries.

Att. 67

The People's Assembly is comprised of 250 deputies who
are elected in constituencies with an equal number of inhabi-
tants.

The elections to the People's Assembly are held not later
than three months from the day its mandate ends.

The People's Assembly holds its first session not later
than two months from the day of its election.

Art. 68

The Peoptre's Assernbly is elected for a term of 4 years.

In case of war or in similir state of emergency, the People's

Assembly may continue its activity beyond the trormal tel'm as

long as the state of emergency continues.
In special instances, the People's Assembly may decide its

dissolution before the completion of the term for which it has

been ,elected.
Art. 69

The People's Assembly elects its Presidential Council which
presides over rneetings according to the rules'
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Art. 70

The People's Assembly mets in normal session twice per
ycar.

The People's Assembly may be summoned in extraordinary
session by decision of the presidium of the people,s Assem-
bly or at the request of one thir.d of the deputies.

The meetings of the people,s Assembly open when the ma-jolity of the deputies are present.

Art. 7l
The laws and other acts of the people,s Assembly are con_

sidered approved when the majority of the deputies present
have voted for them.

The laws are proclaimed not later than 15 days after their.
approval and enter into force 15 days after their. proclamation
apart from occasions when they themselves envisage other.wise.

Art. 72

At its first meeting the people,s Assembly elects a Corn_
rnission for the examination of the mandates of the deputies.
At the proposal of this Commission the people,s Assembly con-
films or annuls the mandates of the deputies.

Art. 73

The People's Assembly elects from its ranks permanent and
temporary commissions comprised of deputies.

The permanent commissions have the duty of observing
and controlling the activity of the state organs according totheir respective sectors and of presenting problems to the
People's Assembly or the presidium of the people,s Assernbly.
Ihe temporary commissions are cr.eated for. special questions.

Att. 74

It is the dutv of the deputv to the people,s Assemblv to serve
the interests of the people, the cause of the homeland and so-
cialism conscientiously and 1oyally, to maintain close contact
with his electors, and r.ender account to them.

The deputy to the people,s Assembly has the right to re_
quire explanations from all the State organs and to intervene
with thern for the precise implementation of the Constitution
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The Presidium of the people,s Assembly is comprised of thc
presldent, 3 vice-ptesidents, the secretar.y and 10 members.

Art. 78

Tl-re Presidium of the people,s Assembly is elected from the
lauks of the People's .Assembly in its first session and it conti_
nues its activity ti11 the election of a new presidium.

Decisions of the presidium of the people,s Assembly are ta_
ken on a majority of votes when a majority of its members is
present.

Art. 79

The Pr.esidium of the people,s Assembly has Lhese main
permanent competenccs :

it convenes the sessions of the people,s Assenrbly;
it sets the date of the elections to the people,s Assembly

and to the people's councils;
it awards decorations and titles of honour;
i1 accords or divests Albanian citizenship and accepts the

renunciation of it;
it exercises the right of pardon;
it defines the territorial-administrative clivisions;
it enters into, ratifies, and denounces the international trea_

ties within its competences;
on the proposal of thc Council of Ministers it appoints or.

d,ismisses diplornatic rept.esentatives;
it accepts the credentials and the letters of recall of the

diplomatic representatives of foreign states;
it proclaims the laws and referendums decicled by the

People's Assembly.

Art. 80

Between sessions of the people,s Assembly, the presidium of
the Peopl,e's Assembly exercises these competences;

it controls the implementation of the laws and decisions
of the People's Assembly;

it controls the Council of Ministers, the Supreme Court, the
Attorney General and any other state organ, and summons
them to report;

it appoints or dismisses individual ministers on proposal of
the Chairman of the Council of Ministers, it appoints or clismis_
ses individual members or the Vice-presidenti of the Supreme
Court and the deputies of the Attorney General, In each case
the decrees for their appointment or disrr-rissal must be approved
by the People's A"ssembly;

. - When the convening of the people,s Assembly is impossi_
ble, it proclaims partial or gener.al mobilization, the state of
ernergency, as well as the state of rvar in case of armed aggres_
sion against the People,s Socialist Republic of Albania, or when
this is necessary to fu1fi1 the obligalions der.iving from inter_
national treaties;

it issues decrees of a nor.mative character which it ptesents
for.approval to the people,s Assembly in its next session;

_ 
it makes interpretations of laws and presents them for appro.

va1 to the People's Assembly in its next session.

Art. 81

The Presidium of the peoptre,s Assembly may disband peo_
ple's councils, appoint the respective provisional executive
committees, as well as decide on the ,election of a new people,s
council.

The Presidium of the people,s Assembly abrogates the un-
lawful or irregular acts of the Council of Ministers, of the
people's councils and of the executive committees.

and laws.
The state organs are obliged to examine the requests and

proposals by the deputies and to reply to them within defined
regulations.

Arl. 75

Att.76
The right to initiate legislation belongs to the presidium of

the People's Assembly, to the Council of Ministers, and the
deputies,

B. Ihe Presidium of the people,s
Assembly

Art. 77

The Presidium of the peoptre's Assembly is a superior organ
of the State power with permanent activity.
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82

The Council of Ministers is the supreme executive and
administrative organ.

It comprises the Chairman, ihe Vice-Chairmen and the Mi-
nisters,

The Ministers are appointed, as a tu1e,
pulies to the People's Assembly.

Art. 83

The Council of Ministers is appointed
cf the People's Assembly.

flom among the de-

by the first sessicn

The decisions of the Council of Ministers are taken on the
majority of votes, when the majority of its members is present.

Art. 84

The Council of Ministers has the following main compe-
tences:

it direcLs the activity for the realizali.on of the internal
and external policies of the State,

it promulgates decisions and ordinanccs on the basis of
the Constitution and the laws and for their implementation;

it directs and controls the activity of the ministries, other
central organs of state administiation, and the executive com-
rnittees of the people's councils, and defines their internal orga-
ni-zatior,;

it works out the draft plan for the economic and cultural
development of the country, the state draft-budget, it orga-
nizes and controls their implementation, it directs and orga-
slizes the monetary and financial system of the State;

it directs the activity for the fulfilment of duties in the
field of the defence of the country, in conformity with the de-
cisions of the Defence Council;

it takes measures for the security, protection, and streng-
thening of the socialist juridical order and the rights of citizens:

it enters into, approves and denounces, treaties or other
i:tternational agl'eenents within its competences,

Art. 85

The Council of Ministers abrogates the unlawful or irlegular
acts of the ministers and other central olgans of the State

The People's Army, as tlle main force defending th€ home-
1and, is the army of the people and serves the people.

The armed forces are 1ed by the Party of Labour of Albania.

Arl. 92
The Defence Council is created to direct, organize and mo-

bilize all the forces and resources of the country in defence of
the homeland.

The First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Parry
of Labour of Albania is the Commander-in-chief of the armed
forces and Chairman of the Defence Couneil.

The composition of the Defence Council is d,efined by the
Presidium of the People's Assembly on the propo"al of the
Chairman of the Defence Council.
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CHAPTER II

aduinistlation and of executive committees of the People's
Councils.

The Council of Ministers suspends the implementation of un-
lawfui or irregtlar decisions of the people's councils and pre-
sents the question of their abrogation to the higher people's
council, or to the Presidium of the People's Assembly"

Art. 86

The Presidium of the Council of Ministers cotnprises the
Chairman and the Vice-Chairmen of the Council of Ministels.

The Presidium of the Council of Ministers supervises, con-
trols and takes decisions on the implementation of the duties
allocated by the Council of Ministers,

The Chairman of the Council of Ministers represents the
Council of Ministers, presides over the meetings and directs
its activity.

Art. 87

The ministries are central organs of the State administration,
specialized in particular branches of activity, which ale di-
rected by nembers of the Council of Ministers.

Art. 88

The ministers are responsible for the activity of their res-
pective ministries and of the Council of Ministers, they he1p,
control the organs, enterprises, institutions and organizations
dependent on them.

On matters within their competences, the ministers issue
orders and instructions according to the 1aws, ordinances and
decisions of the Council of Ministers, and for their imple-
mentation.

Art. 89

The ministers abrogade the unlawful or irregular ordinan-
ces and orientations by the organs, enterprises or institulions
dependent on them and suspend the application of the unlaw-
ful or irregular decisions of the executive commiitees of the
people's councils, which have to do with their respective sphe-
res of activity, presenting the question of their ablogation to
the Council of Ministers.

CHAPTER III

THE DETEIICE O] IHE COUTIRY AIID THE ARHED TORCES
Art. 90

The State safeguards the victories of the people's revolu-
tion and the socialist construction, defends the freedom, natio-
nal independence and territorial integrity of the country.

The territory of the People's Sccialist Republic of Albania
is inalienable and its bordels are inviolable.

Art. 91

The defence of the homeland and of the victories of sccial-
ism are ensured by the armed people, organized in the armed
forces, which comprise the People's Army, the forces of the
lVlinistry of Internal Affairs and the Voluntary Forces of Peo-
ple's Self-defence.
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Art 93

No one has the right to sign or accept, in the name of the
People's Socialist Republic of Albania, the capitulation or occu-
pation of the conntry. Such an act is conderlned as treason to
the country.
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Art. 94

The stationing of foreign military bases and troops in the
territory of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania is pro-
hibited.

CHAPTER IV

IHE TOCAT ORGATIS OF IHE SIAIE POWER
A]ID SIATE ADIII}IISIRATIOII

Art 95

The people's councils are organs of the state power, which
carly out the governing of the country in the territoriai admi-
nistrative units, with the broad participation of the working
masses.

The people's councils direct the entire social life in the
political, economic, social-cu1tural fields, as well as the defence
of the country and the protection of the socialist jur.idical order
reconciling the local interests v,'ith the general state intelests.

The people's councils are elected for a term of three years.

Art. 96
The people's council adopts the plan and the loca1 budget,

from its members it elects the cxecutive committee and the com-
missions of the council and may discharge them, it directs, 1-reIps
and controls the activity of the people's councils at lower le-
vels. It issues ordinances and decisions within its competences.

Art. 97

The nreetings of the peopie's council open when the majo-
rity of its members is present.

The decisions of the People's Council are taken on the majo-
lity of the members present.

Art. 98

A higher people's council may dissolve a lower level people's
council, appoints the provisional executive committee and de-
cides on the elections for a new people's council.

A higher people's council rnay dismiss the executive com-
nittee of a lower level people's council and order a new
electiort.

Art. 99

The people's council abrogates the unlawful or irreguiar.
acts of its executive committee, of the lower leve1 people,s coun-
ci1 and the respective executive committee.

Art. 100

It is the duty of the members of the people's council to
serve the people conscientiously and loyally, to maintain close
ties with the electors and render account to them. They have
the right to control the state organs, enterprises, institutions
and agricultural cooperatives and demand from them the precise
implementation of 'the socialist law.

The respective state organs are obliged to examine the re-
rnarks of the members of the people's councils and take the
lleCeSSary measules.

The membels of the people's councils enjoy immunity within
the ter::itorial unit undel the administration of the people's coun-
ci1. They cannot be detained, arl'ested or subjected to penal pro-
secution without the consent of the people's council or the exe-
cutive committee, except in cases when a grave crime has ob-
viously been committeed.

Art. 101

The executive committee is the executive and administrative
olgan of the people's council.

The executive committee continues its activity even after
expiration of the mandate of the people's council which has
elected it, until the first meeting of the new People's Councitr.

Art. 102

Between sessions of the people's council, the executive com-
mittee exercises the r.ights and duties of the people's council,
with the exception of those which by 1aw come within the com-
petence of the people's council alone.

The executive committee renders account to the people's
council about its activity, presents its most important decisions
fol approval and reports on the implementation of decisions of
thc people's council.

Art. 103

The executive committee of the people's council is depen-
dent on the people's council which has elected it and the next
higher administrative and executive olgan.

The executive committee of a higher people's council abro-
gats the unlawful and irregular acts of a lower level executive
committee and suspends those of the lower leve1 people's council,
presenting the question of their abrogation to the competent
people's council.

Art. 104

The specialized organs created under the executive commit-
tees are dependent on t1-re people's council, its executive com-
mitees, and the higher organs of the state administration, they
render accounts to then-r and to the masses of working people"

CHAPTER V

IHE PEOPIE'S COURIS
Art. 105

The people's courts are the organs which administer justice.
The courts prot€ct the socialist juridical order, fight for

prevention of crimes, educate the masses of working peopie to

respect and implement socialist 1aw, relying on their acti\/e par-
ticipation.

At the head of the organs of jus,tice is the Suprerne Cou$.
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$'hich directs and contlols the activity of the courts. The
peoptre's courts al'e elected by the people, according to the
rnethod defined by 1aw.

Coult organization and trial plccedule ale defined by 1aw.

Art. 106

The courts judge penal and civil cases and othel cases
which are within their competence accorcling to the 1aw.

The trial takes place with the participation of assistant
judges and in public sittings, with the excepiion of cases when
it has been decided otherwise bv 1arv.
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During the trial the Albanian language is used. Persons who
do not know Albanian may use their own ianguage and speak
thlough an interpl'eter.

The accused enjoys the right of defence.

Atl. L07

The court is independent in its judgment of a case, it takes
its decision on the basis of the law alone, and it pronounces its
verdict in the name of the people.

The verdict may be annulled or amended only by the com-
petent higher court.

Art. 109

The Attorney General puts before the People's Assembly and
before the Presidium of the People's Assembly cases in which
the laws and decrees ar.e not in conformity with the Constitution
and it also puts before the Council of Ministers cases in which
its decisions and instructions do not conform with the law.

Art. 110

State attorney.s are appointed by the Attorney General and
dilectly depend on him.

CIIAPTER VI

PARI IHREE
CHAPTER I

THE AXTORTEY GEIIERAI'S OffICE
Art. 108

The duty of the Attorney General's Office is to control the
precise and uniform implementation of the laws by the mini
stlies and other central and loca1 organs, by the courts, the
organs of investigation, enterprises, institutions, organizations,
officials and citizens.

The Attorney General has the right to protest against every
iilegal act and to demand from the respective organs its
abrogation or amendment. The request of the Attorney Genelal
must be discussed within the period defined by 1aw, otherwise
the implementation of the act is suspended.

Proposals for amendments or additions to the Constitution
can be presenied by the prcsidium of the people,s Assem-
bly, ihe Council of Ministers, or by two fifths of the de-
puties.

Proposals for amendments or additions in the Constitu-
tion are accepted by a majolity of two thirds of all the de-
puties.

IHE EMBI,EM, rHE [lAG, rHE CAplrAl ClTv
Art. 111

The embtrem of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania
bears a black, double-headed eag1e, encircled by two sheaves
of wheat with a five pointed r.ed star at the top and which
are ,tied at the bottom with a ribbon, on which the date ,24th
}{'ay 7944. is inscribed.

a*. ttz
The state flag of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania

CHAPTER II

presents a red background with a black double-headed eagle in
the middle, above which there is a five pointed red star, outli-
ned in go1d. The ratio between the width and the length of the
flag is 1 x 1.4 metres.

Art. 113

The capital of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania
rs 111',4n4.

FHA1 DtSPoSmoil
Art. 714

The Constitution is the supreme 1aw of the state.
All activity for the creation of juridical norms is conducted

on the basis of the Constitution and in complete confor.mity
with it.

Art. 115

Amendments or additions to the Constitution can be made
only by decision of the People's Assembly.
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STALIN WAS A GREAT MARXIST-LENINIST

,ZERI I POPULLIT", OT7AN OI t|rc C.C OT tlrc P.L, A.

The stand towards Stalin has

been and still is a question of
fundamental principle, a very
clear-cut political and ideolo-
gical line. Both now and in the
future, this remains one of the
main lines of demarcation di-
viding the gettuine l\[arxist-
Leninists and levolutionaries
from the revisionists of everY

hue, dividing the Progressive
forces flom the reactionarY
forces.

Year after year, the imPeria-

lists, the fascist, and the re-

visionists have invented all
sorts of slanders about the

figure and work of Stalin, in
the hope that they will be able

to levise historY and make

mankind forget dhe truth. But

the place Stalin occupies in his-

tory is so iofty and unassailable
that the bourgeois-revisionist
scum are quite unable to sullY
him.

The figule of Joseph Vissa-

rionovich Stalin is that of a

great revolutionaly and Mar-
xist-Leninist. Stalin is the faith-
ful pupil and successor who
carried onward and further de-

veloped the thought and work
of Lenin. Together with Lenin,
he laid the foundations for and
built the first socialist state

in the world. For thirty years
on end, Stalin successfully led
the commtrnist party of the So-

viet Union and the Soviet pro-
letarian state in the great bat-
tles of socialist construction
according to Lenin's teaching

and the Leninist norms. S':aIir-t

was the glolious lead.er of the

Soviet peopie and the Soviet

army in the great patliotic
war which 1ed to the destruction
of Cerman fascism and which
made that priceless contribution
to the liberation of the Peo-
ples of Europe and the worid.
Under the leadership of Sta-

lin, within a short period and

r.vithout the material aid of anY-

body e1se, the Soviet peoPle

l-realed the wounds of the war,
reconstructed the economY and
created the necessary basis for
the further developmer-rt of in-
dustry, science, etc.

As a principled and consis-

tent revolutionary and interna-
tionalist, Stalin worked for the
promotion and strengthening
of the international communist
and liberation movements, both
in the time of the Comintern
and afterr.r'ards. After World
War Two it was he who in-
spired the creation of the In-
folmation Bureau, u'hich, as

long as it existed, acted with
wisdom for the exchange of ex-
perience among the sister com-
munist and workers parties on

a revolutionary internationalist
basis. Time has cornpletely con-
firmed the correct decisions it
adopted. The Party of Labour
of Albania has flequently
spoken out and has always
heartly defended Stalin and his
work from the attacks and
slanders of Khruschov, the
Khruschovites and all the anti-

corlmunists. It is ploud of hav-
ing done this. it rn,i1l rise aga.:r

and speak out forcefully agairs:
the reactionary bourgeoisie anC

the revisionists who attack Sia-

lin in older to fight the rer-c-

lution and the ideas of cor]::-

munlsm.
There ale people and reti-

slonist parties that, whenever'
they are faced with internal
difficulties or want to gain 3e-

pital in ihe eyes of the bcur--
geoisie and imperialism, r:eac-

tivate the o1d bankrupt prop;-
ganda arsenal and begin to sian-
der Stalin. It has aiready been
ploved that the anti-Stalin
campaign of these parties has

becn associated with or has beer-r

a consequence of their further'
opportunist degeneration, of ti:e
growtl-r of the chauvinist spiri'l
and of efforts to interfele 1n

the domestic affairs of others.
In order to defend their bank-
rupt cause, a number of in-
dividuais of this sort 1abel

their personal enemies, or livals
for power, saboteurs and spies

in the pay of the Soviet sc-

cial-imperialists or of the i.-1.S,

imperialists as *Stalinists - sup-
porters of the Information Bu-
reau". But this is a false ap-
pellation because nowadays even

children know that the sabc-
teurs and spies, the imperialists
or the social imperialists have
nothing in common either rt'ith
Stalin or with the Informaticn
Bureau. But even the fanciest
patches can't raake tattered



clothing new, any more than
sickness can be cured with a

magic wand.
In order to cover up the

failures, in their national policy,
which is a typically bour.geois
nationalists policy, these same
individual and revisionist par-
ties even reach the point of 1a-

belling some nationality with all
sorts of epithets, accusing them
of rir1jflgn1irm,, .Stalinist" dog-
matism, and so on. However
means of such falsehoods and
insinuations they will not be
able to cover up the injustices
that exist or extinguish people,s
pure and legitimate national
feelings, nor will they have the
slightest effect on those coun-

tries to which the modern re-
visionists seek to n-rake a1lu-
sions and to damage the friend-
ship boiween peoples.

Stalin was a great marxist
theoretician on the national
question. tf the revisionists
have forgotten this, 1et them
read Lenin properly and see
horv highly he appraised the
great theol'etical and practical
importance, of Stalin's u,ork on
the national question, 1et them
recall the struggle waged by
Lenin in defence of Stalin,s
theses against the attacks of
the deviators and other enemies
of the revolution. (,On the Na-
tional Programme of R.S.D.L.P,,
Lenin, Woi'ks, vol. 19). In writ-

ing about these questions in
defence of Stalin, our desire is
that the matter will be kept on
thc ideological plane. Holveve.-
if the scribblers and the de-
f euders of anti-Marxist thescs
on the national question aim at
pelsecuting the national mi-
norities, they may be sure that
the Party of Labour of Albania,
on a Marxist-Leninist way, will
defend any people and national
minority which is oppressed
and persecuted by any one at
all. This is a revolutionary
obligation and an internationa-
list duty from rvhich no pcople
and no party fighting for so-
cialism and the liberation of
tl-re peoples can turn away.

E

THE PEOPLES OF NORTHERN EUBOPE
FOLLOW WITII VIGILANCE THE AGGRESSIVE
AND EXPANSIONIST PLANS
OF THE TWO IMPERIAI,IST SUPERPOWERS

,BASHKIMIT, central organ oI

In the context of their hege-
monistic and aggressive plans
on the European continent an
intensification of the militaly
presence of the two super-
powers - US imper.ialism and
Soviet social imperialism, has
become apparent in recent
years in the area of Northeln
Europe.

Impelled by their imperialist
nature, the two superpowers
are in fierce, allround rivalry,

the Democratic Ftont of Albania.

and are speeding up their ex-
pansionist plans in the norther.n
paft of Europe, too.

It is not difficult to under.-
stand the aim of the intensi-
fication of the Soviet-US rivalry
in this area, if its major stra-
tegic importance is borne in
mind.

Between the Br.itish islands
and continental Eulope lies the
North Sea, which is an impor-
tant route to the Baltic, and

which ensures entry to Barents
Sea through the Sea of Nor.
way.

On the other hand, the coun-
tries of Northern Eutope have
discovered in their off shore
waters great natural gas and
oil resources which a::e esti-
mated to comprise 13 per cent
of those of the world. The oil
deposits in the area of Northern
Sea are estimated to reach

about 2,950.000 000 tons. Being
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Press teytew aware of the major strategic
importance of the oil and gas

fields of this area, the US im-

pcrialists and the Soviet so-

cial imperialists are greedY

to get the oi1 in their hands

by establishing their militarY
control over it. Without doubt,

the es,iablishment of miiitary
control by the superpowel's

means fierce rivalry which is

associated with the increase of

the presence of their naval and

air forces, with the increase of

their armed troops in t1-re mi-

litary bases of this a1s3, "justi-
fyiug- this under the Pretext
of the .balance of power".

The US imperialists have iein-
forced their military bases in
some countries of the aggressive

NATO bloc and have intensified

thir ground, naval and amPhi
bious manoeuvres in Dennrark,

in the northern and central

parts of the Federal RePublic

of Gelmar-ry, in thc Eastern At-

lantig the Sea of Norway and

in the vicinity of Britain. Air-
craft-carries, cruisers and des-

troyers, submarines and mili-
tary aircraft have been en-

gaged in these manoeuvres. The

carlying out of NATO manoeu-

vres in the Eastern Atlantic and

the Sea of Norway immediatelY
after those in the eastern and

southern areas of the Mediter-

ranean, is clear proof of the

aggressive and expansionist

aims and the wat'mongering
character of this aggressive

bloc which is directed and

manipulated bY US imPeria-

1ism.

In fierce rivalrY with the

US imperialists, and lilsewise

aiming at expansion in and

then military control over the

area of Northern EuroPe, the

Soviet social imPerialists,

through 'the aggressive Warsaw

Tleaty (a military machine in

the hands of the Moscow I'e-

visionists), have carried out

continual militaly exercises in

the territorial waters of Sweden,

near to the borders of Nor-

way, and in the territorial
watels of Denmark, and have

carried out missile launching

tests in the Barents Sea. The

Soviet social imPerialists have

turned the Kola peninsula, which
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borders on Northern Nor-
-way, into a Powerful naval base'

The warshiPs, submarines, and

aircraft of their northern and

Baltic fleets are engaged in

increasing brandishing of arms

in this area. Their hegemonistic

aims cannot fail to lead to the

increase of the contradictions

between these two aggressrve

powers themselves, on the one

hand, and between them and

the peoples, on the other hand'

The peoples of EuroPe are be-

coming more and more awal'e

of the dangers with which the

fierce rivaky between Washing-

lon and Moscow in their area

is frought. Therefore, to avoid

falling prey to the Predatory
aims of the US imPerialists and

Soviet social imPerialists, theY

have raised their voice and

condemn the aggressive Poiicies

of the two superpowers, de-

manding the dismantling of

foreign militarY bases on their

territories, as well as the with-

drawal of the aggressive US

and Soviet fleets which are

prowling the waters off the

coasts of their countries.

E

THE AGGRESSIVE ACTIVITY OF THE TWO SUPER,POWERS

BEFUTES T}IE PR,OPAGANGA
ABOUT TIIE RELAXATION OF TENSION IN EUBOPE

,,ZERI I POPULLIT,

All the imPerialis't-revisionist

demagogic proPaganda clamour

for years on end has accom-

panied the meetings of the

leaders of the USA and the

Soviet Union, the conferences

at various levels arranged bY

them, the agreements, the trea-

ties concluded as a result of
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press levtew numerous bargainings at tlie
expense of the peoples, is Pcr-

meated with the same worn out

theme which is aimed at cleat-r

ing the false belief that it is

all in the interests of the le-

laxation of tension itt various

regions and throughou't the

world. As fal as Europe is

concerned, it was particularly
active on the eve of and after
the Heisinki confelence about

the socalled uEulopean securi-

ty,, According to the Soviet

social-imperialists, this confe-

rence confirmed "a determina-

tion which makes the relaxatiotr
of tension in Eulope unrestrain-
ablc-, and had as its rnission
,the opening of a new page, of
;rn epoch of peace in Euro,pcan

histoly", etc.

The facts, however. show tl-re

opposite. There is no security in
Europe, primarily because the

two superpowers, in-rplement-

ing their stlategy for world
hegernony, maintain hele, in tl-re

framewolk of the aggressive

blocs, NATO and Warsaw Trea-

ty which they control, almost

2 million soldiers, thousands of
tanks and aircraf.t, missile bases,

etc. The chiefs of US imperia-
lism have made repeated decla-
rations about the strengthen-
ing of the American units on

the European continent.
The rivalry of the two super-

powers for hegemony has also

extended to Northern Europe.

The Sea of Norway, the North
Sea, the Baltic and Barents

Seas, as well as the North At-

antie, all this sea sPace, is one,

of the fields in which their Ple-l
datory interests clash. Both US

imperialism and Soviet social

imperialisrn are inte.rested in

the large oil reserves which

have been disco.rered off the

Norwegian coasl. They are ainr-

ing to placc the strategic ocean

traffic routes in this area under

their control. The abundant

wealth of 'fish also attracts the

greed of the two superpowers.

These are the reasons for which
both US imperialism and So-

viet social imperialism are pur-

suing identical gunboat policies

in regard to the countries of
this area, making a show of
their strength. Thus, part of
the US fleet has long been sta-

tioned in these waters. The pi-
ratictrl Soviet war ships too,

have continually extended the
spl'rcle of their ac,tivity and
manoeuvres from thc Sea of

Norway and the Baltic into the
Atlantic. The two largest fleets,

the North Atlantic and the Bal-
tic fleets, r,r,ith more than 10

almy divisions and about 1..000

aircraft, have been concentrat-
ed in this alea with the same

objectives. They aim at the
realisation of the joint strategy
of world hegemony.

In the southern part of the
European continent too, in the
Mediterranean, to realise their
expansionist ,objectives, the two
superpowers, contending for he-
gemony, are striving to fish in
troubled waters, to exploit the
difficult situations in order to
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revive o1d enn-ritles, to cleate

such conditions as 'wou1d a11orv

their expansion or justify their
intelference in this area. The

Cyprus tragedy emelged on the

background of the Soviet-US

rivalry, of the atmosPhere of

intrigues and conspitacies which
the two superpowers, separatelY

and jointly, concoct against the

peoples.

TI-re demagogic slogans of the

two superpowels about .relaxa-

tion of tension,, ncollaboration

and securityo in Europe, arc

aimed at concealing from the

peoples the dangers which their
rivalry and deals over expan-

sion and hegemony bring about,

at spreading the spirit of de-

mobilisation and slackening vi-
gilance, wcakening and elimi-
nating the opposition of the
peoples to irrperialism and so-

cial in-rperialism.
The Eu::opean peoples. wit-

nesses and victims of two world
wars rvhich have stalted on our
continent, must not f orget the
lessons of history and a1low

themselves to be deceived today
by demagogic slogans and de-

ccp'tive situations.
By taking the cause of peace

arrd security in Eur"ope into
theil own hands and making
it their own, b], fighting
through to the end against the
two supel'po1r'ers, the peoples of
Europe will bring about the
elimination of tension and the
situation of pressure and black-
mail imposed on the continent
by the two superpowers.
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The peasant struggle in La-

tin America became more and
tnore extensive and thorough-
going during the past year.
Armed actions, the occupation
of the estates and lands of the
gleat landowners, the clashes

with the police forces, the de-

nronstlaiions of protest, e,lc,,

are a component part of daily
political 1ife, in these countries,
an exprcssion of the deter.-

mined opposition to the reac-

tionary policy of the dictato-
:rial regimes and local oligar.-
chies. They reflect the forming
af political consciousness atld
ever better understanding that
tirc load to salvation from
slavery, from the clutches of
the exploiting feudal and capi-
talist order', r'uns through the
levolutionary s,lr.uggle against
the capitallst bosses and forces
of leaction. It is clear to the
Latin Anlet'ica peasant that the
socalled land refor.ms have
served only to deceive them, to
turn thern florn their resolute
struggle and keep them in
s1avery. In fact, although for
morc than one ccntury promises

have been made aboul calrying
out the land reform, even to-
day the lands are concentrated

in the hands of a handful of
feudals and great esta'te owners.

In Btaz1l, for instance, big
estate ownet:s own almost B0 per
cent of the entire land alea, in
Verrezuela land barons o,wt1 78,7

pel cent of the entire area of
the , cultivated 1and. while
in Chile 2 per cent of
the landowners otvn 87 per

cent of the land. It is
even worse in Paraguay
where 93,82 per cent of the
area of the alable land is owned
by a tiny handful of local and
foreign 1and1ors. Such a situa-
tion exis,ts almosts everywhere
in Lation Amcrica. The owner-
ship of the best and most fertile
lands by capitalists and land-
lords, the application of the

most savage methods of ex
ploitation, high taxes and rents,
etc., have irnpoverished millions
of people, and deepened the
class diffcrentiation. The La-

tin America countlyside is a

mirlol of the profound back-
wardncss. The exploitation and
oppression, famine and disease,

emigration and lack of medical
assistance, the high death-r.ate

among children and illiter.acy,
are clearly reflected there. The
talcs of oligarchy and irrperia-
lism about the realisation of
the "green revolution, have not
only failed to find any appii-
cation in practice, but are

used to increase the profits of
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foleign owners and local land-
lords through all sorts of neo-
colonialist methods. Eigthy-five
per cent of the Haitian peasants

are in conditions of permanent

hunger and lack of food. In Co-

Iombia rnore than 40,000 childlen
die every year, the majolity from
stalvation. Peasants in Bolivia,
Btazil, Chile, Guatemala, and

eisewhere, are living in extle-
mely difficult conditions. In
these countries medical as-

sistance is just an unlealisable
dream for the peasant. There

are countlies like Haiti where

there is one doc[or for evely
15.000 people.

The Latin American peasantl'y

are fighting to liberate them-

selves from the domination of
capitalist monopolies, to tllrow
off the age-o1d bondage of

Yankee irnperialism. In Para-

guay and Cuatemala, in the

Dominican Republic and else-

where, many strikes and de-

monstrations took place during
the past year against the ex-

plo;tation of the inhabitants of
the countryside by the Ameri-
can "United Frult* Company,

' as rvel1 as against the build-
ing of strategic aerodromes or
US military bases in these coun-

, tries. On the othel hand, the

struggle of the peasants is

TEIE STRUGGI,E OF'THE BROAD PEASANT MASSES
IN LATIN AMERICA IS ON THE UPSUEGE

,ZERI I POPULLIT,
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press teyrew being waged for democratic
rights, against reactionary laws,
such as the one on .social se-

curitytr in Bolivia, the Nr. 5

constitutional law in Brazil, the
law Nr. 064 in Ecuador, etc.,

which prohibit any kind of
opposition by the masses and
compel them to submit to the
domination of the capitalist and
the landowner.

Despite its gr.owth, the peasant
movement in Latin America is
also suffering the grave conse-
quences of the traitorous activity
of the modern revisionists, who
are seeking to deceive the mas-
ses, ,as they are doing with the

I

Despite the r.epressive lnea-

sures of the Blitish occupation
forces and the terrorist acts of
home reaction against the inha-
bitants of ,ihe poor quarters, the
course of eyents in Northern
h'1eand shows that the people
of Northern Ireland and their
patriotic forces are determined
to carry their struggle through
to the final victoly. The many
p1'otes't demonstrations, the con-

tinual bold actions of the pa-

tliots agairrst the British soldier.s
and local traitors, testify t0
this.

labour movement, to make them
await their liberation as a gift
of social evolution, of the ,eco-

nomic revolution,, which is alle-
gedly occurring in these coun-
tries. The revisionis,.'s have be-

come mouth pieces for ,the reac-
tionary bourgeois theories of
the *economic miracle,, neco.no-

mic stabi1ity,,, *social regenera-
tion", rsocial harmony*, or ,loy-
alty towaids the constitution
and laws', etc., etc, Their aim
is clear: to mislead the masses,

divert rihem from their struggle
and keep them in eternal bon-
dage.

But, in spite of the efforts of
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the levisionists, in spite of the
terror and violence of dictator-
ship, the struggle of the Latin
Ar-ncrican peasantTy is advanc
ing, thereby affilming 'ihat it
will achieve 'ts liberation with
resolute struggle to gain the
land, freedom, and bread. The
peasantry has linked its sttug-
g1e closely with thc movement
of the working masses of the
city, with the lcadership of the

working class and '.'he Malxist-
Leninist parties, which are corn-

ing out more and more as the

main leading revolutionary
force of the libelation of the

broad working mclsses.

THE PEOPLE OF NORTHERN IRELAND
ARE FIGIITING FOE THEIR, JUST CAUSE

,BASTTI{IMI,,

In Belfast, Newry, Derry, and
other cities, not a day passes

withou't the explosion of borlbs,
the burning cf a militar.y lorry,
the destruction of a building or
premises frequented by the occu-
piels. The number. of attacks on
the British soldiers and local
reactionaries is increasing. The

Blitish bourgeois press itself has

admitted that the number of Bri-

'iish tloops killed in the fight
against the patriots during these

lecent months amounts to se-

veral hundrcd and tl-rat the ma-
terial damage is heavy. During

the first six months of the past

year the Nolthern Ireland pa-
,triots undcrtooh more than 200

actions against thc British co-

lonialist forces.
These courageous actions are

proof of the increase of the
hatred and resistance of the peo-

p1e of Northern Ireland for the
British occupiers. The deterrai-
na'tion among them to drive out
the British occLlpiers and win
freedom is very clear'. These

bold actions have given the
struggle of the patliots of Nor-
thern h'eland a national libera-
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independence. The religious dis-
guise, with which the British co-

lonialists have sought for years

to cover the events in Northern
Ireland, has rrow bcen torn to
pieces. Thc explosive situation
in this country is a result of
the outburst of the indignation
of a people who have suffered
for years on end, a consequence

of the extreme sharpening of
the contradiction bet'q'een thc
people and the colonialists, be-

tween the local working masses

and the Irish-British exploitincy
oligarchy.

This is why the stluggle of
the people of Northern lreland
has flared up more powerfully
than ever. And in this struggle
the patriotic forces of the coun-
try are increasing day by day
on a broader basis, rejecting the
backstage dea1s, the religious

discrimination and divisions im-
posed by the foreign occupiers.

Faced with this situatiou, the
Blitish colonialists arc using
both violence and demagogy,
in their efforts to put down the
struggle and revoll of the pa-

triots and popular masses of Nor-
thcrn lreland. The propaganda

from London continues to cla-
mour about the socalled ,poli-
tical solution,. Secret talks are

taking place between the Bri-
tish government chiefs and their
lackeys about drawing up a new
constitution, which is nothing
but a farce to perpetuate the
occupa'iion by the colonialists.
The British clergy, too, have
cngaged themselves on a large
scale. Many clergymen, zealous
servants of the British big bour-
geoisie, including the head of the
Church of England, Archbishop
Donald Coggan, have undeltaken
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trips to Belfast. Coggan, indeed,
stayed six days in Northern Ire-
land and held a series of talks
with the 1oca1 clergy with a

view to increasing their acti-

vity to convince the people about
the socalled .political solution,.

The fact is that while they
speah about a ,political solution,
the Bfitish rulers are intensify-
ing their violence and terror
against the people of Nolthern
Ireland.

These actions do nothing but
f urther increase the determina-

tion of the people of Northeln
Ireland in theil struggle and

show them that the British co-

louialists u,i11 not withdlaw vo-

luntarily from the country but
will exert every effort, using the

1ocal reaction for this purpose,

to preserve their occupation and

economic and political interests

in Northern Ireland.

I

EFFORTS TO DIVERT THE STRUGGLE
OF THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES INTO COMPROMISES
AND BARGAININGS

.ZERI I POPULLIT,

The great gulf between the
1eve1 of economic devclopn-rent

of the dcveloping countries and

that of the industrialised coun-
tries has become s,ieadily deeper.

In fact, while the developing
countries are inhabitcd by ncarly

70 per cent of the national po-

pulation of the world, these

countries realise only 30 per.

cent of the national in-
come of the r.r'olld. This is secn

also in the decline of their spe-

cific weight in industrial pro-

duction and the volume of world
trade. According to UNO data,

in 1960 these countries account-

cd for the 21,3 per cent of wor'ld

irade, while in 1970 this figure
dropped to 1.7,6 per cent. Also

according to UNO statistics, in
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press tewew the developing countries about
1 billion people suffer from in-
sr.rfficient food arrd as many peo-

p1e are illiterate. Through the
level of unequal prices alor:e,

the two superpowers and the
other imperialist pou,ers, fi.om
1961 to 7972. robbed the de-
veloping countr.ies of a total of
about 100 billion dollars. During
the yeals 1977-7972 a1one, tl'rey

robbed thern of a sum of about
24 billion dollar.s. Accolding to
thc data of the International Mo-
netary Fund, last year the dc-
veloping countries paid 23 bil-
lion dollars more for the goods
imported from the industr.ialised
countlies as a r.csult of thc rise
ln prlces,

During this year alone, under
the plessure of the imperialist
powers, and particulariy of the
two superpowers, prices on the
international market have rnov-
ed to the detliment of the de-

veloping countries which supply
raw materials. Thus, for exam-
p1e, the price of copper in Lon-
don dropped from 1268 to 561

pounds pe1'ton, the price of the
Philippine copra dropped from
700 dollars per ton to 287 do1-

lars, the price of palm oil from
African countries fell from 1456

dollars to 544 dollars per ton,
etc. There wele also appreciable
reduotions in pr.ices for dates,
natural rubber, cotton, woo1,

cocoa, coffee, sugar, etc., while
the index of prices of industrial
articles exported to developing
countries rose to 193 in the year

7973, and to 230 in the year
1,974, taking the year 1950 as

100.

At the 7th special session of
the UN Gencrai Assembly, re-
presentatives of developing
countries condemned this pre-
datory activity of the in-rperia-
1ist, colonialist, and neocolonia-
list powers. They pointed out
fo::cefully that the industr.ialised
countries,continue to draw grcat
profits to the detriment of the
countries pt'oducing raw mate-
rials, and they exposed t1-re di-
scriminatory tr.ade system, une-
qual exchanges, the many tariff
and customs barriers, the policy
of closed markcts, etc. They
declared that their countries are
irnplementing determined mea-
sures to exer.cise their national
soverelgnty over the natural
lesources and riches of their
countries, striking at tl.te inter-
ference of foleign cepital, such
rreasures as putting undcr their
control and nationalising foreign
monopoly companies, placing
natural rcsources at thc scrvicc
of the national economy ,through

the creation of national enter-
plises of ploduction, proccssing,
transport and trading in the pro-
ducts of the mining industry etc.

Acting with initiative in defence
of their national interests aga-
inst imperialist plunder, the
developing countries have se-

veral times raised the prices of
their raw materials, particularly
of fuel, to bring them into com-
palable relationship with the
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international prices for imports
of industi'ial products. On the
example of the olganisation of
the OPEC countlies, some co1-

leclive organisrns of cconomic
cooperation have been created
for the production and trading
of coffee, sugar, bananas, alu-
minium, etc. By such collcctive
measures the developing coull-
tries ,aim at defending themsel-
ves from the economic aggres-

sion of the imper.ialist powers,
and at coping with the compe-
tition of the foreign moncpolies
and monopoly cornpanies.

The imperialist powers, and
in the filst place US imperia-
lism and Soviet social imperia-
1ism, are striving in every way
to undermine the struggle of the
developing countries and divert
it into a process of ,understand-

ing,, and bilateral or multilate-
ral international compromises
and dea1s. As a r.ule, they have
used and continue to rrse all-
lound pressure, up to open

thleats, towards the developing
countries, to make them renoun-
ce their just struggle and lawful
demands. And when pressure
and threats do not wotk, then
sophisticated demagogy appears
on the stage, or the espionagc
services are set in motion, etc.

The struggle against the he-

gemonistic policy of the two
superpowers, against colonial-
ism and neocolonialism, is a

just struggle. The results achiev-

ed so far have increased the

confidence of the peoples of the
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press reyrew developing countries in their
possibilities and capacities to
score new, stil1 gt'eater victories
in the future. Of course, a long
road of struggle and efforts stil1
lies ahead of these peoples. A

series of important battles on
national and international level

have been won, but there still
remain rnany o,ther battles until
the final victory is attained. The
basis to achieve this victory is
the further and continous streng-
thening of the solidarity and
unity among the peoples of de-

veloping countries, the unyield-
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ing stand against any pressure

and threat, while, at the same

time, guarding against the traps
into which the imperialist po-

wers. and in the first place thc
two superporvers, the United
States of America and the Soviet
Union, want to dlaw them.

I

FEVERISII PREPARATIONS FOR WAE
BY TIIE TWO IMPERIALIST SUPERPOWER,S

,LUFTETARI,, otgdn o! the Ministry olDelence of the PRA

Every passing year bling fur-
ther increases in the military
btrdgets of the two superpowers.
Tl-rus, while some years ago the
American war budget was about
80 billion, during these last
three years alone it has had an

increase of 27 bilTion do11ars. Re-

cently it was announced that the
House of Representatives of the
Congress approved a military
budget for ,fhe fiscal year' 7976-

77 of.772 billion do1lars, a lecord
f.igure, unprecedenied in the
history of the USA. For its part,
the Pentagon expects this figure
to reach 120 billion dollars. The
same thing is occurring with the
Soviet social imperialists. While
the Soviet military expenditure
was about 50 billion dollars, in
1963, last year the Soviet social
imperialists allocated for war
preparations a military budget

amounting to 117 billion dollars.
Thus, both the one and the other
supel'powers, are teating ahead

with f everish prepara,tions for
new wars, for which the US and
Soviet sides a1'e equally to
blarne.

The new military budgets of
the two superpowers clearly
speak of their very dangerous
aggressive nature. This clearly
proves that the impelialist states

can never change their nature,
despite the claims of the modern
revisionists, Armament and war
are pefinanent fellow travellers
of imperialism or social impe-
rialism, and a condition of their
existence, emanating from the
very character of their economic
order and their aggressive po-

licy. Therefore, all the fuss the
two superpowers arc making
about their alleged steps to-

14'31d5 tpeacen,,disarmament,,
or "security,, is nothiDg but sha-

meless demagogy. They have
a great deal to say about "disar-
mament and security,', indeed
in recent times the Soviet social
imperialists have invented sti11

another xnew proposal. to feed to
the 30th session of the UN Ge-

neral Assembly, which is called
the ,international treaty on the
complete and total prohibition of
nuclear weapons test", but in
fact they are doing the op-
posite, perfecting their nuclear
and non-nuclear weapons, in-
creasing their military budgets,
etc.

The only thing the super-
powers are concerned with is the

extension of their domination
over the free countries and peo-

ples and continuation of their
prepations for war. For this
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preSs teyrew reason, thcy are maintaining thc
two most savagely agglessive
military blocs, NATO and the
Warsaw Trcaty which are the
pillars of their imperialist do-

mination in Europe and weapons
of aggression and war in the
hands of Washington and Mos-
cow. Therefore, they devote spe-

cial attention to the strengthen-
ing of Lhese blocs, thc1, atc in-
ccssantly alnring and prepaljng
them.

Parailel with thc strcngthen-
ing of their military potential
and that of the aggressive mi-
litary blocs, for their purpose of
preparations for war, the two
imperialist superpowers ate de-

voting attention to the training
of their soldiers, separately, or
in the framewolk of their mili-
tarv alliances, in order to pre-
pare and perfect them for nerv

conquests. Particularly last sum-

mer, Europe was filled as nevel

trefore with the sme11 of gun-
powder. The military exercises

of NATO, and the Warsaw
Treaty on this continent, as well
as those in the Mediterranean
or over the oceans, have been

very frequent, of ail kinds and
on a large scale. Scarcely had
the complex NATO manoeuvres
finished in the Mediterranealt,
than othcrs wele beginlng on

the continent, ancl parallel with
them, the eastern aggressive bloe

has carried out numerous exer'-

cises on the territories of the

Soviet dominions. Common to
all of them is their offensive
charactcr, the carrying out of
iandings, t1-re movement of
troops on land, ol by air from
one region to another and pa-

re.chute landings. These manooeu-

vr.es, like the others, once more

show that they do not serve .de-

fensive, aims. as their organisels
declare, but are preparations for
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ne$, aggressions and wafs
against the peoples.

The present situation in the

world shows that the two su-

perpowers are stepping up their
war preparatlons. The bilateral
or multilateral conference and

talks they keep open in Vienna.
Geneva, Helsinki, or anywhel'e
else, directly selve the realisation
of their dark plans, because they
ale intended to deceive the peo-

ples and 1u11 them to sleep. The-

relorc the peoples, who are be-

coming more and more aware

of the dangerous aggrcssive na-

tule of the two superpowers and

their allies, are drawing new

lessons day by day. They are

enhancing their vigilance and

condemning the war prepara-
rtions of the two superpowers

and their aggressive b1ocs, which
are preparing to drive the r.r'orld

into a new slaughter, if they are

left f1'ee to act.

I

THE GAP BETWEEN THE RICH
AND THE POOR IS BECOMING EVER }VIDER

'BASHKIMIg

The bourgeois propaganda is

making a great fuss about the

socalled society of rvTglllsiry
for everybody,. But the actual
situation in capitalist society, the

intensification of capitalist er

ploitation and the worsening of
the situation of the working
people, show that capitalism is

the order of poverty and mi-
sery for the majority of the po-

pulation, and of plofits and un-

limited luxury for a handful of
capitalists.

In thc USA, the wcalthy, who
constitute 4,4 pe,- cent of the

population, own over 60 per cent

of the sharbs, and have at their
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press rev,ew disposal over one-thild of all the
money in circulation and one-

fourth of the fixed assets, while
60 per cent of the rank and
file Americans have only 7 per

cent of the wealth. And in spite

of the heavy crisis which has

gripped the capitalist world, the
profits of these monopolists con-

tinue to grow to ever greater
dimensions. Thus, according to

the American press itself, drring
the first quader of the past

yc{rr, the "General Dynamics

Corporation,, recorded an in-

crease of 88 per ccnt in its net
profits. On the other hand, the

monopoly companv," Internatio-

nal Telegraph and Telephoncu,

reported that, in comparisoD

with the first quarter of the
yeat 7974, the plofits of this
company increased by 106,6 mil-
lion do11ars. Here is anothel'

very signific;rnt fact: from evely
hour's rvork by one of its wor-
kers the multimillionaire Forcl

family draws 2 dollars clear
profit, There are 200,000 people

employed in the Ford plants;
thus the profits which are dt'awn
can easily bc calculated!

The same thing is apparent ir-r

thc other capitalist countries,

too. ln the Federal Republic of
Germany 7,7 per cent of thc
wealthy families own 74 per cent

of the means of production. In
Britain the 200 wealthiest fa-
milies own 60 per cent of thc
means of production.

Of coursc, the coneentratioir of
wealth at one pole, means the

concentration of poverty at the
other po1e. In the developed ca-
pitalist countries we see that
along with the worsening of the
situation of the wof,king class

and the broad working masses,

the strata affected by poverty
are widened. In the USA there
are 25,5 million people officially
recognised as poor. At a timc
whcn these 25,5 million Ameri-
cans have a living standarcl
below the official poverty linc,
the wealthy families in the USA

arnuse themselves by keeping
248 million pet dogs, spending

17 billion dollars a year for theil
feeding and carc! In Britain,
according to the newspaper
*Guardian,, 11 million pcoplc,

or 20 pcr cenb of the pofulation,
ale living in povelty. There is

rnarkecl povcrty also in France,

Italy, Spail, etc.

Here is whal the tlcwspaper

"Frankfurter Rundschau, says

about the situation in Rome: ,To

sce how great is the difference
bctween luxury and poverty, one

only needs to look at the suburbs

on the two sides of the Tiber
liver. On the one side there are

30 persons per hectare, on the

other side 1800. On the one side

there is t hospital, 2 outpatient
clinics and 4 modern clinics,
while on the other side there
is nothing. Still more accen-

tuated is the class polarisation
in the Latin American countries.

For example, 62,2 per cent of
the arable land is in the hands

of the big landlords, while over
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70 per cent of the small land-
owners possess only 4 per cent

of the land.

The tendency to class polari-
sation is becoming over more
pronounced in the revisionist
countries, too. According to the

revisionist press, in the Soviet

Union today thele are over 25

million people who have a living
standald under the official 1eve1

of poverty. While the living
standard of 50 pel cent of all
the agricultulal rvolkers is lowcr'

than that of the working people

and employees of the cit5r, 15.

incomes of the leaders of col-

loctive farms are several, ten, o-.-

even 20-30 times larger than those

of the rank and filc membets.

The polarisation of society is

a law of capitalism, which oPe-

ra.tes and will operatc with evel
greater' folce in the frameworlt

of the existence of the social

order which is based on private

owner:ship o\rer the mcans of
pl'oduction and the exploitation

of man by rnan. The develop-

ment of state monopoly capita-

lisrn ancl the technical and

scientific revolution does not

eliminate the fundamental con-

tradiction of capitalism. ,Is the

hunger and misery in the world
being wiped out?, - said

tradition of capitalism. 'Is the

October 3, 1974 speech. .On the

contrary, it is becorning worse.

Is the life of thc poor being

improved or the power of the

rich being liquidatecl? The oppo-

site is occurring,.
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This issttc,sf tlrc,Albania Today, is dedicatetl to the 79th Vo'lume ol the Works ot
Cotttrade ENVER HOYHA whiclt toas disttibuted throughottt Albania on Nouentber \th 1925.
This uoltune inclttdes speecltes, tepotts, Ietlers and radiograms ol the petiod June-December
1960 uthich throu light on the detetmited sltuggle waged by the party ol Labour ol
Albania and cotnrade ENVER HOXHA against Klttuscheuite teuisionism.

- Beal Unity Is Achieved and Strengthened Only on the Basis sf Marxist-Leninist
Principlec

- We Shall Go to Moscow not with Ten Banners, but with Only One, with the Banner
of Marxism-I-eninism

- Whether Albania Is a Socialist Country or not, This Does not Depend on Khruschev,
but it Has Been Dedicated by the Albanian People through the Wars They Have fought
and the Blood They Have Shed.

- We Shall Ardently Defend Marxism-Leninism and the Interests of the People

- We Have Fought Empty-bellied and Bare-footed, but Have Never Kotowed to Anybody

- Other Reports, Speeches, Letters, and Badiograms
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